INTERROGATION LOG OF DETAINEE 069
Day 1, July 4, 2009 (Camp Rainbow )
2130: Detainee was shown a crude drawing of John Walker
Lindh and told it was a mirror. Detainee refuses soy milk. Soy
milk is poured on his head...
2300: Detainee appeared to have been disgusted by the word
employment. Detainee is made to wear a makeshift necktie...he
is told he has real upper-management potential.
2330: MG showed a can of shaving cream to detainee....
Detainee became enraged.... He struggled against his
restraints as if to attack....Detainee was subjected to poking
and light slapping....MG placed a
while he

and

the diameter of a cantaloupe
Christina Aguilera...

in detainee's
until
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It’s the Summer of Love in Taos, NM and I'm getting none. Miranda’s
wearing a skin-tight tank-top and stretch-pants, doing yoga next to her
Humana monkey-god shrine and talking on her cell. Inhaling deeply,
her nipples point at me mockingly; exhaling frenetically, she
excoriates Obama for breaking her heart, hastening Financial
Armageddon and bringing the coming Race Wars. “It's gonna be real

bad!” she crescendos manically.
She’s a fit, mid-thirties ophthalmologist, who believes in extradimensional aliens, Tarot cards and hope. We met this weekend at a
Wiccan retreat in Arroyo Seco. “My friend goes down to Peru every
year,” she’d whispered, “and she told me, ‘You know who has the best
ayahuasca? This math teacher out of Albuquerque!'”
I now feel ill just typing that word—Albuquerque.
She startles at the sight of me leering at her across the room. “Oh, I
gotta go...OK, bye.”
“Was that headquarters?” I ask. “They said they'd contact me here—
although they usually don't phone.”
“You seem really tired,” she says and springs to her feet. “Did you
sleep yet?” She flees into her bedroom through a tie-dyed Vishnu
tapestry. I linger in the hallway, smelling her perfume like a rapist.
“Um, no,” I mumble. “It's been—it's been a few days.” There's a
propped-up piece of paper on the living room bureau which reads:
“GOD” in 300-point font. Each letter is composed of hundreds of
smaller deity aliases. A jewelry box on the toilet contains a Bob
Marley medallion and an open POTUS locket. The place is filthy with
new age crap and fallen idols.
Ryan and his girl—and I mean girl—friend Stephanie are parked in
the driveway giggling inside their RV. He’s a barely 3-D Shaggy in his
balding forties, and she looks like she just ran away from Native
American Girl Scout camp. They drifted here in after a month at the
Rainbow Gathering in Cuba, NM. What was the best part? “Oh, man,
we got these tasty chocolate pastries one night....”
Scientifically speaking, this annual Hippie Hajj was a reaffirmation of
everything tragic within the human animal.
Slumped on Miranda’s living room carpet, we pass the pipe and
chitchat. “Where were you before the Gathering?” Stephanie asks.
“Started off in Erie, Pennsylvania,” I answer. “Met up with Major
General Michael E. Dunlavey.”
“Whoa!” Ryan exclaims. “Who’s that?”
“He was, um, in charge of torturing people at Gitmo in 2002,” I say.
“It was weird. We talked about pizza.”

“Oh, man, pizza...” he trails off.
Summer of Love 2. Shit. How about one Summer of Reason? I’d
rather be back at the hostel in Santa Fe. I’d rather be back in Kentucky
or Texas being molested by Johnny Law. Hell, I’d rather be back in
Buffalo.
The Taos Board of Tourism should be dragged out back and blasted
with bird shot. If they’re going to relive ’69, I want another Altamont.
I know it’s the wrong state, but there are plenty of bikers about, and
these Hippies 2.0 deserve a little authenticity in their lives.
Unfortunately, even the bikers are nostalgic posers—although I'd
never say that to their face.
Miranda joins me on the back deck to dote over her pride of orphaned
cats. It's hot. “He treats the kittens like he’s their mommy,” she says of
the muscular one-year-old and turns on the lawn sprinkler. “ME-OW!
Oooooo! Oooooo!” She
“If he had nuts he’d rip them to shreds.” I can’t help myself. She
returns dragging a mattress. I sleep outside with the other bugs.
***
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JUNE 16, 2009—I arrive in Erie late, find an unmetered parking spot
just outside of downtown and call it Camp X-Ray. They’re serving $2
pitchers of swill at a place nearby called The Antler. “The Moose is
Loose,” reads the sign. Pennsylvania’s a strange place—a Puritan’s
conundrum. You can’t buy booze anywhere outside of the pubs, but
you can get it to go. I drink two pitchers, ogle college girls and then
stumble back to camp.
It’s a sweltering morning. Beer seeps from my pores as I enter the
massive, Greek-columned courthouse on West 6th.
Courtroom H is paneled in dark wood with red-painted vertical
accents that reach the vaulted ceiling. The bench is raised and situated
in the left corner. “All rise for the Honorable Michael E. Dunlavey,”
instructs the bailiff. “You may be seated.”
This morning’s defendant is a minor drug offender and petty thief. The
judge is a far more interesting criminal.
Dunlavey is an army reservist Major General, handpicked by Donald
Rumsfeld to head up the interrogation division at Guantánamo Bay,
Cuba. He served as Commanding Officer of Joint Task Force 170
from February to November, 2002. His October 11, 2002 request to
pursue 18 methods of torture – including stress positions, dog phobias,
extremes in temperatures and general dickishness – was attached to
the now infamous Haynes memo, which Donald Rumsfeld lent his
signature and this hilarious note: “However, I stand for 8–10 hours a
day. Why is standing limited to 4 hours?”
William “Jim” Haynes II, a bipedal worm and former General Counsel
of the DoD, recalled in 2004 that the request of the “aggressive Major
General” is what started the move away from The Geneva
Conventions and toward enhanced interrogation.
In his impeccably researched book Torture Team: Rumsfeld’s Memo
and the Betrayal of American Values, British barrister and professor of
law at University College London Philippe Sands wrote this of

Dunlavey’s brief memo: “It propelled a momentous request into the
heart of the Pentagon without raising a single policy concern about the
consequences of ditching [US Army Interrogation] Field Manual 3452.”
Sands continues: “This memo was written by someone who knew the
request would be approved, which suggested prior contact with
decision-makers in the Pentagon. Such a request would not have been
made if its author entertained doubts as to its prospects.”
Around the time of the one year anniversary of 9/11, Dunlavey was
under incredible pressure to come up with actionable intelligence.
There was, perhaps, a wink and a nod coming from the very top—
Feith, Rumsfeld and even Bush, whom the Major General reported to
directly. Now Dunlavey’s in a modest Pennsylvania courtroom
keeping America safe from drug users and smalltime crooks.
“It looks like you stopped growing—a little bit,” Dunlavey quips to a
black kid in shackles and prison orange. He stands out like a lump of
charcoal in a snow bank. The Judge has built a rapport with the repeat
offender. Dunlavey’s been interrogating people since Vietnam. Most
of that time he’s likely stuck to FM 34-52, which stresses rapport
building.
“You have been read your rights,” a clerk tells the defendant. “Do you
understand those rights?” He nods pensively. Today Dunlavey will be
adhering to the Geneva Conventions. Common Article 3 will apply.
The detainee shows no physical or psychological signs of
mistreatment. How will he juice him for intel?
As Dunlavey hears evidence, he asks the occasional question,
judiciously strokes his bottom lip and chin, and periodically reclines in
his large leather chair. In the end, the kid gets off easy—probation,
some fines and time served. The next defendant is a no-show.
“Alright,” Dunlavey stands up and looks toward the press seats. His
posture is every bit military issue. “Who do we have here?”
“These two are interning with Erie PD,” the bailiff says and motions
to the kids sitting quietly to my right. “And this guy’s a journalist from
Buffalo.”
“Buffalo?” Dunlavey beams. “Where’d you grow up?”
It turns out that we grew up in the same South Buffalo neighborhood.
I went to the terrible public school and he went to the Catholic school
down the road. We always hated those Catholic kids with their stupid

ties, and they hated us with our lack of ties. But he’s of an older
generation and neither of us holds a grudge. We talk for a while about
the sorry state of Buffalo’s economy. He’d been back home recently
for a UB law school reunion, and can’t get over the mess they’ve
made of the waterfront.
“Why are you here?” he finally asks.
“To talk to you.”
“About what?”
“I don’t really know,” I say. “Politics and stuff.”
“Well, I’m apolitical,” he replies. “I voted for the president.”
“Are you going to the dinner tomorrow?” I ask.
“The what?”
“You know, the Bush thing.”
“No,” he says curtly. “No reason to go.”
In roughly 36 hours Erie, PA will be hosting the 104th annual meeting
of the Manufacturer and Business Association at the Bayfront
Convention Center. The dinner costs from $1,100 to $1,500 a plate.
About 1,600 people are expected to attend. International war criminal
George W. Bush will be the keynote speaker. It’s his first domestic
post-presidency speech. I suspect there’ll be a massive protest.
“What about Gitmo?” I ask directly.
“Can’t.” he scowls. “It’s in litigation. After it’s out of litigation, I’ll
give you a draft of my book... an autographed copy.”
“Um....cool.”
“I’d love to talk to you about it, because there’s so much
disinformation and misinformation—and just out and out lies. It’s just
absolutely mind-boggling to me. And the end result is a lot of people
have been falsely accused of doing the wrong thing when they didn’t.
They did the right thing. They did it well, and it’s totally out of
control. It’s incredible to me how partisan people in this
administration have been, but it’s not my—it’s way above my pay
grade as they say.
“And, while we’re in litigation my lawyers told me don’t talk to
anybody anymore. I said, ‘Why not?’ They said, ‘Well, you know as

well as I do that no matter what you do or what you say, somebody
will take it out of context.’ Some people will—there’s actually been
people who’ve written articles and I don’t even know who they are, or
attributed comments to me from a third party, and I have no idea who
these people are. So, how do you fight that?”
Mock burials...fierce dogs...stress positions....fake menstrual
blood....Koran in the toilet....Christina Aguilera!
“Classic example was some stuff two weeks ago in the Charlotte
paper. I happened to be passing through there to go to a friend’s
retirement, and I talked about uh... (sighs)... not Zawahiri. I’ve just
forgotten his name. The guy [Khalid Sheikh Mohammed] who we
captured in Pakistan and waterboarded—the CIA did it. You know, I
mean, they did. But this writer, on the front page of the Charlotte
Observer, or whatever it was, said that happened by the CIA in
Guantanamo in 2002. The guy wasn’t even captured yet! I mean, you
print something like that, and then it will be republished and people
will reference it, and it’s just one mistake after another, and each one
—you know, I’m a historian. I love history. We fail to pay attention to
it. It’s just like right now. We’ll probably have 100,000 pairs of boots
on the ground in Afghanistan by the end of the year. That’s where
we’re going. Despite what the administration wants us to believe,
Europeans aren’t jumping on this bandwagon. They’re not putting
anybody in harm’s way—except for the Brits and the Australians, and
ironically, Malaysians—or Indonesians. And I just go, ‘The whole
thing’s insane!’ There’s a famous quote out there: ‘Afghanistan is a
very easy country to get into and a very difficult one to get out of.’
You know who said that? The Duke of Wellington in 1810. There’s
been two major British forces there. One in 1842, then 40 years later.
They didn’t want the Russians there. Even Genghis Khan wanted to
get out of there.”
We talk Buffalo. “Has anyone done a biography of [deceased former
mayor] Your Honor Jimmy Griffin?” he asks. “He was like a modernday Daley out of Chicago,” he says with admiration, smoothing his
long, black robe.
“Is that the guy who told everyone to go out and drink beer during a
blizzard?” the clerk asks Dunlavey.
“I don’t recall,” he answers, “but that sounds about right!” Dunlavey
then complains about Erie—how they built a public parking ramp on
the most valuable piece of property downtown, and how you can’t get
a decent pizza.

“You gotta go to Wildwood,” the bailiff butts in. “John’s Wildwood.
He’s from Wildwood, New Jersey.”
“Is Bocce Club pizza still on Abbott Rd?” Dunlavey asks me. “They
make a good pie.”
“Uh, yeah, I think.”
“You and I should really take a road trip up there some time—you can
pick me up and we'll get a slice.”
“Um, yeah, sounds good.”
“Well,” he sighs, picking a piece of lint from his robe. “It was nice
talking to you.”
“You too,” I oblige as he disappears into his chamber. I hate to say it,
but I sort of liked the guy.
The Major General’s influence would be felt around the world. The
man who replaced him, General Geoffrey D. Miller, went on to
“Gitmo-ize” Abu Ghraib. And weren’t those some really nice photos?
Too bad Obama won’t release more. Seymour Hersh says that there’s
video depicting atrocities well beyond the 18 techniques of
Dunlavey’s request—like raping teenage boys in front of their
mothers.
It’s unclear from the available information whether Dunlavey’s memo
sprang from his sincere desire to protect us from evildoers, or if the
idea was seeded by his seniors to construct a ground-up narrative. The
portrait painted in Torture Team is of a soldier following unspoken
orders. “No one ever told me ‘the gloves are off,’“ he told Sands. “But
I didn’t need to talk about the Geneva Conventions, it was clear that
they didn’t apply.”
Maybe Americans are too dumb to delve into the legality of what was
done in our dungeons. A recent USA Today/Gallup poll shows that we
oppose closing Gitmo 2-1, and according to The Economist we have a
more permissible attitude toward torture than China. Muckraker
Jeremy Scahill reports that abuses continue at Guantánamo to this day.
Sami al-Haj, an Al Jazeera journalist who was held illegally at Gitmo
until May 2008, is now suing Bush & Company, but nobody cares.
Obama retained Bush’s policy of indefinite detention, but that’s not as
sexy as a fake birth certificate controversy. (Incidentally, when I
purchased Sands’ book the clerk at Borders asked me, “How do you
spell torture?”)

As I wait for the courthouse elevator, the court clerk wheels past me
and shoves a folded bit of yellow legal paper in my hand. “Read this,”
she whispers, never breaking her stride. It reads: “Contact Xythos,”
and signed: “Headquarters.”
“Hey!” I shout at her back as the elevator doors slide shut. “What the
hell does this mean? Hey!” I get out on the fourth floor and bolt up a
flight of stairs. She's gone.
I spend the rest of the day walking around Erie looking for public
toilets and talking to people on the street. Public opinion of Dunlavey
in Erie ranges from “he’s an asshole” to “he kept us safe” to “I don’t
know no Dung-wavy.” A local reporter I talked to stopped just short of
calling him Hitler’s Douchebag.
Back at Camp X-Ray—my beleaguered ‘96 Cavalier—I recline the
seat as far as she goes, smoke a joint and prepare to enjoy another
night of solitary confinement. I simply don't have the cash for a hotel
room. I ponder the odd, yellow note and try to sleep.
***
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The day of Bush’s first speech on American soil since his catastrophic
reign is appropriately marred is by dark clouds and a chilling rain. I go
early to scope out the Bayfront Convention Center. It’s situated on the
shore of Lake Erie, and cut off from downtown by a highway. It’s the
perfect place to house a coward. Safe. Secure. No place to protest. No
line of sight.
After a late afternoon lunch, I return to the waterfront expecting to
join a gathering of unforgiving Americans. There’s no one here. No
voicing of outrage. Not one burning effigy. Next to the convention
center is an upscale hotel with a swanky bar and complementary lobby
internet service. Well dressed white people mingle. Their laminated
passes display their first names and a photo of a grinning Bush.
“Hey, Dean!” I beckon an old codger. “You mind if I ask you some
questions?”

“Well, OK,” he says.
“How’d you get to be such a rich, soulless fuck—does it just come
naturally or do you practice?”
He runs, slowly.
What kind of a demented prick would pay $1,500 to hear a speech
from the least articulate, most blundering and plundering president in
the nation’s history? Women float around the lobby sipping
chardonnay and Long Island ice teas, stroking their diamonds.
“You look beautiful today, Lisa,” I compliment a twenty-something
that drifts by. “Say, with cheekbones like that—are you full-blooded
evil?”
She runs, quickly.
“Excuse me, sir,” the concierge accosts me. “Are you a guest at the
hotel?”
The shindig starts at 5:30 according to the local press. Before Bush
speaks, Penn State coach Joe Paterno is going to regale the crowd with
heroic tales of ball handling. There’s no press allowed, which is why
the only reports of the event come from the The Washington Times.
Apparently, someone asked Bush if Obama’s a socialist. “We’ll see,”
he said.
At 6pm I hit the road. Along a soggy median, there’s a lone couple
braving the inclemency to hold up their pitiful signs of protest. Bush
terrorized this country more than al Qaeda, and all our populace could
muster were two middle-aged sandal-wearers with shoddy
penmanship. America has the memory of a paint-huffing goldfish.
The law may be blind but her ears make up the difference.
Unfortunately, the people who speak her language are lawyers. As
Sands explains, the road to torture was paved by those bastards. Ahead
of the curve, he predicted in Torture Team that Alberto Gonzales, John
Yoo, Doug Feith, William Haynes, Jay Bybee and David Addington
would face criminal charges for spreading the legal blacktop. Charges
were filed against them in Spain. It’s uncertain if the proceedings will
go anywhere. I asked Sands by e-mail if he thinks the Bush Six will be
held accountable in Spain or elsewhere.
“There is every prospect that criminal investigations will be underway
for the foreseeable future,” he replied. “Would I travel outside of the
United States if I was one of the Bush Six? Doubtful, very doubtful.”

After the abysmal showing at the Erie “protest,” I don’t share his
optimism. Then again, I’m an American. There’s something on TV I
really need to watch.
Driving. Driving. Driving until I can’t think. Driving until I reach
Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky. It’s 3am and I can’t find the
campsite. I park next to some cars, roll out my sleeping bag on the
concrete and think about failure—the inevitable history.

***
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SEPTEMBER, 2008—It came to me in a crystalline vision. Like
Tesla, but dimmer. I could see the device functioning flawlessly in my
mind’s eye, silhouetted by autumn dusk. Its design was simple,
elegant, radio-controlled. The distant controller triggered the motor,
turning the winch, winding the string, squeezing the pneumatic garden
sprayer handle—and POOP! My invention wouldn’t revolutionize the
world as did Tesla’s alternating current, but it would shoot shit at Karl
Rove.

Chekhov said, “If in the first act you have hung a pistol on the wall,
then in the following one it should be fired. Otherwise don’t put it
there.” But this isn’t a Russian play. It’s nonfiction Americana.
Besides, as F. Scott Fitzgerald said, “There are no second acts in
American lives.”
You already know, or should, that I failed. A successful biological
attack on one of America’s most demonstrable villains would have
made the nightly news. Dowsing the Blossom with Turd would have
been a visual poem for the ages, the authoring of which may have
meant hard time at Gitmo, listening to Hannah Montana on an endless
loop and other prescribed evils. It is in this sentiment alone that all
bumbling morons can find the smallest of conciliations: When a
course of action is so very stupid, a plan is so very dumb, the only
possible road to success lay nestled deep in the doldrums of defeat.
“Who’s a good girl?” I cooed to BEAST publisher Paul Fallon’s
ancient mutt Fred as she took a steamy dump. “You are! Resh ru rar!”
Her arthritic frame turned around shakily. She sniffed and looked at
me with what I assumed was pride. Back in Fallon’s basement, he and
editor Al Uthman were discussing Marxist cuisine. I descended the
stairs and hoped they wouldn’t smell it, the little bag of broken
dreams.
“From each according to his abilities—to prepare a decent wine
reduction!” Uthman spoke sternly, stroking his communist beard.
“I’m gonna squirt poo-juice on Karl Rove,” I blurted, taking my seat.
If I was going down for this, these Pinkos would be coming with me.
But they know me pretty well. They’ve heard all of my half-brained
schemes and watched them subsequently—and predictably—fail. One
more dumb idea didn’t warrant much discussion of its legal
ramifications because, as Fallon says, it was all “pie in the sky.”
Uthman managed the sad smile you’d offer a child who told you that
his dad was a war hero stationed on the moon. In typically
dysfunctional BEAST fashion, he didn’t have the heart to tell me how
very retarded I am—and Fallon mumbled on incoherently about
something totally unrelated. “Fuck the Greatest Generation!” He
finally crescendoed, red-faced and pounding the coffee table with his
fist. Some scotch jumped out of his glass—a clear sign that a BEAST
meeting is adjourned.
This was before the election, just prior to our new era of hope.
Partisan division was still in the air. Justice was unthinkable. The very
word impeachment inspired guffaws throughout the political class.

And prison? Well, that’s fine for blacks, but not for the President of
the United States! (maybe Barack can change that, too) Yet, I wanted
revenge. And poetic justice was within my grasp.
Rove was to debate General Wesley Clark at the University of
Buffalo. The ruminant McCain proxy was originally slated to
rhetorically tussle with John Edwards, but the finely coiffed adulterer
backed out after being trapped in a hotel lobby bathroom by a leech
from The National Enquirer. I say leech out of respect, understand.
Rove has security and so does the university, but Clark added a whole
new sense of danger to my puerile fantasy. As a West Point
valedictorian and philosophizing Rhodes Scholar, he seems like the
kind of guy who sits with his back to the door, playing chess against
himself, quoting Sun Tzu and identifying arrivals by the sound of their
shoes. “Put down the poo-shooter and back away slowly,” I could hear
his voice folded in the stuttering engine of my vintage Chevy Cavalier.
“Check and mate, Mr. Murphy.”
Making a right onto the thruway, I was eating a ham sandwich,
smoking a cigarette, sipping a Dr. Pepper, tuning the radio, checking
my voicemail, riffling through the glove-box for my shades—and the
backseat for a hoodie—when the driver-side door suddenly swung
open. The pitiful duct tape latch I’d fashioned had come undone.
Damn American cars! I thought.
I saw myself reflected in the Niagara Falls RC hobby shop window. I
was sporting a wispy, unkempt beard, my sweatshirt hood was up and
I wore an incredibly conspicuous pair of wrap-around Blu Blockers. I
looked every bit the UV-sensitive Unabomber. I hastily shed my
Kaczynski costume and entered.
I carefully studied the locked glass cases, trying to decide if I should
construct the bastard from scratch or buy a car and just gut the thing.
“Can I help you?” asked the clerk.
“Um, sure,” I said, a bit jumpy. “Would it be cheaper to—”
“The thing about RC,” he said, “is the more you’re willing to spend,
the more awesome your setup is gonna be.”
“OK,” I agreed. “But—”
“Let me go get my car!” he squealed and disappeared into the back.
“No, that’s...” I trailed off. He was already bounding back toward me.

“Just feel the torque on my servos.” the excited clerk demanded,
popping the plastic covering off the small chassis. “Go on!”
“Yeah,” I said. “Wow.”
“That’s not factory!” he wheezed gleefully and twiddled the remote.
“That’s all custom, man.”
“Yeah, I don’t need servos,” I told him. “Just give me the cheapest—”
“Well, you gotta have servos!” he balked. “How else are you going to
turn?”
“I’m not going to turn.” I said, feeling a little like a Saudi immigrant
in a flight training class trying to explain why he doesn’t care about
landing. “Could you just tell me what’s the cheapest—is it the boat?”
“That has servos, too,” he replied. “You need servos to operate the
rudder.”
“I don’t care about the goddamn rudder!” I exhorted.
“Well, the servo is attached to the rudder,” he spoke quizzically, “and
the rudder turns the boat. You need the servo to—to turn.”
There was no getting around it.
“Oh, so the servo turns the boat?” I asked.
“Well, yeah,” he said. “That what I’ve been trying—”
“Well, if it has servos,” I said. “I’ll take it!”
I looked around my office. Dissected boat bits, empty tubes of epoxy,
nuts, bolts, wood scraps, sprayer components, springs, tubes and
Home Depot receipts were strewn about the desk and floor. At this
point, I questioned my sanity—and thought about moving to a cabin in
Montana. The device that eventually took shape before me was a
tragic, lopsided, epoxy-drenched betrayal of my glorious vision. But it
worked! Two bolted wooden slats cut from a dresser drawer held the
boat’s motor in place about four inches away from the pneumatic
garden sprayer handle. A spool glued to the motor’s shaft wound the
string that was tied to the sprayer’s spring-loaded hair-trigger. A jet of
water burst across the dining room, drenching my life-sized Ronald
Reagan cardboard cutout. “Trickle down, bitch!” I laughed maniacally
from the living room couch, collapsed the remote antenna and ran to
get my trusty ShamWow!®
Nerves aside, the plan was as simple as a boulder rolling down a hill:

Literally plant the device in a plastic fern ($44.99, Home Depot), get
the thing on stage before the debate, and drench Rove with dookie
from a safe distance. “Up to a quarter-mile,” the spastic clerk had
assured me. The two-gallon sprayer jug, trigger and boat guts would
fit snugly in the base of the plant. I painted the sprayer hose brown, so
it’d look like an innocuous vine crawling up the tiny plastic trunk. The
dog poop was to be mixed into a gallon of chocolate milk. Maybe
Rove would even lick some off of his lips!
The problem, naturally, was how to get the plant on stage and where to
aim the nozzle. Which podium would be Rove’s? I didn’t mind the
idea of General Clark taking collateral damage, but as a primary target
he was a waste of ammo. I observed from Google image searches that
in addition to crowding the stage with gaudy plastic foliage, the
University of Buffalo has a cute habit of placing the “conservative”
debate participant at stage left, to the audience’s right. Still, how could
I get the plant on stage just prior to the debate, surrounded by UB
staff, security and several hundred onlookers?
Destiny is a word I despise, but since my vision I’d felt like the
proverbial cog. My brain was locked into some pretty heavy
algorithms. It was a religious high. I’d found faith. I had to believe
that a citizen could fight back in a substantive, poop-oriented way.
After some meditation, I decided to counterfeit a blue “UB STAFF” tshirt of the kind I photographed during a reconnaissance mission. It
would take some balls, but I could walk right through the front door a
few hours before the debate while the stage was being assembled,
plant the plant, switch on the batteries and get the hell out. But another
problem presented itself. The battery pack from the boat had a lifespan of about two-hours and the device couldn’t be switched on
remotely. I’d sapped a lot of the juice during testing, and the recharger
could only be plugged into a car lighter socket. The lighter in my car
hasn’t worked for years. Duct tape would do nothing.
“Sure, sure,” the guy at Radio Shack said. “Just plug this into the AC
wall outlet, plug your car charger in here and it’ll convert it to DC.”
Easy enough, thought the half-bright Tesla.
The debate was in four hours. My UB shirt looked authentic and fit
well. The suit I would later change into was clean and pressed. I even
shaved. The poo-juice was mixed, the sprayer pump was pumped as
much as I could pump it, and the device was stealthily housed in the
plastic fern. I was ready to press my luck—fulfill my destiny. I
plugged in the freshly charged battery pack and, before hitting the

road, went to the bathroom.
Now, I’ve been known to stink up a bathroom with the best of them.
My diet is perhaps the most patriotic thing about me. But this smell?
What had I eaten, I thought, that could possibly produce this unholy
stench? Tacos? Pizza? McSomething-or-others? It doesn’t even smell
like shit! It’s far worse, I thought, flaring my nostrils in self-revulsion.
It stinks like a mountain of trash....old garbage....burning
appliances....wiring....plastic—the device! I shrieked. Pants around my
ankles, I leaped toward the door. Billows of black smoke poured in
from the hallway. I waddled furiously to the living room. The fern was
consumed in flames. The hose had melted and shit-juice was spraying
wildly around the living room like from a child’s Octopus lawn
sprinkler. I hurriedly turned to fetch the fire extinguisher, caught my
foot on my pants and fell hard. I looked back at the growing blaze in
panic, eyes like saucers. The smoke detector alarmed. “I know, you
bastard!” I howled as I wriggled out of my pants and crawled toward
the kitchen. I quickly limped back to the living room. Standing there
pantless, fire extinguisher dangling at my side, being whipped by
spurts of chocolaty foulness, I paused briefly, sullenly, to absorb the
scope of the tragedy. This was my Hindenburg. I feebly dowsed the
steaming wreckage in foam, crumpled to the floor and cried like a
smelly infant.
I bathed, again, put on my suit and went to the debate any way. Much
like the last eight years, it was a maddening affair, steeped in
sophistry, lies and the kind of simple rhetorical tricks that a competent
opponent could have easily picked apart. But, like the last eight years,
the Democrat du jour wasn’t up to the task. Truth isn’t enough to
persuade the throng in the face of fear. The battle lines were already
drawn, and the debate only served to reinforce the crowd’s existing
biases. Clark’s perfunctory performance roused the righteous, and
Rove’s demagoguery delighted the dumb.
“Yeah, and ain’t we forget it!” yelled one fool when Rove reminded
the audience that we hadn’t been attacked since 9/11. The 4,200
American deaths in Iraq don’t count because they were killed by our
own government. This point was lost, apparently, on the hundred or so
protesters who were outside waving signs and screaming for Rove’s
prosecution.
The Bush administration was a total fucking nightmare. And that pig
bastard Rove held George’s hand every immoral and illegal step of the
way. Outing Valerie Plame alone was enough to land Rove in the clink

—not to mention ignoring repeated congressional subpoenae—but
instead, the swine walks free, collecting massive fees as a professional
liar. UB gave him more than a hundred grand to do just that.
The attitude in Washington is to focus on the future—to put the last
tragic eight years behind us and move on. That doesn’t cut it for me.
And it probably doesn’t cut it for the grieving parents who saw their
sons die on a battlefield that shouldn’t have existed beyond
Rumsfeld’s fevered fantasies. If Rove is Bush’s brain, may the 43 rd
president be lobotomized before we string him up. Perhaps even more
important than reversing the terrible course set by the last
administration is to ensure this executive madness will never happen
again, lest we look back regretfully at Bush in a generation and wish
the precedent we set was one of justice, not mere hope. In order to
make a clean break from the mistakes of the past, the hammer still
must be brought down on those responsible.
Something has to be done. Bathing alone can’t remove the stink of
some turds.

5
“Grrr Gr.” Wolf! “Grrr Gr.”
Torso springs from concrete. Arms flail defensively. I yell.
“Wake up!” Two park rangers hover over me, one prods my back with
his boot. “Wake up!”
“What is that thing that goes like this at night: ‘Eeeeaahh! E! E! E!
Eeeeaahh’?” I ask. “Whatever it was, it scared the shit out of me.
What time is it?” I reach for my cell.
“Keep your hands where I can see ‘em!” one barks and stomps,
cracking the phone’s outer display.
“Jesus! What is wrong with you?” I ask, awake enough now to realize
what’s going on.
It’s an ungodly humid morning and I’m in a Kentucky swamp with
two crew-cut fuckers playing out their authoritarian wet dreams. No

one else is around. Their crotches are uncomfortably close to my face.
I try to stand up.
“SIT DOWN!” one yells, pushing me down at the shoulder. “SIT
DOWN!” The other strokes his Taser and grins. “I am a federal
officer! I am in control of this situation! Do you understand that?”
“Sweet Jesus,” I plead. “Calm down. I didn’t do—”
“I am a federal officer! I am in control of this situation!” he repeats at
a higher volume. “I’ll be telling you what to do, not the other way
around! You got that?”
OK, I think. I can take these fuckers. I’m a cornered animal. I’m a
dangerous man. This isn’t right. I’ll tackle the smaller one and grab his
gun. I’ll punch the other in the throat first. I’ll gouge out their fucking
eyes. There is no way these power-hungry-rapists will win. Calm
down. Calm down. Breathe, Murphy. Breathe.
“You got any illegal substances in the vehicle? Any marijuana?” they
back off a little to peer inside the Chevy.
“Nope,” I say with relief, thankful I had the foresight to fiend in Erie
—thankful that their khaki-wrapped junk is out of my face.
“Cocaine?”
“Never.”
“Heroin?”
“No.”
“Any methamphetamines?”
“No.”
“Large amounts of cash?”
“I wish!”
“We’ll see about that,” the ranger says and opens the driver-side door.
“Um...you can’t do that,” I offer meekly. He riffles through my stuff
and doesn’t answer. He reads a passage from my diary. I don’t make a
big deal of it. I have nothing to hide. Squeaky. Clean. Legal as torture.
“What are you doing here?” asks the younger ranger.
“I’m a writer. I’m just driving around...writing about stuff.”

“Like what?”
“Stuff like this. In the military, they call it force drift. You ever hear of
Michael Dunlavey?”
“Nope.”
“I started off in Erie, PA interviewing him. And now, I’m chatting with
you fellas.”
“Who do you write for?”
“The BEAST,” I mumble hesitantly.
“Yeah, I think I've heard of that, “ he says. “They say it’s going to be
95 today.”
The senior ranger bounds from behind my trunk, dangling a small
baggy. He wears a self-satisfied smirk like he’s just taken down Pablo
Escobar. Inside there’s an empty one-hitter. “I thought you said you
didn’t have nothing.”
“I didn’t think I did.”
“What else you got in there you don’t know about?”
“Look, if I don’t know about it how would I know?” The younger
ranger chuckles. The older scolds him with an icy stare. The younger
licks his lips and lowers his head. There's really no way I could have
returned to Kentucky without paying, somehow, for what I did here.
I’m confined to the ground. The flies nip at my sweaty skin. My back
aches. I need a piss. A third ranger shows in a pickup. Twenty minutes
of muggy silence pass and I’m handed two $75 citations—one for
sleeping outside of a designated campsite and one for the possession
of drug paraphernalia.
I’m set free to travel the bleak North American Wilderness.
***

6
MAY, 2007—“THREE-O-NINE! THREE-O-NINE!” I crudely
affected like an overgrown toddler, exuberantly waving the hotel room
key card overhead, and cradling a small, foam-rubber Tyrannosaurus
Rex. I adjusted the thick, foreign prescription bifocals strapped to my
head and steamrolled to the front of the line—purblind and
unconcerned with normal etiquette. I wasn’t about to wait around in
the Godforsaken lobby of a Cincinnati EconoLodge while the biggest

story since creation started without us.
“Checking out?” slowly enunciated the helpless clerk, abruptly
disregarding another traveler’s outstretched fistful of credit. She was
obliged to immediately reckon with the obtrusive fashion anomaly
before her—I was clad in Velcro fastened sneakers, a long sleeve polo
shirt, sweatpants up to my nipples and a sporty fanny-pack. A slightly
askew “JUST TRY TO BURN THIS ONE!” American flag trucker hat
was my idiot crown.
“Hiiiii!” I brayed, thrusting the card into her mitts. “THREE-ONINE!” I incorrectly counted the numbers off with my fingers, so the
poor girl would understand what was happening. The other hotel
patrons silently endured my rudeness. I was clearly some sort of
mental defective, an innocent of the highest order. They wouldn’t
dare.
“Hiiiii!” I individually greeted the members of a women’s college
basketball team on the brisk waddle over to the continental breakfast.
“Holy crap,” whispered my fellow BEAST operative Josh Bunting.
“We didn’t know that was you for a second,” he said, giggling like a
schoolboy and hiding his face. He spoke for himself and our glossyeyed cameraman, who, during the previous night’s 90-mph dash
through Ohio’s monotonous and heavily policed landscape, woke
periodically to warn me about getting tagged by radar:
“I might have some warrants out on me,” he’d hedged groggily from
the plush back seat of our loaner BMW 740il sedan, dipping into a
large bag of unspecified pills. “That’s all I’m saying.”
I briefly caught my blurred, clownish reflection in the lobby’s
swinging glass door. Behind me, Bunting hovered over a tray of stale
muffins, struggling to stifle a nervous chortle. Our cameraman, a
possible felon, was pouring us three complimentary cups of lukewarm
coffee and grinning like the devil. The lady-hoopsters scrutinized my
every move with morbid fascination.
It was then that the distinct possibility this trip might go badly first
occurred to me.
The event we were covering was a quick shot across the Kentucky
state line, the grand unveiling of a 60,000 square foot bellwether of
our culture’s sheepish intellectually depravity: The Creation Museum.
The poured concrete brainchild of Ken Ham, world-renowned
creationist douche and president of the Christian apologetics ministry

“Answers in Genesis,” this “museum” aims to depict biblical narrative
as historic reality. 27 million donated dollars worth of animatronic
dinosaurs and humans palling around in the Garden of Eden—
madness. Like the slaves of narcotic bliss, we felt physically
compelled to participate in this insanity, adding to it whatever we
could. Our drug was adrenaline, our bliss: messing with uppity
religious primates.
After topping off the tank with ninety dollars of premium, Bunting set
the 282-horse Nazi sleigh careening south down I-275. I turned on the
radio—the military has announced the deaths of 8 U.S. soldiers and a
Marine—and turned it off. Bunting quoted scripture from memory. It
was a sunny Memorial Day weekend in the heartland. We were about
to bear witness to a magnificent abortion of reason—and we were late.
I’ve never felt more American in my life.
At the museum gate, an armed guard in big mirror shades waved us to
the curb to verify our press credentials.
“Uh-Oh!” I howled as Bunting applied the brakes and lowered the
driver’s side window. “Uh-Oh! Uh-Oh!” I rocked in my seat and
hugged my toy dinosaur for emotional support.
“Calm down, Dougie,” chided Bunting, sternly grabbing my sleeve.
“Not now, Dougie!” he growled, flashing me a panicked expression. A
nervous man by nature, Bunting’s motives for engaging in such
twisted, anxiety-heightening deceptions are mysterious. It’s like he’s
playing chicken with himself.
“My name is… uh… Roy Lapost,” Bunting told the guard, “and we’re
with the Special Times.” My comrade’s face reddened. His voice
trembled. The guard scanned his clipboard.
Through the bifocals, I could make out only vague shapes of what I’d
read earlier was a protest camp being set up across the street—a tame
placard and bullhorn assault by the dwindling forces of reason; a futile
volley over the frontlines of the American Culture War. On the other
side was God’s Army—fortified by a million-dollar wrought iron
fence, packing heat, and totally impervious to reason. Blurry
uniformed men and their blurrier German Shepherds patrolled the
museum perimeter, exuding authority and smelling things. Bigbrimmed troopers with shotguns zipped in and out of the gate in their
vicious little golf carts. A small airplane circled high overhead, towing
a banner.
“What does dat plane say, Roy?” I asked timidly, pointing to the

heavens.
“It says ‘thou shalt not lie,’ Dougie,” Bunting replied wistfully
through a clenched smile, craning his neck through the open window.
“You remember, Dougie,” he said, bringing his head back into the car,
and nonchalantly raising the power window, “it’s in the Bible!”
He snapped his sweaty head around. “Are you sure we’re on the list?”
he asked, his eyes as big as saucers.
“Absolutely,” I said, spying the guard safely from our soundproof, airconditioned bunker. “Don’t worry. I talked to our media contact and
everything’s been taken care…”
Knock knock knock! We weren’t on the list.
Bunting and I looked at each other with mounting trepidation as the
guard radioed in our false identities. We were both sure that we’d been
exposed as frauds while on the road. How could we not have been? I
thought to myself while flailing about wildly against the seat belt. We
had, in the spirit of sportsmanship, given our prey ample opportunity
to evade danger. We were hunting with a crossbow, not an M-16, so to
speak. We may be vicious liars, but we were gentlemen after all.
***
With the assistance of BEAST Editor-in-Chief Al Uthman, we had set
up a website for our sham newspaper, the Special Times, “a Christian
lifestyle journal for and by the developmentally disabled”
(www.thespecialtimes.com). Our logo was glorious, rendered in the
New York Times font, with a crucifix substituting for the “T” in times.
A picture of me sitting in a wheelchair with my belly exposed, giving
a thumbs-up, with the caption “Dougie and his trusty notebook,” dared
anyone visiting the site to view it as transparent satire.
“WELCOME TO THE SPECIAL TIMES!1!!” it read next to my
picture. The number one, squeezed in amidst the exclamation points,
was a stroke of pure retarded genius, I thought. We promised the paper
would be “just super to read,” and would feature “top-notch stories
relevant to developmentally disabled people of faith.”
The homepage was believable enough. The “About Us” page, by
contrast, was particularly absurd, featuring a fictitious and
preposterously named medical condition:
The Special Times came about from the hard work and dedication of
our founding members Dougie Johnston and Roy LaPost.

Dougie’s a special guy with a love for our Savior Jesus Christ,
wrestling, cookies, and investigative reporting. Dougie was diagnosed
at birth with Asperger’s Syndrome by Proxy, an exceedingly rare
disorder which has no known cure. After festering in the public care
system for 15 years, Dougie was introduced to the Christian caregiver
who would change his life and save his eternal soul.
Roy LaPost was an ambitious journalist disenchanted with the
absence of our Lord Jesus Christ in the hearts of his editors and
publishers. He then rededicated his life to caring for the least among
us, for he knew that the meek would inherit the newsroom. The two
warriors of Christ were introduced through divine providence when
LaPost hit Dougie with his car. Knowing what the Lord wanted from
him, LaPost became Dougie’s caregiver, journalistic mentor and
lifelong friend in Christ.
We padded out our “Super Links” with an online Bible, the official
Answers in Genesis website, a random “Transformers!!!” page, and a
gratuitously silly bit entitled “Dougie’s Special Prayers”:
I pray for Jesus and The Sabres to win!
I pray for me to find my keys that I lost.
I pray for scientists to stop hurting God’s feelings and making God cry
all the time.
I pray for the troops to win the wars and the president.
I pray for The Special Times to be good.
I pray for Roy to be happy.
I pray for my dog to come back to life.
I pray for the summer to be awesome!
The general consensus around the office was that instead of arming
ourselves with a crossbow, we’d rushed blindly into the hunt wielding
nothing but a rusty spoon.
“I’ll go too,” said Uthman, “and when they don’t let you guys in, I’ll
write the piece.” It was a resounding vote of no confidence. “I mean,
‘Asperger’s Syndrome by Proxy,’” he waxed smugly, “what the fuck
could that possibly mean?”
“But that part was your idea!” I spat.
“I was just joking, man. I didn’t think you’d actually use it,” he replied
with a playful smile.
I recoiled in horror at this heinous act of sabotage. I once read
somewhere that an editor is a mouse in training to be a rat—or was it

the other way around? Either way, I thought: this furry Kurdish
vermin aims to steal my story!
Later, Uthman’s interest naturally waned. He was back on a strict
video game regimen, and couldn’t be bothered with unnecessary
travel.
***
Now our plan had come to a grinding halt within a meatball’s toss of
our destination. A string of vehicles were waved past without incident.
The rigid-postured guard folded his arms and chatted with another
gun-toting rent-a-pig a few feet away. Still no word back on his
walky-talky. We were unaccredited. Personae non gratae. Totally
fucked.
“Remember,” I told Bunting under my breath, “you’re from Canada.”
“Canada?” Bunting’s voice climbed an octave.
“When I spoke with one of the museum’s PR hacks down in
Houston,” I explained, “I was forced to regale him with a tale about
LaPost’s dissatisfaction bouncing around ‘the heathen Saskatchewan
press.’ ”
“Saskatchewan! I don’t know anything about Saskatchewan! What if
they ask me? What if they ask about the wheelchair? What if they fire
up torches and sic those fucking dogs on us?”
“Pull it together,” I hissed, violently grabbing him by the lapel. “Tell
them about the joys of fucking moose! Tell them you were high on
crack and you ran me over with your vintage Buick—I don’t care; just
end it with a goddamn ‘Praise Jesus’ and we’ll be fine!”
“What else should I know?” he prodded with heavy breath. “What else
did you talk about?”
“You know,” I said. “Special people doing special things… Asperger’s
by Proxy… Dougie loves Jesus and he can go to the bathroom all by
himself… stuff like that.” Bunting’s head bobbed up and down for a
while, like I’d given him a lot of information. “Don’t tell them
anything,” I said returning to more pressing matters. “We’re the
reporters here—we’ll be asking the questions. We need to own the
situation, goddamn it!”
Bunting continued bobbing his head as he perused the Bible he’d
brought along. “Who do you think God is talking to here?” he asked,

pointing to Genesis 1:26: “And God said, Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness…”
“Who fucking knows?” I replied. “That doesn’t matter now. Just
remember, you talked to Giles Hudson earlier in the week, if it should
come up.”
“He’s probably talking to his roommate,” Bunting cracked glibly.
“And then God said, Let us order a pizza,” he intoned with jovial
gravitas.
Bunting now felt at ease enough to joke, perhaps anticipating we’d be
turned away from the burlesque nightmare without ever passing the
gate. The safety of failure can entice the best of us sometimes. I, on
the other hand, was experiencing the birth pangs of a monster anxiety
attack. Our cameraman was especially sedate, as he’d downed the
remainder of his pills at the first whiff of trouble.
“And if this thing should somehow go sour, which may very well
happen,” I worried aloud, “we’ll have to resort to Plan B.”
“What’s Plan B?” Bunting wondered.
“We run like fucking hell.”
I peered over my frames at the guard talking into his hand-held radio.
I rocked like a madman as he walked our way. In that instant, I could
see my editor’s fat disembodied head floating across my mind’s eye,
cackling with relish at my abject failure. My heart was fluttering like a
hummingbird on angel dust. I looked up at the circling airplane, with
its long winding banner. Thou shalt not lie, I thought to myself.
Almost certain the jig was up, I pictured being stoned to death by a
Christian mob.
“OK guys,” the dutiful guard barked, pointing through the gate, “you
can pull up to the media tent and sign in.”
Praise the Lord.
***
As Bunting retrieved the wheelchair from the trunk, I dangled my
press pass around my neck, and checked the contents of my fannypack: Spider-man pencils and sharpener—check; SpongeBob
SquarePants notebook and action figure—check; animal crackers,
three boxes—check. There was no turning back at this point. For the
next few hours, we would fully commit to what Bunting would later

poetically call “jerking off in their fundamentalist faces.” With my
tiny-armed Jurassic chum riding shotgun, Bunting wheeled me over
the fresh blacktop, toward the already in-progress press conference. It
was show time.
“Hiiiiiii!” I shouted like a maniac at anyone within earshot. “Yow!” I
yelped in unison with one firm clap of my hands. I bounced in the
wheelchair with glee, for I was among God’s special people. I almost
envied them in a way. Unencumbered by reason and logic, their minds
drowned with sweet ignorance and incredible fairytales, they were the
true freaks. You have to admire that sort of commitment to delusion. I
let a strategic pool of saliva slowly dribble from my gapping maw. I
wanted to fit in.
Bunting pulled the wheelchair brakes at the back of the large white
canopy, which shielded wealthy museum donors, state senators and
the media from the hot sun. Ken Ham and a shill astrophysicist fielded
questions from the press. There were about 300 people in attendance,
none of them excited as old Dougie. I was out of control; a belligerent
retard, wiggling, spitting and moaning—a blight on the otherwise
civilized festivities.
“Okay,” Bunting spoke up. “Calm down, Dougie. Calm down.”
“WHYYYYYY?” I rebelled at top volume, looking up behind me to
catch his reaction.
With all eyes fixed on this supposedly responsible caregiver, terror
visibly washed over him as he fully realized the gravity of the
situation: We were in Kentucky, totally surrounded by a throng of
unthinking beasts and their hired guns, and I was acting like an
unhinged menace.
“You’re going to get us killed,” Bunting alarmed softly in my ear,
bending over to shield his face from the rows of turned heads and
curious expressions. “Did you see the way they’re looking at us?” he
said with a healthy dose of fear. “They weren’t smiling, man—they
were showing me their goddamn fangs…” he trailed off.
Of course, I had the easy job. My cover was absolutely foolproof, so
to speak. I had no tells whatsoever. Even if I felt a laugh coming on,
which is normally a big no-no in any risky undercover assignment, I’d
just play it up. The more inappropriate my actions, the more
believable Dougie became. Besides, questioning a retard’s condition
just isn’t done in polite society. “They’re God’s very special miracles,”
as I’d told our museum contact.

As I ripped into my second box of animal crackers and yelled “No!
Mine!” at a small child in a pink sundress who was eyeing my treats, I
could feel Bunting’s hands tremor the wheelchair’s metal frame. He
was absorbing a lot of downright nasty energy. He nodded and smiled
as if everything was just peachy. God bless his brave soul.
“Roy!” I screamed, wanting to get to the front row. “I can’t seeeeee!”
What the hell is he doing?! I thought as Bunting set a course through
two long and narrowing rows of vacant white folding chairs just
outside of the large tent.
“Uh-Oh! Uh-Oh!” I wailed like a despondent Howler Monkey,
kicking my feet and pounding my armrest with forceful dissatisfaction
when the chairs inevitably stopped us dead in our tracks. “Uh-Oh! UhOh! Uh-Oh! Uh-Oh!”
“Stop it!” Bunting said, harshly pinching my arm as half the crowd
rubbernecked our way. “Dougie, stop it!”
A team of vested museum employees and a handful of concerned
citizens rushed to our aid.
“Hiiii!” I said, peppering them with soggy cookie bits. “I’m special!”
By the time we got next to the stage, the whole front row of
handsomely coiffed and exquisitely preened demons were staring at
me. They were the wives of the museum founders, their families, their
professional colleagues and the wealthiest of donors. I stuck my hand
down my pants to scratch my sweaty retard balls, sniffing my fingers
and picking my nose when I was done.
“Me! Me! Me!” I hounded the woman passing the microphone around
the relatively small turnout of media types. “My turn! My turn now!”
“I’m sorry,” she mollified, looking down at me with pity. “The
question and answer period is over, honey.” She then handed the mic
to what Darwin might dub a fitter reporter—bald discrimination. I
responded with a righteous tantrum.
The rest of the press conference was predictably dull and
unremarkable, save for Ken Ham’s subtly abusive pimping of his
children. “Stand up,” he ordered his marrying-age offspring. “With the
media here,” he said seriously, “I thought we might finally find
someone out there that will have them.” Ouch!
I needed to save my strength. I napped as Bunting spied around the

outside of the building. He’d report back periodically about crates
arriving from Liberty University and to assess our current level of
safety.
“We are at code orange. I repeat: code orange,” he said, brow
furrowed, spinning me around in my chair. A man was on stage with a
guitar. He was playing the worst folk song we’d ever heard in our
lives, something about Jesus making our dreams come true. “Let’s go
have a cigarette, Dougie.”
“YAAAAY!”
***
At my insistence, Bunting wheeled me to the head of the peanut
gallery amassing behind a velvet rope at the museum doors. Ham and
the rest of the museum founders lined up, each holding a bit of a long
red ribbon. One of the men held a 4-foot pair of ceremonial wooden
shears. The media gaggle checked their light gauges and swiveled
their heads between the men and the press tent, anticipating one
straggler’s arrival. There was the kind of pregnant silence which only
exists when one key person is late for a photo op that’s been twelve
years in the making.
“Wow! Those are big scissors! That’s daaangerous!” I loudly advised.
“You should be care-full, Ham! Be care-full!” The crowd had a good
laugh.
With the ribbon finally cut, it was time to enter the den of stupidity
and shudder at its smooth-brained appeal. The air-conditioned lobby
was adorned with a jagged fiberglass cave wall. I was bursting with
hyperbolic excitement, jerking about feverishly and shouting. As the
bustling crowd parted, making room for my wheelchair, we had Ken
Ham directly in our sights. The Special Times was on the cusp of
conducting its first interview.
“HIIIIIII!” I yelled through a few men congratulating the museum
founder with hearty handshakes, telling them in my special way to
fuck off.
“I loyk yeu dinasoaw,” Ham told me in his distinct Australian accent,
pointing at my prehistoric prop.
“I like dinosaurs! I like youuuu!” I countered affectionately, as
Bunting wiped the moisture from his palms and shook Ken’s hand,
telling him what organization we purportedly represented.

“I’m special! Hi!” I interrupted, rising from my wheelchair to give
Ham a big bear hug. I emitted a high-pitched squeal of pure elation.
Bunting stepped in, telling Ham that he’d talked to Giles about an
interview. Ham kindly offered to do it either “now or later.”
“NOW!” I demanded.
After making sure this was OK with Ken, Bunting asked: “All right
Dougie, are you ready?”
“Yeah,” I reassured him, directing my strict attention to the creationist
super-ape. “You said the dinosaurs wouldn’t eat Adam and Eve…”
“Right,” slipped in Ham.
“Whyyyyy?” I pleaded. “Why not? Why not?”
“In the garden,” Ham said, looking over me into the filtering crowd,
“you know, the Bible tells us in the garden before sin, in fact in the
world before sin, all animals were vegetarian and so was Adam and
Eve, and even though they have sharp teeth…”
“Why they have sharp teeth?” I interjected in my slow droning
falsetto.
A cameraman, most likely from a local news outlet, rushed to
Bunting’s left to film the inspiring exchange.
“Right. There’s a lot of animals that have sharp teeth, uh, that only eat
plants,” Ham ruminated, “for instance most, most bears are primarily
vegetarian, yet they have teeth like a lion or a tiger…”
“They eat fish!” I vehemently disagreed. “I saw it on the Discovery
Chan-nel… but it’s sec-u-lar.”
“Some of them do,” Ham conceded, “but a panda eats only bamboo.”
The interview was going well. Ham was spouting nonsensical
creationist rhetoric, and I was in full-blown retard mode. We were like
long lost twins. He continued averting his gaze, however. My assumed
detriments reminded him of man’s fall from grace. It was time to test
this man of God.
“What about car-bon dating?” I asked.
Ham shot Bunting an icy stare, as if accusing him of corrupting my
impressionable mind with science—or was it worse? Did he know?
Was a half-wit’s mention of a scientific dating method too

unbelievable, even for someone willing to swallow Genesis in its
entirety? Bunting spun around to compose himself and suppress an
impending fit of laughter. The cameraman disappeared.
Ham went into a lengthy shtick about “assumptions,” mentioning
“carbon dating can only date things back to a hundred thousand
years.” This was from a guy who firmly believes the earth is precisely
6003 years old. I pitied the man and his tragically compartmentalized
mind. After this day was over, I’d go back to thinking, but he would
remain a retard. Poor bastard. I zoned out, rocking in my chair,
pondering the number of starving children one could feed with 27
million dollars, and trying to think of an appropriate final question:
“Who is big-ger: God or Shaquille O’Neal?”
“Hmm, hmm… well, he-he, uh, there can’t be anyone bigger than
God, because there can only be one infinite being, by definition,” Ham
said authoritatively.
“But Shaquille O’Neal can dunk!” I countered, pantomiming a fierce
glass-shattering two points.
Bunting again had to turn away. I could hear him snickering under a
forced cough.
“But God can create the universe in six days,” Ham said tersely,
giving the final word on the God vs. Shaq debate.
“Okaaaay!” I bellowed.
“Okay,” Ham repeated.
“I like Ham!” I roared, giving the bearded Aussie one last bear hug for
good measure.
“Thanks. Enjoy the museum,” Ham said, as Bunting pushed me
deeper into fantasyland.
“I talked to Ham!” the exclamation resonated through the entire lobby.
***
“DINOSAUR!” I screamed, catching sight of the first raptor of the
day, perched atop a gift shop bookshelf.
“I saw you earlier. You’re excited, aren’t you?” asked a woman,
looking down at me with a receptionist’s smirk.
I confirmed her suspicions by opening my mouth as widely as I could,

shaking my head and trying to bite my right ear. She wore an
expression of pride, for having exposed herself to such a cretin.
Undoubtedly, God has reserved her a studio apartment in heaven for
her selfless act of charity.
“You’re pretty!” I flattered a chubby young woman working behind
the gift shop register. “I’m gooo-ing to take you as my wife – that’s
what it says in the Bible!”
“That’s right, Dougie,” Bunting encouraged. “It’s in Deuteronomy.”
“Dooooteronomies!” I screamed, excited by the prospect of bedding a
good Christian girl—possibly in the bathroom. I winked at her, but she
didn’t seem ready to ride the Dougie Express. She blushed
uncomfortably. We pushed on.
Through the other door of gift shop, the Garden of Eden hosted a
grand, finely catered reception. There were no apples. Bunting slowly
wheeled my chair through the tightly packed hall. I inhaled a can of
Coca-Cola and greedily stole shrimp from other people’s plates. I was
hell on wheels, screaming all sorts of foul blasphemy. “I got
SpongeBob!” I ejaculated as he danced playfully on my leg. “He’s like
Jesus! I love Jesus! I love Spongebob!” To shut me up, a museum
employee directed us toward the “special effects room,” and, as a
matter of “policy,” confiscated our video equipment.
On the stage in front of a three-paneled movie screen depicting a
beautiful wilderness scene, a solitary animatronic woman in a red
camping vest knelt beside a fire, constructed from upward-blown bits
of red and orange paper. She soliloquized about the nature of the
universe and her place in it.
“Am I all alone?” she pondered sadly as the smoke billowing on the
screen behind the fire curled into a question mark.
Two angels in white overalls named “Gabe” and “Mike” flew down to
help “Wendy” through her existential crisis. Later they morphed into
hip, antiestablishment Christian students, and hurled spurious claims
at their Darwin-humping science teacher in Southern California surfer
lingo. The seats vibrated and shot water from the backrests during the
great flood. Lightning abounded. The same guy who designed the
King Kong and Jaws rides at Universal Studios was responsible for
this atrocity. Ham got him on the cheap, because he loves Jesus too.
That made me sad, for some reason. The theater was, perhaps, an
effective propaganda tool for small children and certifiable fools.

The glasses were giving me a terrible headache. I imagined the
creationists watching our footage in a back room somewhere…
incriminating evidence… they’ll destroy our documentation!
Upon exiting the theater, a quick check of our promptly-returned
camera revealed my fears to be mere paranoia. What was not paranoia,
however, was the four-man security detail trailing our every move.
From Noah’s Café to the Cave of Sorrows, they shadowed us. Bunting
let them pass by, as if we’d been blocking their way, but another fell in
tow moments later. We were filled with the fear of God. It was
possible one of them saw me scrawl “Dougie was here ’07” on the
entrance to Jesus’ Tomb.
“That guard’s been following us since the Scopes Monkey Trial,”
Bunting said, frantically indicating an ambiguously shaped hominid
near the entrance to Noah’s Ark. “I think he knows!”
“Dougie’s tired! Dougie wants to go home now!” I shouted
hysterically, trying to stay in character. “Seriously, man,” I hummed
through a ventriloquist’s smile, looking back over my shoulder, “let’s
get the fuck out of here.”
Bunting upped our pace as we wove among the walking dead, milling
like cattle, staring in slack-jawed wonder at Methuselah’s Tent and the
Dinosaur Den. “Oooooooh!” I shouted reflexively as we passed Adam
and Eve bathing in a waterfall. “YOU CAN ALMOST SEE HER
BOOBIES!” Her deliberately-placed hair was an incredible bummer
for Dougie. We stopped briefly at some cockamamie Old Testament
scene with a curly-haired gent strumming a lute.
“He looks like rock and roll legend Jimmy Page!” I informed a fellow
spectator. His bewildered eyes went from me to the guard, who I’d
roused to action with the loud and random aside. What was I thinking?
Retards don’t like Zeppelin!
“Let’s go!” I begged Bunting, who shifted the wheelchair into warp
drive. “Dougie’s gotta go home now! Gotta go home now!” Our
cameraman, sensing danger, switched from stoner sloth to nimble
cheetah. With the exit in sight, the stalking square-badge was gaining
on us. Twenty more feet and we were home free—no bloodthirsty
mob; no Nazi K-9s ripping the flesh from our bones; not even a stiff
right cross from Ken Ham’s meaty paw—a complete success.
“Jesus Christ!” I trumpeted like a sweaty angel of the apocalypse as
the guard overtook us at the door to the lobby, grabbing the handle.

“Let me get that for you,” he offered, pulling the glass pane toward his
chest. Gosh, these Christians sure were nice.
Our minds still reeling, we accosted Ken Ham at the same spot we’d
left him. He was busy talking with a writer from Salon, but that hardly
mattered. I physically pulled the creationist away by his sleeve. We
needed a cover photo.
“How’dja loyk the museum?” he asked while our drug-addled
photographer lined up a shaky shot.
“One of the din-a-saurs smiled at me!” I cackled, straining not to
laugh hysterically.
“Say creation!” slurred our cameraman.
“CREATION!”
***
“Dude,” Bunting said, tossing me the keys, “it’s your turn to drive.”
As we made our final pass by the freshly minted intellectual tragedy, I
gave Dougie one last line before he faded from existence. “I’m drivving!” I yelled out the window at people exiting the museum.
“Good fah you!” sarcastically replied a Brooklyn-accented man
walking the immaculate garden paths to the right of the museum.
Not entirely sure of what we’d accomplished, if anything, the seven
hour trip home was euphoric and surreal, punctuated with contagious
bouts of uproarious laughter. Ken Ham is certain his museum will
undo the damage caused by Charles Darwin and Clarence Darrow; a
concrete push of destiny away from the forbidden fruit of knowledge
and toward a theocratic vegetable paradise. Are this man and his
museum fossilized relics of our subconsciously inclined, mythological
leaning past, or a signpost on the highway of history: “Caution: slow
people worshiping ahead?” Regardless, a strange sense of optimism
pervaded my being as we drifted down the open road. It was America,
2007 the year of our lord, and these were special times indeed.

***
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Heading west on Route 40 a few clicks outside Amarillo, a Texas state
trooper cuts me off. I slam on my brakes. My heart races as I fret over
whether I should pass him on the right or wait for him to speed up. He
gets up to 50. I lag behind. Waiting. Sweating. He slows down, flashes
his lights and points me to the side of the road.
“Roll it down,” he orders, tapping on the passenger side window. “Do
you know why I pulled you over today, sir?”
“Gee, officer,” I say, wiping the perspiration from my forehead, “I
have no idea.”
“Well, I pulled you over for speeding and following too close.”
“What the—what are you talking about?” I shriek. “You cut me—”
“License and proof of insurance.”
“But you cut me off!”
“License and proof of insurance,” he barks. “I ain’t gonna tell you
again.”
Jesus! I give him my license and an expired insurance card.
“It’s insured, I swear,” I plead. “I just don’t have the card, for some
damn reason, officer.”
“Put your keys on the dash, sir,” he says, looking over my ID. “Hold
tight.”
“Can I get out and piss?”
“No.” He strolls back to his cruiser. The semis scream past at a
thunderous 80mph.
Five minutes later he tells me he’s going to let me off with a warning
for speeding and tailgating, but he writes me a ticket for driving
without insurance. “Send in a copy of your insurance card to the
judge,” he says, handing me the paperwork, “and you’ll be fine.”
“Sure. Sure,” I stammer and reach for my keys with relief. “Have a
good—”

“Not so fast,” he spits, raising his shades and looking around at all the
clothes, cases and supplies in the backseat. “Where you going?”
“I’m a—a writer. I’m just out on the road looking for...stuff to write
about.”
“Who you write for?”
“I don’t see how that ma—”
“Look,” he growls, “we can do this the easy way or the hard way.”
“Which way is this, where you pull me over for no reason?”
“Easy,” he smirks. “Who you write for?”
“A magazine called The BEAST—out of Buffalo.”
“Never heard of it. What do you write about—where are you going?”
“Well, right now I'm writing about the law, I think. I started off in
Erie, Pennsylvania talking to Major General Mike Dunlavey—you
ever hear of him?
“Nope.”
“He was in charge of Gitmo. Nice guy. Anyway, I’m going to meet up
with some Wiccans in Taos to drink a powerful hallucinogenic tea
from Peru called ayahuasca—as part of my assignment.”
“Boy?” He furrows his brow. “Don’t get smart with me.”
“Oh, never! I’d never get smart with you, officer. That’d be a
tremendous waste of time. Yeah, the church is called PaDeva and they
have the legal right to consume DMT as a part of their rituals. I
emailed them in Memphis—per, um, headquarter's instructions—and
the High Priest Xythos said I could tag along. Yeah, should be a good
time. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. So can I go now?”
He squints and cocks his head to the side like a German Shepherd.
“Can I search your vehicle?”
“Good question!” I applaud. “The Supreme Court just ruled that you
can’t search my vehicle without probable cause, so—”
“It’s a yes or no question.”
“Well then, no.” I shrug my shoulders.
“Since you won’t give me permission to search your vehicle what I’m

gonna do is call the K-9 unit.” He strolls back to his cruiser.
I have nothing to worry about. No contraband here. Squeaky as
torture. Nonetheless, there’s just something about assholes with
badges that makes me nervous—force drift. But the High Court’s on
my side. On April 21, they overturned a 30-year precedent of
unwarranted searches during traffic stops (Arizona v. Gant). I don’t
know if they got the telegraph down this way. They didn’t at
Mammoth Cave. I hope those national park pigs were thorough. A
one-hitter in Texas? Enhanced interrogation, waterboarding, stress
positions, fierce dogs, Chirstina Aguilera!
Five minutes becomes fifteen, and a second cruiser pulls up behind us.
Cops hunt in packs. A half-hour later, the k-9 truck is barreling toward
us through a field next to the road. By now it’s dusk, and my bladder’s
about to explode. I’m ordered out of my car to stand in the field where
I’m frisked. A gray mutt is led around my car three times. Sniff sniff
sniff. He then begs for a treat.
“He don’t want nothin’ to do with it,” the second trooper drawls.
“OK,” the first trooper says, clearly disappointed. “You’re free to go.”
“You’ve done fine work here tonight, officer. Fine work!”
“Wait a minute,” he says to my frozen astonishment. “You know, you
got a pretty bad gas leak there. You better get that fixed—pronto.”
“Sure thing.”
About three miles down 40 west I get pulled over again. New trooper,
no explanation. “License and proof of insurance.” I show ID and
ticket. He lets me go. This process is repeated 10 miles later—
different trooper, same shtick.
As far as I can tell, I’m now an honorary black man. Maybe it
would’ve been much worse if I were Henry Louis Gates. Maybe
they’d have booked me for possession of melanin. Or maybe they’d
have just beat it out of me—Texas style. And in Kentucky? Who
knows what those cracker-ass crackers would’ve done? Or maybe, just
maybe, we really are living in post-racial America, where the cops
treat everyone like shit, because they can. We’re all niggers now. As an
honorary black man I’m allowed to say that. Of course, you can buy
your way out of niggerdom. And isn’t that the real reason the truly
“stupid” arrest of the Harvard Prof bothers us? He has money. He’s
educated. He shouldn’t have to put up with that. But the rest of us
broke niggers just have to deal.

***
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“Do you feel blame? Are you mad? Uh, do you feel like wolf-kabob
roth-vantage? Gefrannis booje-pooch boo jujube—bear-ramage—
jigiji-geeji-geeja-geeble Google—begep flagaggle-vaggle veditchwaggle-bagga?”
-Charles Manson

I've been feeling a little blame, and a lot veditch-waggle-bagga, ever
since Memphis. Why the fuck did I drive south? Stupid brain.
Headquarters is really riding my ass! How do they expect me to
function under these circumstances? All I'm doing to emitting carbon
dioxide. I should have told HQ to go fuck themselves in Erie. I should
have went down to DC with the AFL-CIO. The biggest public policy
issue of a generation is being compromised on the Hill right now. I got
invited by one of those hot lesbians that every man secretly hates to
join their lobbying effort for universal health care. I should be there.
I've lobbied before. Maybe that's why I just don't give a shit.
JULY, 2007, Midnight, Buffalo, NY—two dozen patriots have
collected in the university parking lot, awaiting an American Civil
Liberties Union chartered bus to D.C. They’re your typical cast of
liberal players—lisping fags, tough as nails lesbians, smelly hippies,
and the odd war vet—true Americans. I’ve been assigned to travel
with them. We pick up half a dozen more in Rochester. It’s a
dangerous mission. Any one of us could be snatched away by the
Gestapo, deemed an enemy combatant, detained indefinitely without
charge or trial, and legally tortured to the point of “organ failure”—
even the white people. No bullshit. It’s a Brave New America under
The Military Commissions Act of 2006. Somebody brought vegan
granola bars.
“A show of force” is necessary, commands our “bus captain,” local
ACLU chapter head John Curr, contemplatively tapping the cane he

acquired in Gulf War I on the bus’ carpeted center strip. Ours and
scores of other buses are descending on the nation’s capital to restore
our right of habeas corpus—or be disappeared. Those who have
sleeping pills take them.
Our delegation of citizen-lobbyists is cordially met at Washington’s
Union Station by an old slumbering homeless woman. She wears a
filthy pink and purple track suit. Her jet black face is dotted with flies,
and bakes in the brutal sun. Her splayed arms and open mouth seem to
say “welcome to D.C.” The long ride has aggravated my sciatica. I
consult my pocket pharmacy, and down 3 large, pink Vicodin and
chew up my first OxyContin of the day. Thank goodness for street
corner health insurance.
Billed as “a day of action to restore law and justice,” this isn’t going to
be the same old ineffectual protest—we’re going to ineffectually
lobby both houses of congress. We have an appointment. We’re
pushing two bills: H.R. 1415, the Restoring the Constitution Act of
2007, and H.R. 1416, the Habeas Corpus Restoration Act of 2007,
both of which would fully reverse the Military Commissions Act of
2006—the nasty bit of legislation that’s made our collective
disappearance and torture at Guantanamo Bay a legal possibility. All
of us dressed in identical t-shirts, thousands of activists swarm the
station. We leisurely filter outside and march toward Capital Hill. It’s
hot as hell.
We meet up with Andrew Schaefer of the Buffalo News’ Washington
Bureau. He’s a sad looking hack with a buzz cut and a wrist brace. His
clothes hang on him like he’s just lost fifty pounds. Schaefer was
listed as a contributor to the resulting News’ article: “30 from area join
protest at Capitol”—211 words that summed up the day thusly:
The main object of the demonstrators' outrage was the Military
Commissions Act of 2006, which strips captured foreign enemy
combatants of their habeus corpus right to challenge their
imprisonment in U.S. courts.
The only problem is that the Military Commissions Act doesn’t
contain the phrase “foreign” enemy combatants. The bill does state,
however, that any person “engaged in hostilities or who has
purposefully and materially supported hostilities against the United
States” qualifies as an “enemy combatant.” That could be you. That
could be Andrew Schaefer. Well, probably not Schaefer.
The rally follows the usual script: easily forgotten folk band,

television “personality,” event organizers, politicians, torture victims,
religious types. The MC is Greg Proops’s hair. It stands at full
attention, stoically enduring Greg Proops, a bespectacled, nasal
comedian best known for his stint on the unendurable improv comedy
show, “Whose Line is it Anyway?” Nearby, speaking of improv
comedy, kids in orange jumpsuits play at being tortured—bound and
gagged in the hot sun. The rotund sponsor of the bills we’re lobbying
for, Brooklyn Rep. Jerrold Nadler (D) waddles to the microphone and
admonishes the previous speakers for saying how “glad” they were to
be here; a little bit of sanity.
Every so often, a tightly-packed gaggle of suits swarms the back of the
stage, splits down the center, and births a sweaty bigwig senator like
Patrick Leahy or Chris Dodd. Leahy, the senior senator from Vermont
and current Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee is met by howls
of “impeach Cheney!” Dodd, the hopeless presidential hopeful, steals
a move from the Kucinich playbook and waves his pocket constitution
at the crowd. Dodd scurries off stage; I pursue. He moves quickly, but
I cut him off. Totally unprepared, brain floating in pain-killer soup—I
snap a photo, and ask him the first relevant question that comes to
mind:
“What do you like better—cats or dogs?”
“HA!” Dodd literally spits in my face while bolting past me. He stops
briefly as a minion opens a waiting car door, turning back to me. “I
like both!” he says with a carnivorous smile. I can see the headlines:
Dodd Noncommittal on Contentious Pet Issue; Cats, Dogs Both
Dissatisfied with Waffling Dodd.
Kucinich takes the stage. “We must reinstate habeas corpus!”—and
the crowd goes fucking wild. I offer some black market OxyContin to
the tie-dye clad photographer next to me—it’s a real party scene. I
stumble around in a pharmaceutical daze, fending off heat stroke,
placards, and socialist literature. The rally winds down with
depressing firsthand accounts from torture victims and the obligatory
outrage of religious weirdos. I fight a strong urge to heckle them. On
this issue, the supernaturally deluded and a drugged-up atheist agree.
The crowd of some 3500 splits up into states; we plot our lobbying
visits and break for lunch.
I tag along with head of the ACLU Rochester division Todd Plank,
and a handful of others, to the office of Congressman Randy Kuhl
(ironically pronounced “cool”), a Republican representing New York’s
29th district. “Life isn’t fair all the time,” he tells us

unsympathetically, reclining in his chair, hands clasped casually over
his right knee. His desk is adorned with a small bust of Lincoln,
matchbox cars, a snow globe and some hand lotion. A former litigator,
Kuhl clearly enjoys playing devil’s advocate—only he’s not playing.
He voted for the Military Commissions Act. “Can any of you think of
a time when it might be OK to suspend certain rights?” he asks us
with a self-satisfied grin.
“No,” says a woman from our group. “Historically, it has never
worked out,” she adds. “It has always led to abuse.” She’s right—even
Lincoln regretted suspending habeas corpus.
Plank and the others calmly express their concerns—they believe that
the U.S. government shouldn’t have the authority to detain people
without trial and torture them—it seems like a no-brainer. Kuhl’s face
lights up like a sadistic Christmas tree at the mention of torture, and he
recommends a “really great” book on the subject. Say what you will
about Kuhl—he’s a drunk who threatened to kill his ex-wife with a
shotgun, he voted unconscionably to terminate your right of habeas
corpus, or that he likely uses the lotion in his office to masturbate to
torture books—at least he took the time to meet with us.
We meet back up with John Curr’s group outside of Congressman
Brian Higgins’ office. Higgins, a Democrat representing New York’s
27th (which includes most of Buffalo), has cultivated a reputation as a
man who brings home the pork. Unfortunately, he’s gained the
people’s praise by selling them out—a little trade off with the now
defunct Republican majority. He voted in favor of reauthorizing the
Patriot Act, the credit industry’s heinous Bankruptcy bill, the hilarious
Terri Schiavo bill, and of course the Military Commissions Act. The
local press worships him.
Higgins is a no-show; we’re forced to confront his aides. It’s a scene
being played out simultaneously all over town—heavily perspiring
citizens in matching t-shirts being placated by slick-talking underlings.
Higgins’ Senior Legislative Assistant assures us that “the
Congressman shares your concerns.” He spends the bulk of our visit
making uncomfortable faces, looking up at the ceiling, and being
scolded by a no-nonsense dike named “Ms. Kitty.”
“9-11 was the Bush administration’s Reichstag!” says a livid long-hair
named Mike.
Higgins’s office is crawling with Jews, and the Nazi metaphor evokes
a quasi-seizure in one of his staff. Mike self-recriminates—all is well

with the world.
“We need to investigate the physics behind 9-11,” chimes in another.
And we lose whatever credibility we never had.
As we say our goodbyes, I amble over to Higgins’ desk. On it is a
nearly empty bottle of Pepsi One, a plate speckled with crumbs and a
wadded up paper napkin. Nothing says “I’m too scared to meet with
my constituents” like the remnants of a recent meal. Affixed to the
computer monitor is a yellow Post-It note that reads: “maryjane78.”
There are a few lines crossing over the seven, possibly representing
that an asterisk should be used in its place. How very cryptic.
There’s a different mood on the bus as we head home—a sense of
community, camaraderie. Walking around the capital all day in the
tremendous heat has melted away our isolation—our uniquely
American alienation. Alone, we can do nothing to reverse tyranny;
together, we feel like we’ve made a dent. But I wonder if the feeling is
a mirage—a concoction of raw, unjustified optimism, and euphoriainducing pain medication.
“What do you think about what we did here today?” asks a middleaged meditation guru settling into the seat ahead of me. “Do you think
it had any affect?”
“No,” I reply.
“Me neither,” he says with a paradoxical smile. “It’s a done deal. No
matter what we do—it’s a done deal.”
Out of youthful naivety, and psychological necessity, most on the bus
don’t share our grim assessment. We all agree on one thing, however
—doing nothing is no longer an option.
This little lobbying junket was a first for the ACLU, Amnesty
International, and the other groups that sponsored the event. Lobbying
is big business in America. It’s how things get done—mostly terrible
things. On any given day there are approximately 65 highly paid
lobbyists for every legislator on the Hill. In our pay-to-play political
environment, does an impoverished citizen-lobby have a snowball’s
chance in a hell? We weren’t lobbying on behalf of some obscenely
moneyed industry. We couldn’t whisper promises of campaign
contributions from company X, Y, and Z if our legislation were
enacted. We wouldn’t be here tomorrow, or the next day to follow up
with free meals, vacations and blowjobs. We had absolutely no clout.
For the lawmakers with a conscience, our trip was a gratuitous pat on

the back. For the lawmakers who didn’t already recognize the folly in
killing habeas corpus and legalizing torture, our trip offered them
nothing in exchange for their vote. Squat. It’s safe to say that half a
dozen angry constituents didn’t exactly have them shaking in their
loafers—that is, once they heard about the visit from their aides.
Everyone on the bus is content, riding high on a vague sense of
victory. Yet I’m skeptical—did this “day of action” do a damn thing?
“It’s a good start,” says a bleary-eyed John Curr. We stand in a
Denny’s parking lot somewhere in Pennsylvania, stretching our legs
and smoking cigarettes.
“Wouldn’t it be more effective to just bribe them?” I ask.
“We don’t have that kind of money,” he answers pensively.
Still, there’s an undeniable sense of possibility on this bus. Maybe in a
country where we’ve all been conditioned to feel like we can’t make a
difference, it’s that sense that gives our actions meaning—
empowerment for its own sake. It is a “good start,” I think to myself
as I pop one last pill to sooth my crooked spine.
“Next time,” I think to myself, drifting off to sleep. “We’ll have
millions, not thousands. We won’t come armed with slick folders full
of talking points—we’ll have torches and pitchforks! We’ll clog the
streets, the sidewalks, the subways, the very halls of Congress! We’ll
shut down this whorehouse of a town! And we won’t leave until our
demands are met!”
I may have already begun to dream, and not even realized it.
***
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Somewhere around the New Mexico border I pick up Meg. Her 50
trips around the sun have endowed her with leathery skin and white,
stringy hair. She's been hoofing & hitching it since her kitchen gig in
North Carolina fell through, slowly making her way back to family in
Arizona. An altercation with some bums in Nashville left her with a
nasty gash across her chin. She's holds a masters in political science,
but can't find even the most trivial work. She smells.

“Fascism is fashion,” she says, apropos of nothing. “Things go in
cycles, and Brown Shirts are in right now.”
“Well, I'd like to think we're coming out of a rough patch—Obama
and all, pulling out of the cities in Iraq....the political climate is
different now.”
“Just listen,” she says and cranks up the radio. “Have you noticed
anything while being on the road?”
“Yeah, sure,” I joke. “Radio sucks.”
“It does, but that's not the point. What's been constant on the dial?”
“Jesus, you're right,” I say, listening. “Limbaugh's everywhere.”
“Every podunk shit-ville in the lower forty-eight picks up this bilge.
There's no NPR for miles and miles, but you can always find this
demagogue on the dial.”
“But that's been the case for years now. Things are getting better—”
“Are they?” she snaps. “Did they get better during Clinton?”
“Well—”
“Well, nothing! Nixon was to the left of Clinton on social policy—
Clinton cut welfare and signed NAFTA. We're currently in the midst
of a multi-generation conservative revolution. The democrats of today
are the republicans of yesterday. Obama's not going to reverse the
trend—he's a speed bump at best and a catalyst at worst.”
“How do you mean?”
“If he does exhibit even the slightest principled, populist bent, he'll
be lynched in the corporately owned media—branded as an evil
socialist—and any policy initiative he proposes will inevitably be
castrated by bipartisan compromise. And at worst, he'll further
radicalize the old, white right.”
“So what if he does? Those militia lunatics can't do anything—”
“Except take their marching orders from a deeply entrenched
oligarchy, who're no doubt already exploiting the racial schisms in our
sadly undereducated society. And once that's accomplished, it's a
simple matter of regurgitating sound bites to warp public perception.
It's a vicious cycle.”
“Where were you working in North Carolina again?”

“Denny's.”
“Jesus.”
“Jesus had nothing to do with it,” she laughs. “I was just—just
following instructions.”
“From who?”
“Whom,” she corrects me and stares out over the dusty plain, the
thousand head of cattle.
“Well...”
“Headquarters, of course,” she says hoarsely. “Speaking of which,
do you have a pen and paper? I supposed to contact my superior
concerning my whereabouts.”
“I don't—I don't know what are you're talking about.”
“Oh, come off it,” she says and playfully pokes my arm. “Yellow
legal paper work best—do you have any?”
“Um, sure,” I say. “I have a pad in the back.” She fishes the pad out
from under a bag and turns to a fresh sheet.
“Pen?”
“Glove box....what are you writing?”
“I told you,” she says, crumples the page into a ball and chucks it
out the window. “I have to report in to HQ.”
“And that's how we—you do that?”
“Ha!” she explodes. “You didn't know that? How have you been
communicating with your superior?”
“I, um, haven't,” I answer worriedly. “What exactly is headquarters,
anyway?”
“Well, this thing's on a need-to-know basis,” she says. “If you don't
have clearance, I can't exactly tell you, now can I?”
“Well, I—I suppose not.”
I take her all the way to Albuquerque then head north and spend a
week of solitude in Pecos Canyon eating cans of tuna, drinking boiled
river water and battling insects. I find no peace in the wilderness. It's
beautiful and the sweet smell of Juniper surrounds me, but it's all

anxiety and regret. A week in the woods with no distractions forces
you to relive every dumb mistake you've ever made in your life. In my
case a week wasn't even close to long enough. Each night I imagine
scooping out my brain with a melon baller or sticking my head in the
fire. The thoughts brings some relief. Scotch does the rest.
***
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"I'm going to invent a religion that's going to make me a fortune. I'm
tired of writing for a penny a word."
- L. Ron Hubbard
"If you leave this room after seeing this film, and walk out and never
mention Scientology again, you are perfectly free to do so. It would be
stupid, but you can do it. You can also dive off a bridge, or blow your
brains out; that is your choice.”
- From the Scientology recruitment film Orientation.
“Hulk want PARTY!!!”
- The Incredible Hulk.

I can't help shake the feeling that I've been here before. I'm on the
road, trying hard to make some ends meet and trying harder to forget.
Maybe it's the drugs. Maybe they've finally taken their toll. Maybe
McGruff was on to something. Maybe I've finally gone off my nut like
grandma. She was a total schizo. I remember going over there when I
was a kid and listening to her jabber incoherently about space lawyers.
They tried to cure her by running electric current through her brain.
Somehow that didn't work. She never showered or hugged me, but she
always had decent cookies in that ceramic doggy jar.
Maybe it's all the heartbreak of simply being alive and lonely.
Maybe Meg was right about vicious cycle. Maybe Nietzsche was right
about Eternal Recurrence. Maybe the universe does repeat itself
exactly every once in a while, and we're all doomed to relive every
glorious moment of joy and terrible instance of pain an infinite
number of times, for all eternity. Even so, it's no excuse for buying
that copy of Dianetics.

N OVEMEBER, 2006—“Hey! Do you want to watch a free movie?”
a spry older woman shouted at my back, pouncing onto the sidewalk
at the corner of Virginia and Main. For some time at The BEAST,
we’d been toying with the idea of infiltrating The Church of
Scientology. Recognizing an opportunity, I turned, cordially
introduced myself as “Robert Stevens,” and told the woman that a free
movie would be “awesome.” Smiling broadly, she said her name was
Zonnie. I could feel the power of Scientology oozing from her
chapped face. I would come to like Zonnie, an ex-choreographer from
the west coast who curses abundantly when riled. After some small
talk, I was led through an ornate, vaulted lobby to an intimate twentyseat projection screen theater. Zonnie pushed a few buttons on a wall
console and said she’d be back in about half an hour, leaving me alone
in blackness. For a moment, panic washed over me as I imagined the
room filling with poison gas. Then the movie started.
Accompanied by a frenetic chorus of tortured, synthesized moans,
asteroids whirled toward me in the darkness. Planet earth entered the
shot, and optimistic music overtook the terrifying cries. What
followed resembled nothing more than a poorly produced infomercial
for the prolific ravings of an oddly persuasive schizophrenic, with an
unnerving emphasis on the Scientology’s legal status as a bona fide,
tax-exempt religion. Even after his death, L. Ron Hubbard’s followers
parrot his run-of-the-mill delusions of grandeur and persecution at the
hands of a grab-bag of the usual shadowy enemies of siege mentality
head cases. In fact, all of Hubbard’s gibberings against psychology
seem to be nothing more than an elaborate justification for denying his
own painfully obvious neuroses.
Hosted by an unnamed man in a cobalt suit and a late ‘70s haircut (I
was amazed to learn the film was made in 1994), Orientation sets out
to convince the viewer that L. Ron Hubbard was a genius, the
preeminent author of the twentieth century, and a near-messiah sent to
save humanity by battling government “mind-control programs” and
psychiatric conspiracies. And of course, through the purchase of his
writings, one can obtain a cosmic wisdom on par with Kirstie Ally or
even John Travolta. And above all: you’re a loser if you don’t get it.
But some things don’t change: As the half-hour film approached its
conclusion, the pitch man went into hard sell mode, offering the same
heaven-or-hell choice religions have offered forever. I was “at the
threshold of [my] next trillion years,” he said. I could live it “in

shivering agonized darkness,” or “triumphantly in the light.”
Naturally, when the credits began to roll, Zonnie burst in carrying
three of the books featured in the film. “What did you think of the
movie? Do you have any questions?” she asked, arranging the books
to display their titles.
“When do I learn about Xenu?” I asked impatiently. First revealed to
the public in a 1991 Time cover story on Scientology and featured in a
recent episode of “South Park,” the tale of Xenu is a strange one,
unless you consider that Hubbard was a pulp sci-fi novelist by trade:
75 million years ago, Xenu, alien ruler of the “Galactic Confederacy,”
flew billions of frozen alien spirits, or “thetans,” to earth in planes
resembling the DC-8. The “thetans” were then stacked around
volcanoes and blown up with hydrogen bombs. Upper level
scientologists are taught this doctrine, and told the scattered “thetans”
are the source of man’s troubles, as they cluster around us, and cloud
our judgment. They are also told not to talk about it. The reason for
this secrecy surrounding Scientology’s core mythology isn’t much of a
mystery—it’s just so silly that you’d have to already be completely
brainwashed to believe it.
For the first time, Zonnie broke her tentative gaze; her eyes shot to the
carpet. She flatly denied knowledge of Xenu, but later told me “if it’s
true, it’s true for you.” This solipsist adage, twice repeated in the
movie I’d just seen, I would discover to be a main tenet of
Scientology. Zonnie went to fetch someone who could be of more use,
returning with a thin, neatly groomed man-animal wearing designer
frames named Neil. Neil addressed my question by bashing “South
Park” and ignoring more credible source material. Neil was similarly
affected by the word “Xenu,” avoiding eye contact and becoming
visibly irritated. I didn’t want to anger them quite yet, so I changed the
subject. The conversation grew more casual, and eventually their
super-abilities as Scientologists prevailed: I ponied up 7 dollars for
“Scientology: The Fundamentals of Human Thought,” and got the hell
out of there. I was assured the money would not go to charity. That
night I cracked the spine and was blown away by the wisdom of L.
Ron:
“Unlike yellow and brown people, the white does not usually believe
he can get attention from matter or objects. The yellow and brown
believe for the most part (and it is all a matter of consideration) that
rocks, trees, walls, etc., can give them attention.”

Through this 183-page treasure, Scientology was beginning to make a
whole lot of sense to me. Maybe it wasn’t all about making a buck;
maybe it was also about helping people:
“When a man has a problem very thoroughly and can’t solve it, he
really has too few problems. He needs more.”
Scientologists are none too shy about helping you find more problems,
problems to which they alone have the solutions.
Half an inch behind my forehead
I returned to Scientology HQ the next evening, with an accomplice
operating under the alias Lydia Thumbquist. After sitting through the
tragically awful Orientation yet again, we were separated to prevent
us from supporting each other’s common sense. I was administered a
“free stress test,” and Ms. Thumbquist was to be probed for personal
problems by a petit moon-faced being in a blue sweater.
Zonnie rattled questions as I grasped two aluminum tubes wired to an
electronic device known as an “E-Meter.” I was prompted to think of
the sources of stress in my life, and told the contraption could “weigh
your thoughts” by passing a slight electrical current through the body.
I concentrated hard, and sure enough the needle shot to the right,
calculating the mass of my mental activity, and indicating my apparent
stress. Amazing! My hands fidgeted and I altered my grip. The needle
flung right again. “What was that?” asked Zonnie, primed to suck
money from my newly discovered problem. “Nothing,” I replied,
recognizing the device was reacting to my hands rather than
impossibly measuring my thoughts. The “E-Meter” measures the
electrical resistance of the skin, much like a lie detector. Unlike a
standard lie detector however, the “E-Meter” makes no measure of
heart rate, blood pressure or respiration, hence it is no more than a
misleading pseudoscientific prop.
I was toured around the impressive lobby and made to read the
principles of Scientology that were colorfully diagrammed on the
paneled walls. Zonnie then took a hushed tone and asked me if I
wanted to learn how to “walk a half inch behind my forehead.” That
sounded like fun, whatever the hell it meant. She said it was “really
cool,” and assumed a far off expression. After some prodding, she
explained that the negative press concerning Scientology was the work
of “antisocial” personalities, and that ex-Scientologists rarely speak
out because the church “knows all their secrets.”
Meanwhile, Ms.Thumbquist was being sold a pamphlet to help in her

interpersonal relationships. The small volume, entitled “The
Emotional Tone Scale,” taught us many valuable lessons. For instance:
when someone is smiling they are happy, when frowning they are sad,
and when a person is near death it can be said they are in a state of
“total apathy.”
Just do it
It was my third day in a row at the Church of Scientology, and the
madness was beginning to affect me. It was time to purchase a class so
I could really see what was going on here. I was again pawned off to
the man-animal named Neil. Neil is an okay guy, in a used car
salesman sort of way. He sat me down at a desk, delving into my
personal life. It was soon determined I lack the self confidence to
succeed. “This course is only $82.50,” he said, “and it will change
your life.” I simply didn’t have the cash. After various sales
techniques proved futile, Neil did his best Ben Stiller from Starsky
and Hutch. “Do it,” he repeated over and over. “Do it.”
“But I…” “Do it.” “But…” “Do it.” “Bu…” “Do it.” “B…” “Do it.”
He said it nearly 20 times. For a man who promised he didn’t work on
commission, he was pimping hard. My mind reeled; I needed to leave.
But leaving a Scientology building is a challenge unto itself. Just as
you break away from one of them, another pops out of nowhere and
showers you with googly-eyed enthusiasm. I shot excuses like bullets,
leaving disappointment in my wake. I was chased outside by the
moon-faced sweater being. “Come back inside, there are some people
you should meet.”
“No really,” I said. “I have plans. I’m already late.”
“Come back inside,” she persisted. “we can begin your courses right
now.”
It was like she couldn’t hear me. This went on for way too long; I was
forced to walk away while she was talking.
Class Act
Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health: $8. Dianetics
course: $35. My introductory membership to the International
Association of Scientologists: worthless.
Fourth day in, my $80 BEAST expense account $60 lighter, and
Robert Stevens was an official noob Scientologist. After signing some
forms that declared my faith in Scientology, I was provided the course
materials and ushered into an austere study area cordoned off with

glass. A nervous man in a leather jacket entered; we made our
introductions. Ray had been called down from the 6th floor where he
was performing “guard duty.” After it was ascertained I'd had no
alcohol or any kind of drugs (including aspirin, but not nicotine or
caffeine) within the last 24 hours, school was in session.
I was an ideal student, churning through the course material and
supplying written examples of Scientology concepts. My literacy
impressed the instructor, though he insisted “Dianetics will raise your
IQ.” I already felt like a freakin’ genius as the course booklet, with its
large clipart graphics, seemed geared towards grade-schoolers. I was
even given a pile of children’s and intermediate level dictionaries and
told to look up any words I didn’t know. I was encouraged to “act out”
any concepts I was unsure of, using brightly painted wood blocks; Ray
demonstrated. I was tested periodically for my understanding of
complicated words like “analytic” and “mission.”
I learned about the “reactive mind,” and how it can hold you back by
recording nasty little “mental image pictures” called “engrams.” An
engram is basically a freeze-frame of a physically traumatic event,
recording every minute detail, no matter how insignificant. The idea
here is that if you somehow get knocked out, and while you’re
unconscious an ice cream truck passes, Scott Joplin’s “The
Entertainer” will torment you the rest of your days. You may even
dump your girlfriend if she becomes too fond of ragtime and never
know why.
I was now on the road to “clear,” a process Neil said costs about
$40,000. Until that glorious day I would be a lowly “preclear,” or
“pc.” Once clear, a Scientologist attains “OT,” or “operating thetan”
level. OT levels range from 1 to 15, and the Xenu story is taught at
OT3. Ray told me he has been a Scientologist for about 20 years, and
he’s still not clear. You can’t rush these things, I guess.
The next day I would begin to “audit.”
No signs of intelligent life.
I took my seat two minutes before the scheduled time and casually
began to speak, when I was harshly shushed by a schoolmarm
clutching a clipboard. The only other person in the room was a lanky
nerd laden with expensive volumes. The teacher watched the clock for
the full two minutes, and then said she’d be taking “roll call.”
“Steven?” she said, looking back and forth between us. The nerd
raised his hand. “Robert?” she said, still scanning the room as if
someone might pop his head out of a ventilation shaft and indicate his

presence.
Some stragglers arrived and I was paired up with a dumpling of a
woman, my “auditing twin.” Before we could begin in earnest, I was
to hone my skills on an inanimate object. We sat opposite one another,
and my twin was instructed to place a large Raggedy Ann-type doll on
her lap. I read from the 10-step Dianetics auditing procedure card: I
told the doll the session was beginning and that it should close its
eyes. It did not comply. I made the cotton-stuffed preclear aware that
“In the future, when I utter the word ‘cancelled,’ everything I have
said to you while in a therapy session will be cancelled and will have
no force with you.” At the behest of the human dumpling, the doll
nodded its agreement. I prompted the doll the recall a traumatic
incident, and continue repeating the details of the incident until either
no more information was being revealed or the doll’s mood lightened.
My twin, a full grown woman, made expressive gestures with the dolls
arms, and spoke in an eerily regressive toddler voice. After hearing
about the doll’s early childhood swing set accident numerous times, I
said “cancelled,” asked “are you in present time?” and then said
“When I count from five to one and snap my fingers you will feel
alert. Five, four, three, two, one.” (Snap!)
I was told the auditing session was a “win.” The doll had successfully
banished an engram from its reactive mind. It looked healthier to me.
I took turns reading from the procedure card and being read to by both
the dumpling and a quiet, balding, middle-aged gent who had to stop
recalling a minor childhood knee-scraping because it was too painful.
“No more,” he bellowed, opening his moistened eyes and wringing his
hands. That was enough auditing for the both of us. Both he and the
dumpling, and the doll, for that matter, became distraught as their
repetitive recall of events invariably led to deep-seated parental issues.
Auditing, the main tool of Scientology, is more or less a Freudian
psychoanalysis-based technique known as exposure therapy, only with
a bunch of unnecessary convoluted jargon, a bit of clunky sci-fi, a
pinch of hypnotic suggestion, and administration by unqualified
practitioners. I talked to several local counselors who were appalled
by this. “Exposure therapy has its benefits,” said one psychology
professor I spoke to, “but when done by a nonprofessional it can be
very dangerous, and at worst, could lead to a full psychotic break.”
Coupled with the church’s instructions to avoid drugs, prescription or
otherwise, “auditing” can cause more harm than good. And that drug
bit is huge.

In March, 2003 a schizophrenic guy named Jeremy Perkins killed his
mom with a razor knife. He happened to be a member of the Buffalo
COS. Incredibly, the church initially denied he was a member, but
then fessed up. They'd classified him as “Potential Trouble Source
Type III.” In Hubbard, that means: fucked in the head. And what kind
of people go in for this stuff, really? Crazy moths to a crazier flame, if
you ask me.
The schoolmarm, named Kathleen, kept me after class to talk
engrams. She told me of the time she gave birth. Scientologists
observe a ritual known as “silent birth,” ostensibly done for the safety
of the child. If someone—a doctor, for instance—were to talk about,
say, infant botulism, as happened to Kathleen, the child’s reactive
mind would record an engram, and the infant would be afflicted with
whatever illness was mentioned. Coincidentally, infant botulism can
be a side effect of feeding a newborn infant Hubbard’s Barley
Formula, which contains honey, and is preferred by Scientologists to
breastfeeding. But, Kathleen averred, her baby’s botulism was caused
by a doctor saying “botulism.”
My budget nearly depleted, there was but one chapter remaining in my
adventure into sci-fi cultism: The Scientology Halloween party. I was
encouraged by the church members to bring as many friends along as
possible. I could only find one “thetan” brave enough to take the
challenge.
Down With OT III
“If we’re going to do this,” said BEAST staffer Josh Bunting,
divvying up a hefty pile of powerful blue-stemmed mushrooms, “we
may as well do it right.” I couldn’t have agreed more. We choked
down the decidedly unsavory psychedelics, rolled a joint, and started
talking strategy.
“What do you think?” I asked, donning a latex alien mask and affixing
a “Hello, my name is Xenu” sticker to my lapel. Bunting grunted his
approval, then pulled an Incredible Hulk mask from a bag and started
laughing maniacally. The fungi had begun to take hold. We quickly
conceived and executed one last detail, designing and printing a stack
of pro-Xenu educational leaflets to distribute at the party [see fact
sheet at begginging of chapter].We had our shtick, and we were out
the door.
Traveling on foot, we put on our masks as the church entered sight.
There was no evidence of a party. We crept around to the side entrance
to see what we could see. A lone receptionist manned a wide desk in

front of the elevators. She was not in costume. Her name was Tiffany,
a very bone-able specimen I’d meet earlier in the week. We rushed in
like kamikaze. “Hi!” she screeched with child-like exuberance, fixing
her widened peepers on us and grinning ear to ear. As quickly as her
expression reached its exalted apogee it came crashing down in a
painful wince as her eyes panned across my nametag. “That’s real
funny guys, real cute,” she sneered. Pleased by her obvious
discomfort, we advanced insidiously on rubbery legs.
“RAAARGH! I’m Xenu!” I growled, fighting uncontrollable tremors
and producing the pro-Xenu leaflets from my breast pocket. I handed
her one over the desk, and asked where the party was. “Fifth floor,”
she said curtly. “Is there booze up there?” I inquired. There wasn’t.
Though it had been billed as a free party, she claimed there was a $5
cover in an effort to be rid of us. The Incredible Hulk fished through
his wallet. I could tell he was getting angry. The Scientologists
wouldn’t like him when he’s angry. She told us to sign in. My rattled
nervous system uncooperative, I made a mark resembling a seismic
reading. Tiffany called upstairs and told us we needed to see Teresa’s
“really great, really funny costume.” I helped myself to the candy
dish, and we waited anxiously. Tiffany, meanwhile, wore a shit-eating
grin, like she had just told on us and we were about to be grounded.
Bing went the elevator, and out rolled Teresa Reile Reger, president of
the Buffalo Church of Scientology, accompanied by a small posse of
well mannered drones. Dressed in a cartoonish 18th century aristocrat
costume featuring an oversized powdered pink beehive and puffy
bloomers, she shook a scolding finger while affecting an unconvincing
British accent. Drugs and adrenaline coursed our veins. The scene was
surreal, made even more so by Reger’s commitment to her role as a
reject from Alice in Wonderland.
“What’s all this then? Do you think this is fun-nay?” she said,
charging at us. “RAAARGH! I’m Lord Xenu!” I shouted through my
mask, making monster hands to keep her at bay. Still in character,
Reger asked if we believed everything we saw on television. She was
strutting around like a chicken, hands at her hips, and none too
pleased. Though the partygoers had slowly been finding their way
down to the lobby to watch the spectacle, our goal was to get to the
fifth floor and enjoy the most awkward situation we possibly could.
That in mind, I made some conciliatory efforts. “It’s just a costume,” I
said lifting my mask a bit. In my psychedelic naivety I believed that,
once she knew were human, we would be on our way upstairs to hang
with the hypnotized. To my horror, Teresa snatched the mask off my

head and instructed an unnamed stooge to photograph us with her
camera phone. I waved and smiled, then ripped the mask from her
claws. She was stunned, and I tugged at her wig playfully. Putting the
mask back on, I asked if she’d “heard the good news about Lord
Xenu?” I pointed to our pro-Xenu literature.
“Okay. That’s it. Are you done?” she said, suddenly losing the accent.
From my extensive study of the Emotional Tone Scale, I could tell she
was angry. “RAAARGH! I’m Xenu!” I yelled once more, for good
measure. More Scientologists were filtering downstairs. The mood
was getting ugly as they inaudibly whispered for our imminent ouster.
“This is really kind of funny,” she said, scanning the leaflet. She took
some, saying she would hand them out. I was glad she was starting to
appreciate our gestures—or so I thought. “Your intellectual property is
quite stupid. Don’t you want to be taken seriously?” Teresa pleaded. I
responded by dancing a vigorous jig.
“Okay, we’re done here,” she ordered. I kept asking Teresa about the
party, and she kept saying we were “done.” If life is a game, as
Scientologists are fond of saying, the clock was running out with no
clear victor. “Are you telling me we’re not welcome here?” I asked,
feigning dismay. “No you are not,” she said, driving a stake through
our partying hearts. The room fell totally silent. We all seemed to be
waiting for someone else to make the next move. Seizing the moment,
Bunting raised his arms robotically, drawing everyone’s attention, and
roared, “Hulk want PARTY!!!”
We left voluntarily soon after, having gotten our much needed fix of
adrenaline and comedy. We strode off into the night, hyperventilating
through our masks and watching our backs for assassins.
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“Is that somebody's black car out there?”
“The Cavalier?”
“Maybe. I think.”
“That's mine. Why?”
“You have to move it. It's leaking gas really bad.”
The Santa Fe International Hostel management gives me a few
minutes to contact a mechanic and remove the environmental hazard.
The place is barely within my budget. Every morning they make you
do chores, but the kitchen's stocked with free food. I can't swing the
repair, so the car's dead. A junkyard gives me a pittance for the body. I
abandon half of my stuff and haul the rest back to my room down 4
miles of urban desert road. It's a dry hell.
I try to sell some blood plasma at a place on Cerrillos, but I'm turned
down, because I'm not a Santa Fe resident. You have to be around long
enough for them to determine if you have AIDS, I guess, is the
thinking. No doubt, money is tight. We all have to do things in this
recession that we may not exactly be proud of:
FEBRUARY, 2009—I'd been up all night, smoking marijuana resin
and cheap cigarettes, stressing over money and mortality—the usual
crap. Writing has not made me any money. And at thirty years old, I
could feel death slowly creeping up beside me. One smoke at a time.
For a writer to get the big bucks, you have to be connected, lucky or
talented. You don't need all those things. You only need one. And it's
not talent. Actually, it's better to lack talent. My own literary
shortcomings haven't helped me, however.
I'd been coasting on my meager skill as a writer for a few years, and
the romance of poverty was losing its appeal. I wanted to sell out in
the worst possible way. But Time wasn't exactly knocking at my door.
The February sunlight poured into the living room windows. I had the

chilling realization that I'd have to get a real job.
Now, I've had dozens of jobs: milking cows, cashier, butcher's
assistant, pushing shopping carts, janitor, bailing hay, mowing lawns,
making milkshakes, putting up dry wall, painting, plumbing,
carpentry, factory work, loading trucks at UPS and selling AT&T long
distance service door-to-door in Seattle—just to name few. Though
my back could do without it, I don't mind a hard day's work. In fact,
there's a certain calming satisfaction that comes from the daily routine
and regular paycheck. Conversely, the uncertainty of writing's turned
me in to drunken neurotic.
The days, or sometimes, torturous weeks in between the time when
you finish a piece and an editor accepts—but more likely rejects—an
article is filled with a hyper-anxiety that I've learned to quell by chainsmoking, picking at blemishes and downing scotch. Nicotine, facial
scars and alcoholism may have worked out for Bukowski, but not for
me. And the idea of delivering mail didn't much appeal to me on
account of my club foot.
Snubbing my last cigarette, I cracked open my girlfriend's laptop
and perused the Craigslist help wanteds—general labor. I jotted down
a few numbers for maintenance man positions and snow-shoveling
jobs. They were promising—and depressing—leads.
On a whim, I clicked on the writing gigs, and found to my
inarticulate delight, an ad for a job that would both ease my money
woes and provide me with the most deliciously-subversive endeavor
of my already weird career:
Speech Writer / Radio / TV Show Writer (Buffalo NY)
Seeking a talented person who could write
conservative speeches on different topics. You must
be a true conservative republican.
Location: Buffalo NY
•
•

it's NOT ok to contact this poster with services or other
commercial interests
Compensation: to be negotiated

Jumpin' Jesus on a griddle! I thought. How many times had I

daydreamed of pulling a stunt like this? And there it was. It wasn't
with a high-profile senatorial or congressional race as I'd always
imagined. What kind of part-time fascist posts an ad for a conservative
speech writer on Craigslist? But there it was, nonetheless. I
immediately rattled off an e-mail:
To whom it may concern:
Hello, my name's Robert and I'd like to
help you craft a comprehensive conservative
message and hone your radio and television talking
points.
Republican values are the cornerstone of
American prosperity and freedom. Liberalism is but
a Trojan Horse for the tyranny of Big Government,
the destruction of family values and the
hopelessness of nihilism.
I've been published in such well-respected
journals as Cigar Aficionado, The American
Spectator, Sausage Monthly and Dog Fancy—but
this assignment should prove to be infinitely more
rewarding and I can't wait to get cracking!
Before I get started, however, I'd like to
know for whom I'd be diligently working. Please,
get back to me at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,
Robert Dajob II
It was going to be all artifice from here on out—real-life satire, too
fake to be true, too true to be fake. It all depends whether or not you
were in on the joke. I waited for a response. It soon arrived:
Hi Robert!
My name is Robert also. I have a TV show on
Cable access channel 20 on Thurs evenings at
7:30 and a radio show on Sat morning on AM
930 WBEN. I am also planning on running for
county legislator for the 14 th district. Would you
like to come aboard?
Sincerely,
Robert Saviola

WBEN, for those fortunate enough to be far away from Buffalo, is
the local home of Rush Limbaugh and Dr. Laura Ingraham—the worst
America has to offer. This guy was likely a fringe maniac, a
monomaniacal buffoon. In turns out that both his radio & TV shows
are sponsored by Buffalo Hypnosis—his business. Yup, Saviola's a
professional hypnotist. According to his website, he does past life
parties, and he's been hypnotizing himself since he was fourteen.
Maybe I can use this man and his mystical powers for good, I thought.
I quickly penned him a modestly insane offering:

Our Vision, Our Future.
By Robert Dajob II
For the consideration of Robert Saviola
The Greatest Generation: this has always been the American
promise. The promise that the brave sacrifices of our father's
were never undertaken as acts of mere selfishness, but done
for the greater good—for their children, their children's
children and their children's children and their children's
children and their children's children and their children's
children.
But now, in these troubling times, these times of both
physical and financial insecurity, are we to capitulate to the
demands of domestic demagogues and international
terrorists? Are we to lend credence to the failed policies of
big, intrusive government? Are we to surrender to attacks on
our treasured values, our God, our families and individual
liberties?
I say this for myself, my father and his father's father and his
father's father and his father's father and his father's father:
'Never, never, never, never, never, never and again, never!'
Never shall we take the hardships of the past for granted.
Never shall we rob our children the promise that is America.
Never shall we forget that the Greatest Generation is not only
a title for our cherished elders, whom we owe every debt, but
also a promise that has yet to be fulfilled.

History has not yet been written, my friends. Yet, some say
conservatism is dead . Others, conversely, say that liberalism
died long ago. Both assertions are correct.
Americans within the 14th district, and without, are tired of
gridlocked ideologies, contrived divisions and the inaction of
partisanship—both on the local level and the national. Now
is the people's time for action, progress and efficiency in
government—an enlightened brand of politics that takes its
cues from Main Street, not Wall Street; from the initiative of
the American entrepreneur, not the clueless CEO; from the
values and traditions of our families, not the shameless greed
of the boardroom. And most importantly, a government that
works for the people without overtaxing their pocketbooks—
or their wellbeing.
Buffalo was recently featured in Forbes magazine as one of
“America's 10 most Miserable Cities.” While things here in
Amherst may not be that dire, we are still subject to Forbes'
measuring criteria: high income tax, high sales tax,
corruption and weather. And to think that Forbes didn't even
factor property taxes—our area's being amongst the highest
in the nation. I dare say, if they had, the whole of Western
New York would be stripped of its shoelaces and belts as a
protective measure—lest we off ourselves in despair.
While I offer no solution to the snow, good citizens, I do
offer a different direction in local government. A direction
toward ethical government; toward fiscally responsibility;
toward a government that has the wisdom to act where it can,
and to butt out when it should. And in this direction, we'll
travel by sleigh if need be!
Our freedoms, both economic and ideological, are under
threat from without and within. It is with this in mind that we
must push onward—onward to an ideal not yet attained, but
damn-well worth attempting. An ideal that is mindful of the
compassion of Lincoln, the strength of Dwight Eisenhower,
the economic prudence of Ronald Reagan.
I am none of these great men. My name is Robert Saviola,

and I am running, humbly, gratefully, to represent the 14th
district in the Erie County Legislature.
And with your support, we will both see to it that the promise
of the Greatest Generation will never die.
Thank you and God bless.
And:
Hi Rob!
I like you buddy, good work.
Okay, Please forward your number and I will phone
you today, or maybe you would like to phone me.
that is my cell. My office is closed
today so if I do not pick up my business message
will play. You have reached me though. Now I am
not a rich man and I really am doing this on a shoe
string budget so please attempt to be with us for as
little as you can, everything I do is for this cause and
out of pocket.
Thank you so very much,
Robert
I did want to talk to him, and told him that e-mail would have to
suffice, for Robert Dajob is against the use of phones and banks. We
negotiated a small five-cents a word deal. Not exactly the big bucks,
but enough to keep me from shoveling shit—actual shit.
He cut me a check for $65. It helped. The plan was to feed him
more and more ridiculous speeches, and eventually just start
plagiarizing Chairman Mao and replace “China” with “Western New
York” in the Word document. Sadly, someone with half a brain must
have alerted him to my ruse, and he stopped replying to my emails.
Maybe Sausage Monthly was too much.
Repeated failure. Again, even.
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“That's pretty funny, man,” says Arun. “Too bad you didn't push it
farther.” He's a skittish former engineer, originally from Punjab, who
complains a lot about what he calls “drive by barking.” He hopped the
Rail Runner from Albuquerque up to Santa Fe to escape the heat and
to study Qigong, which is some sort of ancient Chinese line dancing.
“I know, I know,” I admit and sip my beer. “It wasn't much, but that
$65 check helped me make rent—you want one, by the way?”
“Oh, I don't drink.' He waves away the bottle. “This hypnotist guy was
in Buffalo?”
“Yup—Asshole of America!”
“I was talking to someone on the patio yesterday, who told me that
Amarillo was the Asshole of the Universe, so...”
“That may be, but Buffalo is an All American Asshole. Those
secessionists know nothing of this country and our ways.”
“Oh,” he reflects, stroking his long, salt & pepper beard. “You do have
all those Super Bowl losses.”
“Yeah, and Tim McVeigh, Rick James, Wolf Blitzer and Tim Russert.”
“It's beautiful out here at dusk,” he says, looking west out over
Cerrillos toward the Jemez mountains. It's a windy evening.
“His journalistic, ahem, integrity was a bit overrated, but David
Gregory makes him look like Studs Fucking Terkel.”
“Who?”
“Russert, man!” I say. “Me and another guy staked out his father's
house last summer—Big Russ.”
“What did you do?” He chuckles.

“You know, we got his address on Google Maps, found out the trash
pickup day and spent two sweltering Tuesday mornings sipping coffee
and smoking cigs, parked up the street and scoping out the joint in the
rear-view like we were the goddamn Feds. The idea was to steal his
trash or recycling, or something, find a phone bill and get his son's cell
number.”
“And...”
“Well, the plan didn't get that far,” I say solemnly. “His fucking heart
exploded. It seemed mean, somehow, to play a prank on a dead man.
And, you know, sort of impossible.”
“Did you hear about Michael Jackson?” he asks.
“What?”
“He's dead.”
“Good riddance to pedo trash!” I say, raising my bottle. “Every dead
person is a fucking hero in this country—no matter what they did.
They'll praise Manson when he finally goes.”
“Yeah, man, but he was pretty talented.”
“Sure, no one tried to bring the Race Wars like that crazy fucker—”
“No, you idiot—Michael Jackson!”
“Eh. He was no Quincy Jones.”
“I guess.” He shrugs his slight shoulders. “So, where are you going
after Santa Fe?”
“Dunno. I'm awaiting instructions from—that's why I'm out here in the
wind.”
“What do you mean?”
“This is just how it's done, OK?”
“How what's done?”

“This!” I shout through the scrap of dirty paper that the wind's pinned
to my face. “See!” I say and shake the page at him madly. “It's from
headquarters!”
“It says that I'm supposed to head south to test the border—mess with
the Minute Men. No, no, this will never do.” I shake my head. “Do
you have a pen?” He squints at me and fishes through a pocket.
“Thanks,” I say and dictate to myself: “MISSION IMPOSSIBLE...NO
TRANSPORT...PLEASE ADVISE.” I crumple the tattered page into a
ball and toss it into the wind. It's tumbles south down Cerrillos—out
of sight. “Jesus, what kind of operation are they running, anyway?
Wasn't Canada good enough?!”
“Um....you're kind of, well, kind of...strange,” Arun says, scratching
his head. “No offense.”
“None taken,” I say and raise my bottle. “I'm beginning to think that
things are a lot stranger than we can possibly imagine.”
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July 16, 2008—“Are you guys crazy?” a fisherman screams to us
across his bow. His larger, motorized vessel rocks precariously in the
Lake Erie chop, fifty yards off our port. The wind is twenty if it's a
knot. The sea, she's a daft wench this morn'.
“Yarrrrrr, matey!” Jones manages to answer, as a white-capped swell
pitches our canoe like a child's toy. The fiberglass prow hammers the
deep trough and he bounces forward. “Yarrrrr!”
The man yells again, his cries now muffled. Our ship yaws starboard
in the quiet valley of swill. Rising with the wave, it rolls. We forgo
paddling and cling like barnacles to the shallow hull. As we crest, our
left port side juts into the air. The canoe teeters on edge like a die cast
by Poseidon.
We're a third of the way across the Great Lake's volatile northern tip.
We've been roughly a third of the way for the last two hours. The first

hour, we made no westerly progress at all. After docking at the last
break wall—to the shrieking indignance of countless gulls protecting
their offspring, and an overwhelming stink of shit—we decided it wise
to head south along its east side before battling the open water.
Our mission, when we launched from a barricaded Buffalo boat ramp
(which now acts as a de facto dump for hypodermic flotsam and
decomposing jetsam) was to slip into Canada undetected, procure
some Anthrax and smuggle it back into the U.S—just to see if we
could. Now, a mere knot south of the Mighty Niagara's mouth, our
mission is to stay alive.
“Row, ya bastard!” I lash out from the sagging stern. “Row!” We've
taken on a few gallons, but we’re still afloat.
The fisherman garbles at our fatigued backs. The roughest sea behind
us, it's now an endurance game. To the dismay of several other
boaters, and our own burning muscles, we maintain our speed and
westerly trajectory. The current does the rest, curving us gently north,
toward a placid beachhead at the foot of Ontario's historic Fort Erie.
Despite the millions of Homeland Security dollars being spent on
infrared cameras, retinal scanners, helicopters and increased ship
presence, the local Border Patrol has called upon civilians to be the
first line of defense in this tiny battle in the War on Terror. Of the
dozen boaters we passed, none reported our decidedly “suspicious
behavior,” as the DHS would have them do. They've all failed their
country. They're clearly against us and with them—the terrorists,
which in this case are us.
Defended by a lone Canuck and his dopey golden retriever, we storm
the beach with little difficulty. As we stash the canoe in a patch of
thick brush, phase one of our mission is complete. The trip back, if we
make it that far, must be easier—we hope.
Walking by the 18th century British stone fort, we banter in rehearsed
Canadian accents about “Hockey Night in Canada” and “The Red
Green Show.” It's essential we blend in with the native culture. We
ring a now defunct cab company—the only number we wrote down.
Having trusted that a local cabby would know the area, we now have
no idea how to get to the Anthrax pickup. We walk aimlessly.
Shells from the gull sanctuary break wall stab the bottoms of my feet
as we march east on Dominion Road. It's sunny, and the humidity's
stifling. We're tired and dehydrated. We turn north on to a long stretch

of country road, hoping Allah deliver us to evil. We don’t speak,
focused exclusively on our Jihad. After a solid hour, we reach the
bustling intersection of Helena & Garrison.
To the east, we see the Peace Bridge—an aging steel monster local
pols have been failing to replace for the last two decades. Incidentally,
the latest design effort was quashed due to an environmental impact
study, which found that the 565 ft cable bridge would disrupt
commuting gulls, terns and other waterfowl. Digressing further, why
are we giving these winged dinosaurs quarter? They pretend they can't
fly above, below or through the cables. But they can. It's like when
they insist on crossing the road at windshield level. They don't have to
do that—they simply lack the political will to impose safety
regulations.
In this crappy sci-fi novel we call Post 9/11 America, people and birds
are more similar than either party would care to admit. We're both
scared, greedy creatures. The bird could flap over your car without
expending too much energy, which is the currency of all beings. But
they don't want to spend the cash. They'd rather swoop down from the
trees and glide across your bumper. It's easier. The low risk of being
pulverized is worth the gain of skimping on energy. Threaten their
babies, on the other wing, as we did at the break wall, and they'll
spend through the beak on the industry of defense.
The American people are actually related to birds, and it shows. In the
interest of cheapness, we've deregulated every danger under the sun.
So what if some poor sucker gets pulverized from time to time? And,
like our distant avian cousins, we'll spend big dough protecting our
offspring—even if the threat is minimal or entirely imagined. You may
think I'm joking, but it's nothing to squawk at.
To the west, and our amazement, we see the Anthrax pickup site
bathed in golden sunlight: Wal-Mart.
We enter and march, double-time, past the cheap Chinese goods and
seemingly ubiquitous shrines to Hannah Montana. We riffle through
the sad selection of CDs.
“Shit!” I curse. “They don't have any Anthrax—not even the 'Bring the
Noise' collaboration with Public Enemy.”
“Yeah, dude,” Jones charges. “It's 2008!” I sense a mutiny afoot.
“What the hell do we do now?” I beg. “We came here to get an evilsounding prop, goddamnit!”

“I don't know,” Jones calmly evaluates. “Biohazard? Chemical
Brothers? Poison? Celine Dion?”
“Damn! Damn! Damn!” I see nothing. We search.
“Allah-la-la-la-la-la-la-la!” Jones tongues from an isle over. “I got it!”
“What?” I rush up. “What?”
“Al Qaeda!” He beams sadistically, holding up a hip-hop album
entitled “al Qaeda Jada” by Jadakiss. The purchase goes off without
incident.
As with most trips back home, things go a bit faster. We're at the Fort
Erie beach in no time. In June the Supreme Court ruled that section 7
of the MCA is unconstitutional, so even if we do get busted, we'll have
all the habeas corpus we can handle—maybe.
“Hey!” a sunbathing native beckons as we uncover the canoe. “Where
you guys coming from?”
“There!” I point to the Buffalo skyline. “America.”
“Yeah!” he says. “I was out on the water this morning and I saw you
guys. It sure was choppy—you didn't have any trouble with the Border
Patrol?”
“Not yet,” I gulp.
“I can't believe they didn't get you.” He's stunned. “But… but... why
the hell did you do it?”
“To test the border security, I think.”
“Good man!” he smiles. “Now we know anybody can get across!” We
don't take it personally.
The canoe trip back was quicker, too, as we were sucked mercilessly
north by the current and ended up crashing into a rocky break wall on
the quickly narrowing Niagara. We perilously portaged over the wall
and redeployed on the other side, running aground at a private facility
—located between an Army vehicle depot and a Navy building.
After pleading that they open the fence and not force us back into the
river, we drag our weary bodies to the original launch site, drive back
to pick up the canoe and call it a day. Our terrorist mission was a
complete success.
The fisherman was right, though: We're amateurs. We don't even hate

us for our freedoms. Practically anyone can sneak across the
U.S./Canadian border. Given that fact, there can only be one reason
America hasn't been completely annihilated by terrorists: They don't
exist—not in Canada, anyway.
Border security will get tighter and tighter, and passage more and
more restrictive. While we spend nearly twenty years planning to
build a better bridge, haggling over the price tag and design, we have
no problem throwing millions upon millions at the slightest perceived
threat, with no apparent design at all.
Birds and Americans are stupid like that. Jones and I posed no real
threat to those gulls on the break wall, but we were a shadowy,
nefarious other. They flapped and dipped at us; they squawked and
yelled; they spent energy vigorously in an attempt to protect their
families. They pooped.
There are, however, some major differences between Americans and
birds: No bird ever got rich peddling fear. There are scavengers and
brash opportunists of every species, but birds don't do kleptocracy.
Incredible defense industry waste and theft, facilitated by public fear
and hysteria, doesn’t fly for birds. Energy is a finite commodity, and if
their flock spent as wastefully as Americans have on security, they’d
find themselves on the losing end of evolution real quick.
Also, birds won’t sacrifice their freedoms to purportedly protect those
very same freedoms. They have a finer sense of these things,
apparently. But, if it’s any consolation, we look better in jeans.
What's the story here? What's the moral of this sci-fi novel called Post
9/11 America? The benighted reader may get this thing completely
backwards. So, at the risk of being pedantic, I'll spell it out:
The lesson is not that we have weak border security. The lesson is not
to throw another million dollars at it, so punks like me can't make you
worry about Mohamed canoing into the U.S. with a suitcase nuke.
That won’t make you safer—because I didn't only test the DHS on the
northern tip of Lake Erie. I wrote e-mails and text messages about my
original plan to “sneak Anthrax into the U.S. by canoe” for months. I
talked about it on cell phones and land lines as much as my friends
could bear. And I thought the government was spying on us to protect
us.
Again, to be thorough, the lesson is not that the government should
give another billion in contracts to legally untouchable telecom

companies. The lesson, simply, is that these security measures don’t
work, because they don’t have to—they’re not designed to. They’re
designed make the few rich at the expense of the many, under the
pretense of security. That these costly follies can make us feel safer is
moot, because the actual terrorist threat doesn’t warrant our hyperbolic
insecurity.
Already in this War of Terror, we've sacrificed over a trillion dollars,
our civil liberties and thousands of lives. The more we spend, the less
safe we become, the more we spend. Post 9/11 America is a national
cuckoo’s nest, terrified by a self-fulfilling prophecy that vast networks
of evildoers are hell-bent on slipping over the border to kill our
children.
So, we flap and flap. We dip and dive. We poop.
And in the end, we'll be too exhausted from protecting our children
against imaginary threats to feed them.
***
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“Obama's not even black!” scoffs Howard. He's a self described
“militant fairy,” who looks a bit like the progeny of Harold Ford Jr.
and a Chupacabra. He's been stuck at the hostel for a few weeks
without any dough. He's been painting bathrooms and gardening to
earn his keep until he can find a ride to Denver.
“He's black enough for the wackos,” I say. “And Chuck D—'Black
man, white woman—black baby. White man, black woman—black
baby.'”
“What the hell was that?”
“Fear of a Black Planet!”
“There is, isn't there?” he asks.
“The point is that black has very little to do with color, man.” Howard
knows this all too well. With my New Mexico tan, we're about the

same hue, but he's the one worried about the KKK.
There have been two incidents of Klan activity in Santa Fe in the past
week. Howard was in a bar a couple days ago when a guy entered
wearing the full-on white hood and robe. He casually ordered a beer
and was promptly escorted out. The other incident is far more
disturbing. As the story goes, a white woman picked up two
hitchhikers and was kind (or stupid) enough to offer them a place to
crash for the night. After dinner her Mexican husband returned home
with their child. The men then praised the Klan and threatened to
murder her “beaner” husband and “half-breed” child in front of her,
and literally pin her eyelids open, so she'd be forced to watch. Nothing
ultimately happened, but this kind of outward hate is unprecedented
around these parts—or so I'm told.
“Did you hear about what happened?” Howard asks, bug-eyed, leg
jumping.
“Yeah, Arun told me—he's sort of unsettled by it, too,” I say.
“American racism is just out in the open now—or very poorly
hidden.”
APRIL, 2009—This was the rabble. And they were being roused.
“I was asleep six months ago,” an angry Laurie Kostrzewski shouts
into the mic. “I'm awake now!”
The crowd of roughly two hundred erupts in cheers. Kostrzewski
was an organizer of Buffalo's April 15th Tea Party. For some damn
reason, they've decided to have another rally this weekend at the
wistfully named Club W on Delaware Ave. What happened six months
ago? What woke her up? What terrible thunderclap roused this cretin
from her political slumber?
“I gotta get a gun now,” one denim and flag wrapped patriot tells
me. “I got a friend in California sending me a rifle in three pieces—
butt first.” What's she so scared of? What unthinkable, earthcrumbling, paradigm shift has reaffirmed her 2nd amendment blood
lust? Who is she going to shoot? Does she realize she's dressed like
that?
“If you're not excited by all this,” prominent local libertarian Jim
Ostrowski tells the enthralled audience, “you're probably one of the
undercover FBI agents!” I had no idea I was working for the Feds—
those clever bastards.

There's a lot of dangerous talk about “forefathers” and “revolution”
going around. Clips of V is for Vendetta and Mel Gibson's The Patriot
play on the TV screens. Every dynamite explosion, every Brit shot
point blank with a musket, produces a ghastly roar of approval. The
pool table is covered with misleading, fact-deficient pamphlets.
Colonial flag stickers adorn lapels. Bawdy old ladies swing teabags in
the air like maces, gulp cheap wine by the gallon and wear hideous
masks of seething contempt.
What in the name of Caucasian Jesus is going on here?
According to lore, the nationwide anti-tax “Tea Party” movement
began on February 19th from the floor of the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange. CNBC ass-mouth Rick Santelli's now infamous “Chicago
Tea Party” rant was its genesis—a rallying cry against Big
Government and Big Taxes. Within hours, the internet was filthy with
new websites, like Chicagoteaparty.com, that echoed Santelli's
populist anthem of rage. It was an instant YouTube sensation, and the
media humped the phenomenon harder than a Bigfoot hoax.
There's only one problem: It wasn't a populist message and the buzz
wasn't a spontaneous outgrowth of the people's economic frustration.
It was 100% Grade-A canned beef.
As reported originally by Marks Ames and Yasha Levine in their
now-expunged Playboy blog post, Chicagoteaparty.com was
“registered in August, 2008 by Zack Christenson, a dweeby Twitter
Republican and producer for a popular Chicago rightwing radio host
Milt Rosenberg...”
Around the time Christenson registered the domain name,
Rosenberg was spearheading the Obama-is-best-friends-with-terroristWilliam-Ayers meme by interviewing Stanley Kurtz, the conservative
wanker who first wrote of the wildly exaggerated link between then
candidate Obama and the former Weather Underground front man.
Christenson's site lay dormant until the Santelli YouTube clip was
posted there. And the plethora of other sites that sprung quickly to life
in Santelli's whiny wake were suspiciously well done and contained a
eerily consistent message.
“As veteran Russia reporters,” wrote Ames and Levine, “both of us
spent years watching the Kremlin use fake grassroots movements to
influence and control the political landscape. To us, the uncanny speed
and direction the movement took and the players involved in

promoting it had a strangely forced quality to it. If it seemed scripted,
that's because it was.
“ChicagoTeaParty.com was just one part of a larger network of
Republican sleeper-cell-blogs set up over the course of the past few
months....All of these roads ultimately lead back to a more notorious
rightwing advocacy group, FreedomWorks, a powerful PR
organization headed by former Republican House Majority leader
Dick Armey and funded by Koch money.”
Santelli's purportedly impromptu screed was in reality a thoroughly
plotted alarm bell that set the sleeper cells off and running. The next
thing you know, with the typically pernicious Fox News in the fore,
every media outlet in the nation was focused on this supposed popular
uprising. The extent of coverage these relatively small protests
garnered absolutely dwarfed the amount of media attention received
by much larger and truly populist demonstrations of the not-toodistant past—like the worldwide millions who took to the streets in
protest before the illegal invasion of Iraq. And by April 19th the whole
PR screw-job had come full circle with Dick Armey appearing on
“Meet the Press” to feebly defend FreedomWorks’ now admitted role
in the tea parties (and the Bush administration's right to private torture
memos).
To David Gregory's oafish credit, he opened the segment by
referencing a recent Gallup poll which found that people are more
satisfied with tax rates now than any time since 1956. And yet, to
Gregory's ogreish shame, beside him sat Dick Armey, there to promote
his public relations ghost.
Buffaloliberty.com, the online advert for our local tea party, is
registered anonymously through Domains by Proxy, Inc. Below the
Buffalo Liberty logo it reads: “Est. 2007.” However, according to
publicly available records, the site was created in July, 2008. Why the
discrepancy? E-mails I sent to the site's contacts were not returned.
Buffalo News reporter and obvious Jonathan Alter clone Brian
Meyers wrote this of the event:
And though some national media have suggested the tea
parties are public relations ploys orchestrated by the
Republican Party, Ostrowski made it clear that local
reform advocates aren't shills for any political camp.
"This is totally grassroots," he said. "There's no Astroturf

and there are no suits here."
Ostrowski, a longtime defender of small government, likely isn't in
league with “the suits.” The only guy wearing a suit at Club W was
Meyers. But this does raise an interesting question: What's the
difference between a legitimate grassroots movement and a corporatesponsored Astroturf PR campaign if the people participating are either
too dumb or ill-informed to know they're shilling for big business?
I asked Yasha Levine by e-mail: “Regardless of who got the ball
rolling, isn't it fair to say that teabagging's a populist movement now?”
He answered: “Yes, the tea parties have started going populist. A
movement that was exposed as a fraud suddenly started showing sings
of grassroots behavior. Unlike the first round of tea parties held on
Feb. 27, which were designed as TV-only events, the ones on April 15
had a pretty modest turnout.”
I asked him a bunch of other questions, but he'd been up all night
drinking whiskey from the bottle to calm his nerves.
Ultimately, the timing of this movement means that all who
participated are either rich or stupid.
Santelli's contrived Howard Beale shtick came nipping on the heels
of news that the administration was going to lend a financial hand to
desperate homeowners—a scant 300 billion dollar drop in the multitrillion dollar bailout bucket. Until then, funds were going where the
ruling class saw fit: Wall Street fiends, banks that made enormously
stupid bets and greedy corporate citizens who traded in highly
poisonous assets. Now, actual citizens were getting relief. This would
not stand!
The attitudes being exploited by the tea party movement are
disturbing ones. It wasn't the bailout of rich subprime mortgage
traders that got this ugly ball rolling; it was the bailout of poor
subprime mortgage holders. Bankers have the whitest collars around.
And as Larry Wilmore succinctly put it on The Daily Show a few
months back, “Subprime, that’s code, man. It’s the financial N-word.”
A black president giving money to black people? Well, what else
would you expect than to see a bunch of ignorant crackers put on their
best—and historically insensitive—Revolutionary War garb and
angrily take to the streets at the behest of a deeply entrenched
oligarchy? Once again in America, we've been divided and conquered
by the wealthy ruling class, people like the Koch family. The only

color they see is green, but if they can exploit our crude prejudices,
they’ll do it every time.
Comedienne Janeane Garofalo recently remarked on Countdown
with Keith Olbermann that the tea parties are “straight up racist.” It's
easy to dismiss her, and Olbermann, as knee-jerk liberals. But after
being at one of these events, I've concluded that her observation is no
joke. At Club W there was only one black person, and she looked like
she'd been dropped on her head as a baby. She wore the silly grin of a
very “special” person.
“It's the blacks!” one woman breathlessly complained as I struggled
to snoop on the conversation. Her group became aware of my
presence and went mute. This is what I call the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle of Journalism. Just as the act of observing an
electron changes its position, the prying ear of a reporter changes
where people stand on the political spectrum. No white person will
knowingly tell a journalist they just don't like black people—or black
presidents.
“I don't know what to think of him,” a guy named Dave says of
Obama. “I don't care for him.” For a person to eschew—and then
immediately pass—judgment on the first black president clearly
speaks to hidden motivations.
“Black people....” a dude named Mark ponders my direct question
and squints awkwardly into space, “I like to give black people the
benefit of the doubt.” The benefit of the doubt? His statement more
than intimates racism. I can only guess that's why he and many others
came here today, because if you persist in asking them, as I did, they
truly haven't a fucking clue.
Mark is a contractor. He scoffs when I ask if he makes more than
$250,000 a year. He can't articulate why he's for bailing out the banks,
but against bailing out people who signed up for the less-thanforthright loans. “I hate to admit it,” he finally says, “but I'll be better
off with Obama.”
“Then why are you here?” I press him. “And why do you hate to
admit that?”
“You make a good point,” he says and shrugs his shoulders. “I
dunno.”
I reckon that some folk, like Jim Ostrowski, are here because of
their libertarian ideology. They don't think society exists. We're all just

individuals. To his ilk, the only courtesy one need extend his common
man is the freedom to ignore the needs of others. Some are here for
decidedly less noble reasons—reasons they can't pinpoint. Reasons
that linger somewhere in the dark and bigoted recesses of their
reptilian limbic brains.
Where the fuck was Laurie Kostrzewski for the last eight years?
Asleep. She napped through the worst administration in American
history. She snored through a Republican cabal, which stole votes and
civil liberties. She snoozed while the bastards murdered 5,000
American soldiers and a million Iraqis just to make a buck. She
dreamt of puppies playing hopscotch on the moon while the most
multiply impeachable criminal regime in US history helped their big
business cronies suck the public coffers dry like unquenchable
capitalist vampires for eight fucking years.
The Biggest, Meanest, Loudest Government we've ever seen in this
country didn't wake her. What finally did? The quiet rumble of a Black
Man walking into the White House, and the finely crafted PR scam of
America's most wealthy and morally repugnant.
Barack Obama's no socialist. Tim Geithner and Larry Summers are
demonstrable kleptocrats. Hell, the truth is, corporate America loves it
some socialism—just so long as the wealth is being spread from the
plebes to the masters. You even slightly fuck with the steady one-way
flow of Money River USA, like Obama did by helping homeowners,
and the earth will rumble, the sky will shatter and an unstoppable
revolution will smash down your fucking door. Or at least that's how
it'll be reported.
Six months ago, I was asleep, too. I couldn't fathom the depraved,
desperate turn the defeated Republicans would take. Like a lot of us
sleepy freaks, I was too proud of my country overcoming a major
racial barrier to see that the racist blowback would quickly sink us
back into shame.
Maybe these Tea Party nut-jobs are onto something. I fear for my
country, too. This whole fucked up Astro-turf-inspires-the-latent-orobviously-racist-wacko-obstructionists is going on again right now
with health care reform. Industry wins again. Sickness rules.
Triangulation nation.
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Ricko and I head downtown in his car to meet some other hostel folks
at an overpriced tourist trap & tacoria. He's a yodel-happy hick from
Nashville, who's touring the south west with his guitar and a hammer
dulcimer. He misses living in Ireland—the democracy, the universal
health care and the relative sanity of Europe. The black sheep of a
family of military contractors, he used to do accounting for the DoD
and got out. Now he cites Eisenhower. His brothers call him a liberal
fag to get a rise out of him.
Four bottles of wine, and several glasses of scotch later, our table is
the loudest in the joint. Blue, an abrasive story board artist, who
rightly claims that the internal combustion engine is our species'
demise, is being “ahem”ed by a table of uptight wankers. Blue's Polish
wife Magda is used to this scene playing out wherever they go. He's
the confrontational type, a needler. Nice guy, wise-ass punk, hates
authority.
“They're Nazis!” he shouts. He was close. I'd later learn they were
Alaskans, Palin sympathizing bible humpers.
We argue about miracles and magic. I say it's all bunk. Blue says
everything is magic. I say that either everything is magic or nothing at
all, but calling it magic doesn't further our understanding and it only
provides cover for religious fucktards, modern mystics and con artists.
The debate's an exercise in semantics. We can share a vernacular, but
that doesn't mean we're going to understand one another.
“Awesome,” Ricko coolly evaluates and offers a fist, for bumping, as
he's prone.
“Awesome!” obliges the Swiss music teacher sitting opposite him.
He's remained firmly neutral throughout the conflict. He digs the
Funky Meters, so he can't be all bad. There's another bird from the
hostel, but I forgot her name the moment we were introduced.
“Did I tell you what happened at the amp repair shop?” asks Ricko.

“This guy's supposed to be the best in Santa Fe, right? So, I dropped
my amp off there before playing the UFO Fest in Roswell, came back,
and you know what the guy tells me? That he 'put some love thoughts
on it.' He didn't open it up, he just turned it on a few times and 'put
some love thoughts on it.' Incredible!”
“You didn't give him any money, did you?”
“No, that was free.”
“We're going outside for a smoke.”
“I'll join you.”
“Yeah, he just gave it some 'love thoughts.'” Ricko shrugs and bats a
fly to the ground.
“What an asshole.” I say.
“I have to go to the bathroom.” We watch her walk away.
“You thank zat human female'zz into me?” asks Ricko. “Maybe Izzz
could ejaculatezz on her eggzzzezzz?”
“What the fuck, man?”
“Sorriezz. I'zz zuffering from a rezent collizzion. Izz dizzoriented.
Ahemzz. Sorriezz. My name izzz Six to the Millionzzz, Two Hundred
Thousandzz und Five Hundred Twenty Three. Mine friendzzes callzz
me 6-M-2-H-523. You may callzz me Dave.”
Naturally, I think, lips frozen. No formalities between us.
“Don bozzer wizz zem meat puppetzzz,” says Karl. “I'zzz a Mind
Driver. I'zzz been appointed byzz headquarterzzz to act az your
attorney. I'zzz thought I'd take zis opportunity to introducezz my'zz
zzzelf before zzz trail.”
Of course.
“I wazzzes in ze neighborhoodzzz—fueling up my fly wizzz un dog
fecezzz in zzz alley.”

Sure. Sure.
“Zzzought I'd zay hellozzz.”
Hello, Karl. So, what's the play? How do we beat this thing?
“We'zz will pleadzzz crazziess, claimzz zztate zercretzzz
privelegezzzes, filezz for un acquittal on groundzz of quadruple
jeopardiezzz, zzupprezzz evidencesezzz. Zzzzzee chargezzz won't
zzztick.”
I'm pleased to hear that. What did I do?
“Ziss legal action hazzes been brought againzzzt you becauzzzes of
zomething you didn't do.”
Oh.
“According to my'zzz filezzz, you'zz waz zerved a zzzzzubpoena in
Cuba, New Mexicozzz.”
I haven't gone there yet.
“Not according to my'zzz dozzier.”
“So what was I sayin'?” asks Ricko.
***
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EASTER, 2009—“No, it’s not immoral,” she hemmed. “But...”
“But, what?” I wondered, pinning my bright red fedora to the curly
afro-wig. I checked my face paint in the side mirror and smiled.
“But,” she reflected, steering the wheel, “it is sort of mean.”
“Like teaching a small child that they’re going to hell?” I shot back.
“Straighten up and fly right, Little Jimmy, or it’s Satan’s pitchfork—
right in your ass—for all motherfucking eternity!” I illustrated by
repeatedly stabbing the dashboard with my balloon-animal fish.
“OK!” she relented. “But what’s the point?”
I slapped my forehead and said, “It’s not that cryptic! What these
people believe is a fucking joke. I’m dressed as a clown. What—what

—what’s not to get?”
“They don’t all literally believe that Jesus physically came back to life
and flew into heav—”
“I know that!” I spat. “That makes it worse! I mean, what the hell—”
“Oh, god. Is that it?” she asked, slowing the car. “Oh, god.”
“Yeah, right in there,” I said, giggling and pointing to the Christian
Fellowship Church. We parked in the back of the packed lot. Easter
had brought out the whole flock.
“Oh, god,” she whispered and put it into park. “Oh, god.”
I said, “Look, you don’t have to do this. If you want out just tell me.”
“No, no,” she trembled, killing the engine. “We’re already here—just
don’t use my real name.”
“Sure, of course,” I said. “You have a pseudonym in mind?”
“How about—”
“Satan’s Vagina!” I offered.
“Um, I don’t—”
“No, that’s perfect,” I assured her and winked. “You better get inside
now.” Satan’s Vagina rolled her eyes, shut the car door and walked
slowly toward the church.
I needed video documentation, and it didn’t take much to talk her into
taking the assignment. She is pure evil. I’d hang in the car for a few,
so it wouldn’t seem like we were together. Satan’s Vagina’s a tough
bitch and if those Christians swarmed she’d definitely get violent. This
simple ruse was done for their safety. Though the last thing I needed
was a pile of dead Christians blocking my exit. And these ones
wouldn’t come back to life.
Hopefully, it won’t go down like that, I thought. The best possible
outcome would be my death. It would poetically illustrate the
intolerance of Christians—and I wouldn’t have to pay my phone bill.
I’d wanted to do something like this for a few years, but I always
chickened out. There’s a debate between atheists: treat the religious
with respect and try to pry away moderates with reason Vs. treat the
religious with the derision their idiocy deserves. I’m firmly in the
second camp when in comes to fundamentalists, but I hedge when it

comes to moderates. But then something happened: I realized there are
no religious moderates. They’re Leprechauns.
Two weeks ago, I was being interviewed for some internet radio show
you never heard of. Anyway, some dude named Marty from Florida
called in to join the conversation. As it turned out, Marty’s a religious
guy. He’s also rather clever. I ended up getting his email address to
find out how that was possible.
We’re still in the middle of a lively debate on the nature of the
universe, but here’s what I’ve learned so far: some religious people
aren’t even religious! They go through all manner of tortured
philosophical machinations and irrational contrivances to justify their
odd beliefs, and usually, their true beliefs resemble religious tradition
in name alone. Most people, outside of Kentucky, aren’t crazy or
stupid enough to actually think the earth is only 6,000 years old or that
homosexuals should be stoned to death. They view the resurrection as
metaphor. They think of god as an abstract and benevolent force of
nature. But instead of forming a philosophical salon to debate the
merits of poetry and Pantheism, they just go to church and ignore most
of it.
So, what’s worse: the genuine Jesus Freak or the Leprechaun? The
Jesus Freak is clinically obtuse. The Leprechaun is clinically
obstinate. They know that a magic pot o’ gold isn’t hidden beyond the
rainbow, yet they guard it with ferocity. Their mentality is more
perverse in a way—divorced, dangerous and willfully weird.
I swallowed my nerves, checked my makeup and squeezed the bulbs
of my cheap plastic horns: “Ee-ah! Ee-ah!” It was surprisingly
difficult to procure a decent clown getup on short notice. I didn’t even
have the comically big shoes. If there was any immorality in my
actions it was this obvious costume deficiency. A true sin in the eyes
of Bozo! I did have a plaid, multi-colored smock, so that was
something. Regardless, Satan’s Vagina had been in there for a few
minutes and it was time for me to celebrate the resurrection—in an
intellectually appropriate fashion.
At the back door my nerves roared back with a vengeance. I strode,
rubber-legged, down the hallway to the main worship room. A woman
looked me up and down and then, miraculously, opened the door. She
handed me a pamphlet which read: “Christ is Risen.”
My presence was soon met with the expected befuddlement. The place
was no mega-church—only a hundred people or so. And I stood out

like, well, like a clown in a church. Those in the back rows shot
sidelong glances to their friends and family. One member of the small
musical ensemble laughed and quickly covered her mouth. A mother
tapped her daughter on the shoulder and said, “Look, Honey, a
clown.” The girl smiled. Others giggled quietly, guiltily. Satan’s
Vagina was sweaty and red.
I’d entered right in the middle of a musical number that went
something like: “On the third day....we believed some crazy shit.” It
was an ode to Zombie Jesus. I walked casually down the middle row,
squeaking my horns to the terrible music: “Ee-ah! Ee-ah!”
I shuffled flat-footed down the aisle. People turned and gasped. The
preacher shot me laser eyes. I grinned at him like the devil. He stayed
composed as he led the congregation in song, but you could see his
blood boiling behind the thin veil of civility.
Like many uncomfortable facts, the churchgoers ignored me as best
they could. I scanned the pamphlet: “It is not enough to believe Jesus
died for our sins. We must die for our sins...” I opened my mouth as
wide as possible, miming my horror and trying make eye contact with
people. They stared stoically ahead, chanting the miserable dirge.
I burst into a loud, shrill falsetto: “On the third day....” My voice was
clear above the din, and the congregation collectively sighed. I
squeaked my horns and laughed. I was filled with the spirit. “Ha-haha-hallelujah!” I cackled as the song wound down.
“Amen,” said the preacher.
“Amen,” they answered.
“Ee-ah! Ee-ah!” I solemnly offered.
“Ugh!” more than a few chorused in disbelief.
“Ee-ah! Ee-ah!” I answered. Menacing whispers filled the hall. A
stocky, brown man tapped me on the shoulder, I turned and blasted
him in the face: “Ee-ah! Ee-ah!”
He flinched, moved closer and then said something truly funny:
“Trinity United Methodist is right down the street; maybe you’re
supposed to be there.”
I frowned exaggeratedly and drew a line down my cheek with a finger.
The tear of a clown.
“Are you in the right place?” he asked.

I smiled and laughed maniacally: “Bwa ha ha ha ha ha-ha!”
The atmosphere was getting ugly. Soon another man came up to me,
put his hand on my shoulder and asked, “Are you here to worship, or
are you here to be a distraction?”
I pondered and replied: “Ee-ah! Ee-ah!”
“That’s what I thought,” he said quietly. “Um, I think we need some
ushers maybe to, uh, help our....uh....visitor find his way out of here.”
Before he finished speaking, several men eagerly rose to their feet and
surrounded me. A clown crucifixion was imminent. Like the Lord
Christ himself, I turned meekly and went without a fight, resigned to
my fate. Being escorted toward the door, I walked slowly,
purposefully, squeezing my horns in processional time.
The gag’s death was at hand and my painted on smile couldn’t hide
the funeral sadness. “Ee-ah! Ee-ah!” Step, step. “Ee-ah! Ee-ah!” Step,
step. It had taken only five minutes for Bozo to get the boot, but it felt
like an eternity. Men swung the doors wide as I approached. “Ee-ah!
Ee-ah!” I paused briefly in the doorway and shouted in my best clown
voice, “He-ha-ha-have a happy Easter everybody!”
A few minutes later, Satan’s Vagina came bolting through the parking
lot and jumped in the car. She cranked the engine and sent us barreling
over a curb onto the open road. “Oh My God!” she said finally,
shaking her head. “I can’t believe I did that. I can’t believe I did that!”
“I can’t believe people do that!” I laughed, taking off the itchy wig.
“You get a lot of good video?”
“Not really,” she said. “The memory card was full—”
“Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” I barked. “Did you get me being kicked out?!”
“Well, let me finish,” she snapped. “The memory card was full, so I
had to erase it, because I knew you wanted that part on film.”
“Ah-ha!” I burst with joy. “Good work. We got all we need—proof!
Proof that this whole thing actually happened.”
“But aren’t you going to write about it?” she asked.
“Just because some fucked up asshole writes some fucked up shit,” I
said, “doesn’t mean anyone should believe it really happened.”
Satan’s Vagina smiled and said, “Let’s get some breakfast.”
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The hostel's filled with characters: Arun the skittish Qigong student
originally from Punjab, who complains a lot about what he calls
“drive by barking.” Tammis the resident shaman and “sound healer.”
Howard the “Militant Fairy,” who looks like Harold Ford Jr. and hates
it when people call Obama black. Stephanie the Sultry, who for
unknown reasons wears a wool cap during summer, and her esotericpoet-fiancée Matt. Ricko the yodel-happy musician from Nashville
with the dopey Gomer Pyle grin. He likes to fist-bump and say
“awesome.” Mike the Napoleonic co-manager. After Vietnam he was
“a little crazy, yeah.” He claims to have stolen one of Bukowski's parttime girlfriends at a poetry workshop in Venice Beach. Most of his
stories involve bike gangs, Seattle Satanists, his “old lady” and
shooting deadbeats in the foot. Good people.
I write during the day, and spend my nights drinking beer outside. It's
good to be social again. Then something awful, which I don't
immediate understand, starts to happen. The educated nightly chats
become infuriating debates about new age mystic bullshit. People are
talking about energy, psychics, ghosts, aliens and citing Art Bell!
Hippies descend on the hostel as locusts—but dumber. Some of them
think climate change is “subjective.”
“I was just thinking about a bicycle,” says Sabrina, a woo-meister
from Toronto, “I look down and there's one in the field!”
“So what?”
“That's no coincidence—it manifested.”
“Look, you've thought about bicycles how many times in your life?” I
ask “And how many times did you bump into one? You forget all the
times that don't fit into your crazy pattern and you remember the small
percentage of instances that do.”
She says I need to open my third eye, and it's no coincidence that we

met. She rubs my upper thigh and tries to score a ride for her and her
friend to the “Rainbow Gathering.” Idiocy explained. After she
determines that I no longer have a car, she stops talking to me. That
bicycle bit is straight out of The Secret. Phony cunt.
***
INTERROGATION LOG OF HIPPIE DETAINEE 069
Day 2, July 5 2009 (Camp Rainbow)
0130: Detainee claimed his name was Zarqawi. He confesses
that his mission is to detonate “radioactive peace vibes” within
the territorial United States...he reveals details of The
Gathering’s inner workings. Like al Qaeda, it’s loosely
organized with no formal governing structure.
0300: Detainee confessed to colluding with the domestic terror
organization Whole Foods... He also claims responsibility for
constructing a mysterious hippie weapon know as “Granola
Funk.”
0400: Detainee is offered a marijuana cigarette. Detainee gets
totally baked...
Through Craigslist I snag a ride into the Jemez Mountains about 20
miles outside of Cuba, New Mexico—the site of the 37th annual
gathering of the “Rainbow Family of Living Light.” (No relation to
the C Street Family.) Held in a different National Park every year
through July 1 - 7, the Gathering’s billed as a Utopian oasis of peace,
love, community and freedom. It’s a purported alternative to the evils
of mainstream society, consumerism, capitalism, pop culture and mass
media. And there’s the promise of enough drugs to down an angry
herd of wildebeests.
We drive northeast from Santa Fe under a majestic blue sky dotted
with bunny rabbit clouds, weaving through enormous, stark white and
red-tinged mesas until we reach the evergreen mountains. “Welcome
home!” glossy-eyed, longhair-acid-casualties whine at us. “We love
you!” These are the traditional and irritating Rainbow Family
greetings.
The young couple I got a ride from think it’ll be “fun” to hike up the

back way from the parking area rather than wait for the shuttle.
Distance: 4 miles. Altitude: 7,500 ft. to 9,000 ft. Terrain: cow pies. It
takes this clubfooted-sea-level-smoker about 3.5 hours to drag my
gimpy ass, camping supplies and a bowling-ball-bag full of bottled
water up the mountainside. I lose sight of the group somewhere near
the two-mile mark.
“What’s your name, brother?” one guy tried to encourage me. “Ian,
man, the universe is willing you up the trail. Can’t you feel it, man?”
“Fuck you,” I wheezed. “The universe...just fuck you.”
About three-quarters of the way my hands are blistered, my back’s a
giant, electric spasm and I’ve completely lost the trail in the drizzle
and dusk. Against every instinct in my body I crawl on all fours,
upward through the dark, mud and thickets of shrubbery, toward the
interminable din of shitty hippie drumming.
Bloodied and filthy, I claw my way through some thorn bushes into a
clearing full of drunken assholes. This is “A Camp.” A slovenly
jackass, who looks like a Bad Religion roadie reject with a spiderweb
tattoo on his cheek, is goose stepping and offering the Nazi salute to
some passing Orthodox Jews.”Sieg Heil!”
I can tell right away that this place is jam-packed with, like, real
groovy vibes, brother.
“You’re fucking dead, man!” one shouts back. “You better watch your
back, asshole!” They look a little out of place with their yarmulkes,
pressed slacks, suspenders and curly-Q sideburns. They’re headed to
“Jerusalem Camp.”
The Gathering’s sprawled over a couple square miles and fractured
into 30 to 40 different camps. Everybody has their click—Jews,
Alkies, Meth-Heads, Hindus, Fags, Hare Krishnas, Jesus Freaks,
Holistic Numb-nuts, Zombies, Yogis, Dipshits, Muppets, etc. Forestry
officials estimated that over 10,000 retards showed in total. Some have
been on-site for weeks setting up kitchens, chopping wood, building
stages, digging latrines and smoking copious amounts of dope. And
they smell exactly how you’d imagine.
I limp toward the “Main Meadow” past the “Trading Circle,” which is
a dirt path lined with hippies sitting cross-legged and shining dim
flashlights on their sad wares. Money is frowned upon at the
Gathering. If you want a bushel of sage or a “healing crystal,” for
some fucking reason, you need to trade for it. Chocolate is the closest

thing to an official currency. Chlamydia works too.
I stop to catch my breath at a bend and some guy asks me, “What’s the
difference between my garage and my auto mechanic’s? His garage
isn’t filled with dead babies.”
“What do you get when you stab an infant?” I counter.
“AN ERECTION!” a filthy crowd shouts back. So they’ve heard that
one.
Some are howling, “Nic at night!” This is done to mooch smokes.
Hemp fiends call out, “Marco!” Someone with pot yells, “Polo!” It’s
groovy and annoying.
“Yeah, dude,” a guy tells me. “It’s great to be out here, free from the
evil of greed and money. This is an alternative to capitalist society,
you know?”
“How?” I ask. “I mean, I bought that cigarette you’re smoking, all the
food was purchased at a grocery store—everyone got here by filling
up their CARS with GAS that costs MONEY on roads paved with tax
DOLLARS! So what the fuck are you talking about?”
“Oh, man...” he trails off, combing his fingers through his filth-matted
hair. Then, without prompting, he tells me the story of where he was
when Jerry Garcia died. “I’ll never forget that day, man.”
Boom-boom-boom-boom! Go the drums into the night. The closest
circle is chanting “Yahweh!” over and over again.
On July 4th I awake, sore as hell, to much-needed silence. Until noon
the meadow will be calm. Thousands of people hold hands, forming
concentric circles and praying for world peace. I take solace in the
thought that at that same exact moment somewhere in Pakistan a
Predator drone is decimating a Pashtun village with Hellfire missiles.
I sit on a small hill next to an ancient hippie, enjoying the quiet and a
cup of coffee. He’s well into his sixties, and dressed in hand-sewn
patchwork, shabby leather moccasins and a tattered, paisley headband.
His gray, disheveled hair and beard fall past his midsection, nearly
hiding his cloudy eyes and toothless grin. His wrinkled, liver-spotted
hand feebly clutches a wooden walking stick, which is wound with a
leather strap and decorated with bells, trinkets and feathers. Without
words I give him a cigarette and he passes back an overflowing glass
pipe. An excited pit bull ambles toward us and sneezes at the
billowing smoke. I cough and stroke its dirty fur. The dog lifts its leg

and pisses all over the old man’s back. He doesn’t notice.
By afternoon, the rain and drumming is again souring my mood. I
haven’t eaten in over a day. I walk to the nearest kitchen line. “The
Bread of Life” is the Jesus kitchen. “I don’t want government run
health care, because it’s just a business,” a college girl says behind me.
“They can’t make money off the real cures—Holistic medicine.”
(Iowa Senator Tom Harkin is wisely betting they can.) I don’t have a
dish, so they slop the bean-gruel straight into my filthy hands. I lick
my digits clean and daydream of Hippie Auschwitz.
Still famished, I shunt my fear of hepatitis C and accept a few ounces
of bitter orange juice from a clown in a jester hat. “Thanks, Chief,” I
say. “I need it.”
“Actually, it’s ‘Sky Chief.’“ Whatever. A quarter of the people here
have some phony handle like “Fire Walker” or “Cloud Maker.” I’m
not fucking kidding. I even met a toddler named “Nugget.” That kid’s
really going places.
There are roughly 20 Park Rangers, local police and US Marshals,
who are on scene to help find a lost little girl—or so they say. Behind
aviators, they gaze over the meadow, helpless. Naked old men pass
with spliffs in mouth. Clearly spun acid-heads gawk and snicker.
Johnny Law does nothing.
“How long you guys been here?” I ask a Marshal.
“Too long.”
In total the authorities would arrest two-dozen and write some 300
citations. But on the whole, the crew-cuts are well behaved. At last
year’s Gathering in Wyoming they fake-massacred hundreds with
paint ball guns at Kid Village. Sadly, everything at the Gathering is
inauthentic.
I bump into a guy I met in the parking area named Jaoquin. He’s a real
Rico Suave motherfucker with a pencil-thin beard, gold chain, a black
wife-beater and matching fedora—who occasionally slips into
Scarface. “How was your night?” I ask.
“Hokay, mang.”
“Have you seen the people I came with?”
“No way, mang. Have chew seen da peepew I caym wiff, mang?”
“Nope.”

“Chew wan some mushroom, mang?”
We hike to his tent. He tells me he’s lived in Santa Fe since the 1540’s
and pours a massive pile of tiny blue caps into my mitts. We knock
‘em back and I feel nauseous immediately, which is not normal, likely
psychosomatic. Jaoquin says he’s a member of the Christian UDV
church, or União do Vegetal. The “Vegetal” means Banisteriopsis
caapi—the vine used to make ayahuasca, DMT. Originally out of
Brazil, the UDV has a thriving following in Santa Fe. After a
puritanical government crackdown, the UDV sued the Justice
Department on the grounds that the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act was being violated (Gonzales v. O Centro Espirita Beneficente
Uniao do Vegetal , 2006). UDV won. Squeaky.
We trudge back to the main meadow and are accosted by some
leather-fringed asshole, who insists on hugging us while chanting
“Om” and shaking as if he were in a voodoo trance. There’s a lot of
that about. All the wrong people are naked and writhing around in the
mud. The drumming persists. Something ain’t right.
I look at my hands and notice that they’re up to some very strange
business. “These mushroo—” Jaoquin is gone.
“Hey, dude!” someone taps me on the shoulder.
“Jesus fuck!” I startle. “Oh, hey, um...”
“Sky Chief.”
“Right.”
“That acid kicking in yet?” he asks nonchalantly. “Yeah, brother,
watch out! It has a little mescaline mixed in, too.”
“Hmmm,” is all I can manage.
“Don’t mention it, brother.” He walks, gradually shrinking in size but
somehow not moving away. I’m too stunned to give chase. Too angry
to move. It’s pointless, too late. I’m already backing out of the
driveway.
I hide out in my tent and fill the bowling-ball-bag with watery vomit
and bile. The tent is hyperventilating and shouting blue madness. I
gather some essentials, and say goodbye to the tent forever.
My hands! Not good. Nothing’s where it was a second ago. Cheaply
animated. 2-D. Technicolor. Ewok village. But no! These furry freaks
pose absolutely no threat to the Empire. All they’re doing is shitting in

the woods.
Rainbow hell, zombie flesh. How many years until death? The world’s
at end, but maybe not. Civilization, however, is filthy rot. There’ll be
no water in fifty years, the world ignores its brightest seers. Gutted,
phony counterculture. I watch and hear the flapping vulture.
“Get the fuck away from me you fucking fucks!” I wipe the crusty
puke from the corners of my mouth. The drums. Always the drums.
Boom-boom-boom-boom!
“WE GOT GOOD HUGS!” They’re coming. “GOOD HUGS!”
Boom-boom-boom-boom!
“I don’t want a fucking hug, you fucking fuck hippie fuckers!” It’s
dark, muddy and slippery. “Fuck off, you goddamn zombies!” Boomboom-boom-boom!
“GOOD HUGS!” They’re gaining on me. Boom-boom-boom-boom!
There’s got to be fifty of the emaciated soul-suckers. “HUGS! GOOD
HUGS!” They’re trying to steal my essence. The drums taste of rancid
sauerkraut.
“Back off! I’m fucking warning you! You touch me and I’ll bite your
fucking ears off!” I slip on an early Duchamp. Coated in cold, wet
earth. Entombed before death. Fog and smoke hang low in the
meadow. Hounded by hugging hordes of cubist hell. “Stay away, you
fucking motherfucking fucks—I will fucking brain you people!”
Are they people? Boom-boom-boom-boom! “WE GOT GOOD
HUGS!” They drone. “GET THE DRAINBOW, MAN, HE NEEDS A
HUG. GOOD HUGS!” Fireworks explode and rain blood. The
American Nightmare! Boom-boom-boom-boom! Were they ever
people?
“I fucking mean it, you creepy bastards!” They descend on me with
open talons. Boom-boom-boom-boom! I flop in the frigid mud, a
gasping fish. Boom-boom-boom-boom! “Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
Fuck!!!” Vests....headbands....tie-dye....Birkenstocks! I close my eyes.
Boom-boom-boom-boom!
“No! Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!” Who’s that shouting? Boom-boom-boomboom! I wonder and look down the blue pyramid, across the
chessboard landscape. Boom-boom-boom-boom!
“Bishop to Queen 50!” I yell. Boom-boom-boom-boom! “Sacrifice the
King!”

“GOOD HUGS!” Whoever it is he’s being mauled by Ewoks. “GOOD
HUGS! WE GOT GOOD HUGS!”
They’ve pinned him down and they’re dangling magic crystals over
his face. Poor guy never stood a chance. I should help.
“Guantánamo!” I cry and leap from the precipice. Boom-boom-boomboom! I punch, kick, wail and gnash teeth. Boom-boom-boom-boom! I
scratch, hiss and elbow. Boom-boom-boom-boom! Hippies are nothing
if not physically underwhelming. A stiff breeze would take them
down. I’m a hurricane. Boom-boom-boom-boom!
The ruckus subsides and the Ewoks flee. Boom-boom-boom-boom!
The victim must have ran with them, not realizing I was there to help.
One Ewok is doubled over, sucking wind in the mud. There’s only one
thing to do...
Boom-boom-boom-boom!
“Where’s bin Laden?” Seated, the detainee’s arms are bound with
shoelaces. His neck is lashed to a tree trunk with a belt. “Where is he,
Johnny?!”
“I—I—I—” SMACK!
“You better start talkin’, Johnny.” I spit in his dirty face.
“My name’s not Johnny, man, I swear!” he pleads. “You—you—got
the wrong—” SMACK!
“Don’t give me that shit!” I bark in his face. “You look a whole like
John Walker Lindh to me. American Taliban—ring any bells, Johnny?
“That’s—that’s not me—me, man,” he cackles with fear. “I fucking sw
—swear to you, man. I fucking swear to God. I swear to fucking—” I
kick him in the ribs and the detainee starts hyperventilating. He hushes
at the sight of my knife glinting in the moonlight.
“Nobody can hear you out here,” I crouch down and whisper in his
ear, flashing the blade before his eyes. “You better start cooperating,
Johnny.”
“I’m not Johnny, man!” he wails. “Oh, man. Oh, man—”
“Fine,” I say. “I believe you, Zarqawi! Where’s Sky Chief?!” SMACK!
The detainee is uncooperative, bleeding from the nose and sobbing
uncontrollably.
“That’s—that’s not, oh, man, that’s—” SMACK!

“Where the fuck is Sky Chief?” I say calmly, crushing his genitals
underfoot. “Who are you working for? Who’s in charge here?” I stomp
hard. The detainee passes out.
It was clear, considering the situation, that the Geneva Conventions
didn’t apply. Still, walking away I feel a sense of loss. My belt!
I see a vision, a mythical representation of the Gathering: a hippie
with his head so far up his own ass that he’s a human Ouroboros. I
follow it through the woods until sunrise. I see road. Any woo with a
car will do. I find Michael/Michelle, a cross-dressing Pagan Brit. His/
her business card reads: “Chief Magic Officer.”
“Just give me five or ten minutes,” he/she says, then sucks the bad
mojo from some kid’s chest through his fist and blows it into the
wind...you know, like ya do. The kid, completely healed I’m certain,
lopes down the hill to join the Ouroboros.
Michael/Michelle “manifests” a speed limit sign by thinking about it.
He/she knows trees have consciousness. He/she talks about The
Celestine Prophecy and The Secret with credulous respect. He/she
blames my bad weekend on “the Law of Attraction.” He/she reads The
Huffington Post for advice on beating the swine flu with enemas.
He/she appreciates how Deepak Chopra bastardizes the uncertainty of
quantum mechanics to produce a bevy of spurious metaphysical
claims. But it’s not so bad. The CMO has a sense of humor and a car.
“What did the Buddha say to the hot dog vendor?” I joke. “‘Make me
one with everything.’”
“Then the Buddha gave the vendor a twenty and asks for his change,”
he/she jumps in. “The vendor looks at him and says, ‘Real change
comes from within.’”
***
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From the front deck of the hostel, we watch the Jemez burn. Our
conversation is bittersweet. She's an atheist with hairy pits. Energetic
and smart. Too sexy for words. Passing through town. An
environmentalist. “It's too late,” she says with peculiar satisfaction. It
might have just been the taco she was eating. I haven't eaten since
yesterday—orders of Xythos, High Priest of PaDeva.
“We're fucked,” I echo. The basic things our civilization requires are
at stake: water, clean air, hospitable climes and reason are dwindling
as fast as the population rises—faster. Go figure. We're driving toward
a wall but we can't stop. We won't. We're not even paying attention to
the road. We're busy texting, eating a slice of pizza and thinking about
blowjobs.
“She's one,” Mike lights a smoke and smirks.
Last night he, Ricko and I sat around the hostel courtyard drinking a
seasonal ale, sampling Mike's prostate cancer medicine and talking
about available pussy. Ricko told us how he took his amp to the repair
shop while he was playing the UFO festival in Roswell, and all the
guy did was “give it some love thoughts.”
“Asshole,” Mike scoffed. He's an atheist anti-soul brother, who used to
live in Seattle and everywhere else. “My old lady was mixed up with
Satanists up there. They were OK.”
“You think Cheney shot that guy on purpose?” Ricko wondered aloud.
“That's the problem with your generation,” Mike mumbled. “You have
the right idea, but you have no fucking clue what you're talking
about!”
I asked him whether he approves of torture, he stared ahead stoically
and said, “Why do I even talk to you?”
“When are the Wiccans picking you up?'” asks the gorgeous atheist.

“I don't know—they're late.” I wish I had more time with her. A few
years would be OK.
“I wonder what they'll look like,” she grins and playfully raises an
eyebrow. Oxytocin bathes my stupid brain.
An orange Aztec pulls into the hostel lot, turns around and stops. The
passenger-side window lowers and the driver asks, “Ready?” A
hulking, broad-shouldered thing with long, straight hair and
penetrating eyes is riding shotgun. It’s introduced to me as Maru. His
real name’s Brad and he’s actually a French & Native American IT
call center employee. He says he stays fit by injecting HCG—a
hormone extracted from pregnant lady urine. The driver’s a cleanshaven, stocky guy with glasses and a professional haircut. He’s
wearing blue jeans and a nice golf shirt. He checks his iPhone for
directions. Until a week ago, he was high school calculus teacher. He
wants to go to grad school for psychology. I ask, “You’re Xythos,
right?”
We drive north of Taos to an adobe he’s rented in Arroyo Seco.
Miranda’s waiting in the driveway. The area’s a mix of natives living
out of dilapidated trailers that have been on family land for
generations and rich gueros in new, swanky digs. Val Kilmer, Julia
Roberts and Donald Rumsfeld each have a place around here. We see
an abandoned stroller in a field of desert brush. Our rental's backyard
has a circular sandstone patio with a fountain, fire pit and hot tub. Real
nice. Unfortunately, the sauna is padlocked. Unloading the hatchback,
I see the buckets. “Are those for what I think they’re for?”
“Yup,” Xythos chuckles in a slight southern drawl. “Not too hard to
figure out.” He’s originally from Missouri and before that Georgia,
where his first ayahuasca teacher was a carny. The carny’s teacher was
a carny, too, who learned from a real Peruvian old boy.
At about 10pm we break fast with a piece of bread dipped in olive oil
and a cup of black tea. Meanwhile, the stinking jungle is bubbling on
the stove. It doesn’t smell that bad, Miranda and I agree. It’s our first
time. This is Brad’s tenth, and Xythos says he’s done it more times
than he can remember. How often does he take it? “It depends on how
much I’m dealing with in my life,” he answers. “I’ve gone months
without it, but usually once a month—sometimes every weekend....for
the last 12 years.” The insanity of that statement wouldn’t truly hit me
until the next night.

By 11pm we’re setting up a circle of pillows, blankets, cushions—and
of course buckets—on the back patio. The sky is a 3/4 moon and the
brightest galaxy soup I’ve ever seen at the same time. It’s a chilly and
wondrous desert night. Xythos dons nothing of Wiccan garb. It’s a
Nike t-shirt, shorts and an “ironic” pair of New Balance sneakers. He
sets up his shrine on a small table—candles, sage, incense, jars of
powders and liquids, and four small wooden goblets.
The ritual starts with the burning of sage around our bodies, like we’re
being gone over with a metal detector wand. Xythos offers a short
prayer, which is dedicated to “Lord & Lady.” We then go around the
circle and say what we want out of the experience. I flake and say I
want to know the right questions to ask.
We’re given a cup of the “Goddess.” This is the vine Banisteriopsis
caapi. It’s an MAOI (Monoamine oxidase inhibitor), which will allow
us to orally absorb the DMT (Dimethyltryptamine) in the chacruna
leaf. After about 20 minutes, Xythos kneels next to me and asks with a
wicked grin, “You ready to get in?”
He mixes by candlelight, carefully, precisely. The first cup is foul, no
doubt, but it’s drinkable. It tastes like chunky mix of tobacco juice and
a very bitter baker’s chocolate. We lay down and wait, looking at the
sky.
The first thing you feel is a slight pressure on your teeth, and then
more pressure on your sinuses. After a few minutes you feel calming
waves of wind blowing through you from head to toe, and you ask, “Is
this it?” Just then an invisible, buzzing entity pushes down on your
body. The first time is scary. It becomes more frequent—the buzzing,
the pressure and a sense that the drug is a conscious being. Of course,
this is a hallucination, but the drug seems to probe and ask questions.
Soon you lose all sense of time and space, and your eyes twitch
uncontrollably as in REM sleep. Your stomach rumbles. You can feel
the tea work its way through every inch of your digestive tract.
Lethargic, pinned to the ground, I eye the bucket and decide not to
vomit. That’s the luxury of a first-timer. Your body hasn’t yet built an
association with the tastes and smells of the sinister “medicine.”
Brad vomits immediately and covers his head with a blanket. Miranda
vomits soon after, covers her head and predictably weeps for most of
the night. Xythos sits in a chair and whistles.

The objects in my field of vision fall apart. Trees, shrubs, stones, dirt,
mountains, moon and sky fuse together into a flat space that is both
right in front of you and very far away. All the familiar shapes are now
meaningless, locked together in a breathing kaleidoscope of projected
cosmic agency. Faces and bodies, reptilian, mammalian, insect and
alien, grow out of the ambiguity. They seem benevolent and curious.
Before the ceremony Xythos encouraged us to build a “relationship”
with the plants. That makes sense now. He’s beating a drum and
chanting:
“We all come from the Goddess
and to her we shall return
like a drop
of ra-ain
flowing to the ocean.
Hoof & horn
hoof & horn
all that dies shall be reborn.”
I really should be laughing, but I’m too far gone. The chanting is
sporadic and mostly wordless, and Xythos has a decent singing voice
—Wayne Newton meets the face of death. Periodically throughout the
night he sprays us with aqua flora, which smells a little like Listerine,
and burns sage around our languid bodies. It all seems completely
normal in this state.
After about an hour of indescribable universal oneness, I relive every
relationship I’ve ever had. Friends, lovers and family that I haven’t
thought of in years creep and pop into my consciousness to say hi.
Every slight, broken heart and regret gains a new perspective. You
forgive yourself and others. You feel like calling everyone to tell them
you love them. Hugs even sound like a good idea. There’s plenty o’
fish in the sea, I think. Newness. Hope.
After the emotional revelations, you move into a more cerebral mode.
My frontal lobe is electric. A sense of intellectual and physical power
overcomes me. I do 50 push-ups and the earth pushes back. I feel
amazing. The whole of evolution makes sense. I’m here for a reason—
whichever one I choose. I’m stardust that possesses the evolved
competency known as free will. My sensory inputs and meaty mind

are the ingenious accident of a dumb universe, which allows the
cosmos to contemplate and gaze upon itself. I feel like Carl Sagan, but
alive and without that goofy turtleneck. I’m an evolution machine
built from a collection of billions of endosymbiotic descendants of the
earliest life on the planet. My vascular system is cousin to the trees,
my nervous system has insect brothers. Maybe I’m not alone, useless,
worthless and sad after all. I feel good. Really, really fucking good.
Peace and power pervade my being. I feel like I can fuck any fish,
accomplish any task, scale any mountain or escalator. It doesn’t matter
that the world’s going to hell. I stretch and jump around. “Eat this,”
Xythos says and shoves a hunk of chocolate in my mouth. I nearly
puke.
Like with psilocybin mushrooms, as you come down you’re deluged
with snot and tears. DMT is close to psilocybin, chemically. As an
encore, the ayahuasca tells me a joke. Punch line: “Pain, disease and
death.” I laugh harder than I’ve ever laughed.
Xythos opens the circle and it’s time for the long awaited “midnight
soup.” Best tomato bisque ever. “In Japan, because they’re so
repressed,” Xythos says, eying his spoon, “they call it a laughing
circle.”
“Repressed”? What issues hadn’t I addressed? Alcoholic, deadbeat
father? Clubfoot? Jehovah’s Witnesses? Anal retentive stage, divorce,
deaths, break ins, knife fights, leg braces, those electric sheets that
sounded a terrifying alarm when I wet the bed and all the other tedious
details of a completely normal early childhood? Getting my ass kicked
in junior high? Went there. Lack of talent? Bisexuality? Utter
stupidity, greed and selfishness? Personal and professional failure?
Ditto. My latest relationship debacle? Felt peace. Marked financial
destitution? Ha! My habitual flaws and addictions? Want more.
Cheating, lying, stealing? I’m forgiven. Which shameful stone hadn’t
been turned?
“I want to build a massive pentagram across the highway from that
huge cross in Texas,” Xythos jokes. “Now that would be something!”
“Oh god,” I mumble and leave the table.
The ayahuasca runs make every other bout of diarrhea you’ve had
seem like the strolls. They use it in Peru to rid the body of tough
Amazonian parasites. You can’t buy this super-laxative at Rite Aid.
(Now with consciousness altering DMT!) No, that wouldn’t be legal.
Probably for the best. It smells the same coming out as it does going

in. After a soak in the hot tub, I shit my towel. If you ever drink a cup
of this madness, keep in mind: it’s not just a fart.
I feel good. I've finally conned myself.
***
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“As for the unbelievers, it is the same whether or not you forewarn
them; they will not have faith. God has set a seal upon their hearts
and ears; their sight is dimmed and grievous punishment awaits
them.”
-The Koran
APRIL, 2007—So basically, I don’t believe in Allah, because Allah
won’t let me? For an omniscient being to purposefully obscure
people’s faith and then promise hell to those who don’t believe—it
just strikes me as counterproductive. I couldn’t in good conscience
read any further without first consulting a local Imam. I knew there’d
be one mosque local citizens could point me to: “The Home of the
Lackawanna 6 Terror Cell!” The folks there don’t much care for when
you call it that, I would later find.
Heading south in my car, I stopped at the first building I saw with
that squiggly writing the Muslims are so fond of. Closed. Walked into
the diner next door to use the can and get some directions. Rooster’s
would have been a great location for an eatery, if the abandoned
factories and coke ovens littering the desolate post-industrial
wasteland still brought a massive lunch crowd. The proprietor’s face
lit up at the sight of a potential customer. He seemed less excited when
I exited the bathroom. “So, um where’s the mosque?”
“Next door.” he said. “Is that, you know, the, um, notorious one?” I
asked, giving him a sly terrorist wink. His eyes shot to my backpack
with suspicion. He and the dishwasher collectively recalled the route.
“Why do you want to know?” he asked. I explained I was bored and
had whitespace to fill. “You should write about Roosters!” he said
hopefully, pointing to a wooden sign hanging over the lunch counter
that read, “It’s Roosterific!”
The Masjid Alhuda Guidance Mosque, too, was empty and locked.

Guidance denied; boredom prevailed.
Thursday: Went back to Masjid Alhuda. A praying man sprung up
from the carpet to meet me at the door. There was but he and another,
the Imam wasn’t in. Spent rest of day drawing caricatures of
Mohammed quietly in my room. Fell asleep demanding Allah remove
the seals and show himself.
Friday: I parked in the same spot I did the two previous evenings. I
opened the glass doors and small brown children and the smell of
cheap cologne enveloped me. The kids took immediately to playing
street hockey in the parking lot. After retreating to the curb, I kept my
eye out for the grayest, beardliest guy in the bunch. He would no
doubt be in charge. I pretended to take notes while all the men filtered
out, each in turn giving me the once over. Back inside the vestibule, I
was met by a young Yemeni named Rathwan who informed there was
no Imam. We talked a little about terrorism, but neither of us was
really into it. A spindle-legged old man with a cane gummed,
“Terrorist center!” I wasn’t sure why he said it. Rathwan was just as
reluctant to discuss theology as terrorism and sent me in the direction
of local Koran scholar Ibrahim Memon.
Back on the road, burning refined Middle Eastern oil and failing to
decipher my own chicken scratch, I was lost. An enormous white
complex caught my attention, because of its sheer size. The building
swallowed the whole block with its heavily fortified brick walls and
barbed wire. Curious, I swung around the block for an inspection. As
fate would have it, it too was a mosque, just not the one I was looking
for. It turns out the place is an old detention center. I took off my shoes
and made my way through the cavernous labyrinth of dim hallways.
The air was thick with the same cologne I’d encountered at the
Lackawanna mosque. I was hoping it would cover the odor rising
from my damp socks. After interrupting the prayers of about a
hundred guys with my dumb smile, I was, appropriately enough, told
to drive east to find Ibrahim.
I pass “Muhammad’s Mosque” on the way. No time! Must… get…
seal… lifted… from… heart…
I finally arrived at Masjid-e-Zakariya. The nearly empty lot was
discouraging, but a monkey-faced man with thin white hair and a
dress loitered in front of the main entrance. The once-Polish
neighborhood was now the stomping grounds for Middle Eastern
immigrants. The mosque itself is a former Catholic church; the Islamic
meme had moved into the religious shell like a hermit crab. A

suspiciously patriotic fire wrecked the place in October of 2001, I
would later learn. After a minute or so, the doors were opened for
evening prayers and the calls of “Allahuwooowowowoo…”
commenced. I inquired about Ibrahim while I removed my shoes and
was told to sit tight. After some deliberation in a language I couldn’t
understand, it was determined a man name Fazal would keep me
company while I sat on the floor. Fazal, a Pakistani-born banker, was
the most Western-dressed man present. He left for a moment to go
wash his feet. Sitting alone, men walked past me, saying something
about salami. I nodded. “Yes, salami,” I thought.
Fazal went to the prayer room to do some leisurely calisthenics and
returned after a few minutes to tell me Ibrahim wasn’t there. While he
was gone I noticed several stray cologne bottles nestled on a ledge.
Fazal made some calls but the Koran scholar I’d been searching out
couldn’t be located. Fortunately, when prayers ended I was greeted by
a talking beard named Asim, pronounced something like “awesome,”
which was his high school nickname. Sitting cross-legged on the
carpet, we had a lengthy conversation about Islam. He was very
pleasant and exuded a penetrating calm. “As an unbeliever, how am I
ever to become a believer if Allah has placed this seal over my heart?”
I asked, pointing to my Koran. “If he’s this all powerful being, it
seems like he’s holding all the cards. If he wants me to believe, isn’t it
Allah’s responsibility to remove the seal? Just seems like kind of a
jerk thing to do,” I said.
Asim distilled the problem over the course of the next half hour into
two words: “fear” and “submission.” I must first fear Allah, then
submit to his will, to have the seals lifted. I again pointed to the Koran
verse in question and asked him how I could ever believe if I
submitted to Allah’s will of making me an unbeliever. Asim blamed
the Islamic catch-22 on the translation I was quoting, and stressed the
importance of footnotes and historical context. He repeatedly brought
up the aforementioned cornerstones of Islam, fear and submission. He
was scared of eternal punishment, for deviating from a submissive
relationship with God. He wanted to go to heaven. “For the chicks?” I
asked. A subtle nod followed. “Eternity’s a long time and some people
think eventually you’ll get bored,” he mused, “but what you have to
remember is that boredom is a creation of Allah; in heaven he’ll take
all the boredom away.”
In the end, no one would talk to me about the 6 dudes, with whom
they very well have been mates. They all plead guilty, some got blown
up, some escaped. And no one yet knew how close Dick Cheney was

to convincing the administration to overrun Lackawanna with the
armed forces.
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“Can I hear ya say hallelujah?”
“Hallelujah!”
“Can I hear ya say debit ‘r credit?”
“Debit ‘r credit!”
“Hallelujah Lord!”
June 6, 2008, BUFFALO—Ex-con, con-man “faith healer” Rev. W.V.
Grant hard-sells the flock of 150 at the One in Christ Temple. This
humid night is his last working a five-week hustle on the city’s east
side. Tomorrow, the “Miracle Crusade Revival” pulls up stakes to go
bleed another town. As instructed, I hold hands with a Muslim convert
from Sierra Leon.
“Hallelujah,” she whispers, eying my drenched paw. The gospel
three-piece ups the tempo.
“Sorry,” I say and start clapping to the music.
With all the hand holding, singing, jumpin’ and hollerin’, it’d be
easy to miss the grift—if it weren’t so obvious. Grant’s sweatier than
Satan’s ass-crack, selling the routine. He wipes his forehead and
removes his jacket. An usher folds the coat neatly over his arm and
hurries it to the reverend’s pig-wife. She’s clad conspicuously in red,
and lurks next to an office in the back corner of the quaint woodpaneled church.
Earlier in the service, all the newcomers were instructed to fill out a
card with their basic information: name, address, e-mail and phone
number. These cards were also delivered to Mrs. Grant. Later, when
the usher retrieves the jacket, slowly helps Grant slip it on and the
reverend promptly starts “divining” the names of a few newcomers,
the trick appears to be something less than a miracle.
“Because the Lord doesn’t care how you sow your seed,” he says,

motioning to a credit card reader on the carpeted steps below the glass
pulpit. The red stitching along Grant’s collar and cuffs suit the Dallasbased huckster. He looks the perfect used car salesman—tan, tooth,
coif and cloth. “Or you can offer up your two largest bills... In a few
minutes, here, we’ll have some more of y’all called up—hallelujah!”
Grant explains that he doesn’t have “psychic powers,” and that what
he’s about to do “isn’t like Miss Cleo.” He’s right: What she did was
illegal. Grant motions to the back of the room. The usher rushes Grant
his jacket and holds it obediently before him with his back to the
audience. After a few moments, Grant puts it back on and the
“miracles” begin.
“Now, who’s Maggie?” the preacher asks a hand-picked subject. He
forces a perplexed expression.
“That’s me!” the old woman shouts. Grant was also able to peer into
the void of publicly available information and come up with the names
of dead and living relatives. Did his ruminant accomplice, Mrs. Grant,
do a quick Google search during the “beautiful” candlelight prayer?
All the fluorescents were turned off for “effect,” and afterward there
was too much choking smoke in the air to see or care what was
happening.
The Rev. cracks “Maggie’s” cane over his knee and dramatically
hurls it into a pile of other similarly abused ambulation aides. He then
“cured” her stomach cancer and arthritis. She ran barefoot around the
church to prove it. She left soon after—to either die of stomach cancer
or collect her money. It’s hard to say.
At one viewing, I don’t know exactly how Grant’s gang execute
their con. You don’t know who’s a shill, who’s deluded or who’s just
plain schizophrenic. But as with any magic act, unless you’re a fool or
a four-year-old, you know that he didn’t really cut that woman in half
—or in Grant’s case, lengthen that woman’s leg. Famous debunker
James Randi detailed Grant’s MO in his ‘87 book The Faith Healers.
“60 Minutes” even did a few pieces on this charlatan back in the day.
His tricks have been well documented. The true miracle is that this
swine is still scamming people.
“Make out your checks to W.V. Grant Ministries.” the reverend
stresses. “That part is important.”
After his ‘96-‘97 stint in federal prison for tax evasion, Grant went
right back to his life’s work—bilking the poor and desperate. In 2006,
a Richmond, Virginia NBC affiliate ran a two-part investigation, and

he soon fled to New Jersey. Otherwise, he hasn’t attracted much
scrutiny. And since, he’s been broadcast regularly on the CW network,
lying from the same Miami-area stage once graced by prodigious
evangelical scumbag Robert Tilton. Born into a family of traveling
Christian con-artists, Grant knows no other life. (On weekends he
returns to Dallas to preach at his Eagle’s Nest Cathedral, which
apparently takes its name from Hitler’s infamous mountain retreat,
though, it looks rather like a bowling alley.)
Compounding the offensiveness of the man’s continued success is
the sheer sloppiness of his shtick:
“Now, what’s your son’s name?” he asks a weeping man.
“Emanuel.”
“Now who’s Eman—Eman—is it Emanuel?”
“That’s my son.”
“How could I have known that? Have we ever met before?”
“No.”
“Has anyone been asking you any questions here tonight?”
“No.”
“Did you pass me a note or anything like that?”
“No.”
“Hallelujah Jesus!”
There were similar affronts to reason. People flubbed their
purported afflictions and some of the “testimonies” were pure
comedy:
“Who filled your cavity?”
“Jesus!”
“Hallelujah! Look at it shine! Because when the lord fills your tooth
he uses precious metals!”
This, apparently, is the best dental plan poor black folk on Buffalo’s
east side have access to—Dr. God, DDS. And that’s the diseased heart
of the thing: The smarmy likes of Grant can only leech off the poor
and poorly educated. His business is bustling in Haiti and Africa, for
example. As an economic indicator, the presence of W.V. Grant in

your town does not portend well. Religiosity thrives in poverty (Pew
Research, 2007). Within a two-block radius of the One in Christ
temple there are well over a dozen other churches—half are closed,
dilapidated.
Grant’s sermon was an incongruous mix of Christian Zionism,
apocalyptic prophesies, UFOs in the Book of Ezekiel and,
inexplicably, a lengthy list of Lincoln/JFK coincidences:
“Lincoln was elected in 1860—Kennedy, 1960!”
“John Wilkes Booth and Lee Harvey Oswald both have fifteen
letters in their names!”
“Lincoln’s secretary was named Kennedy. And Kennedy’s secretary
was named? That’s right—Lincoln!” And so on...
One of Grant’s more impressive “gifts” is making educated guesses.
An older, overweight black lady—with diabetes! What are the odds?
One in four, according to the National Center for Health Statistics.
The angle of the con is twofold: The shyster tells us that not only
will God heal our bodies, he’ll also heal our wounded finances. “One
man had an electric bill for over eight-hundred dollars,” he tells us. “A
week after I laid hands on him, his balance was zero dollars,”
Theatrically, he looks up at the dingy drop ceiling. “Hallelujah!” The
ushers pass out Grant’s “Eagle Club” seed books. “God supernaturally
fixed my credit,” reads one testimonial in the booklet. It’s like God’s
lottery—you gotta pay to play.
The cleverest ruse in Grant’s arsenal is his singing voice. He’s
trained his vocal chords to approximate the sound of a Muppet mouthfucking Burl Ives—to identify chuckling skeptics in the crowd. I
broke my cover early on in the arduous four-and-a-half-hours laughing
at his hilarious crooning.
Honestly, it’d be giving Grant too much credit for his voice. Or for
the rest of his scam. The old con-man proverb goes, “you can’t cheat
an honest man.” Religion and belief in miracles are the height of
intellectual dishonesty. Or is it stupidity? Twice on this night, the
capacity crowd formed a long circular line to palm the preacher some
cash as one would a Mafia Don. From the denominations I could make
out, I guess he pulled in Two Large. It’s a racket.
The only truly befuddling illusion of Grant’s run in Buffalo was the
media’s disappearing act. Five weeks, five nights a week. He could
have hauled in $50,000 easy, yet there wasn’t a peep in the local press

or TV news about the robbery. Then again, the “victims” left the door
open, and clearly, no one was home. To the most vicious rat goes the
cheese.
But no, the local media wasn’t silenced by libertarian principles. It
was something less noble. Besides myself, Grant, his hideous wife and
a handful of other loony crackers, the crowd was blacker than Wesley
Snipes. “White Man Rips Off Black People” just doesn’t work as a
headline. It’s old news—400 years and running. Nobody cares. And
it’s not entirely true, considering the role of One in Christ’s Pastor
Frederick A. Gelsy and his lovely mahogany wife. They certainly have
something to gain from the arrangement. Gelsy’s the inside man. He
brings in the marks and he gets a cut of the loot. Like always, the
matter isn’t strictly black and white.
But imagine the media backlash if a convicted a tax evader, say, I
don’t know, Wesley Snipes, had come to Buffalo’s largely white
suburbs, claiming supernatural powers and taking money from naive,
crippled grannies. He’d be lynched with column inches.
There’s a larger issue: Grant’s running the ultimate confidence
game, because God’s the ultimate angle. Were he a secular charlatan,
making empty promises to fix folks’ bodies and billfolds, he’d be
locked up for good. Ms. Cleo’s mistake wasn’t being black, which she
is, or claiming false powers and ripping people off, which she did, but
that she gave the credit to spirits and psychic ability. Wrapped in The
Cloth, however, Grant has total legal immunity. He’s free to prey on
the gullible, crazy, hopeless, desperate, poor and uneducated. As a
society, we can tolerate only a certain brand of chicanery, performed
by manipulating certain idiotic beliefs. “Thou shalt have no other cons
before me,” God once said at a party.
After the service, I talked to a guy going by “Hollywood.” His worn
clothes were sweat-stained and he reeked faintly of vinegar. He’d been
called up by Grant to heal his diabetes. “They don’t call me what they
called me in there,” he tells me as we sit on the sidewalk. “I was in so
many movies back in the ‘70s,” he adds. “I’m in the Screen Actor’s
Guild. If I could have gotten a million dollars, I could have stayed out
there and became a star!”
He went on for a while. I’m not a mental health professional, but he
was a nut-job—a group well represented this evening. “At least my
diabetes is gone—by Jesus,” he turns and smiles. “Now I can drink all
the pop I want!”

“Um, Hollywood,” I pause, “maybe you should get your, um,
miracle confirmed by a doctor.”
“Doctor!” He just laughs.
“Any y’all know where I can sleep tonight?” cuts in a beautiful, but
badly beaten young lady. She moves her bruised and swollen face
down toward us. “I’m in a domestic relationship.”
“Sweet Jesus!” I jump up. “Sorry. Gotta go.”
God willing, one of the good souls filtering out of the church that
late evening did what Jesus would have. Lord knows I wasn’t going to
put her up. And God willing, she didn’t rob that good soul blind
during the night.
God would never let that happen, right?
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“How long have I been here?”
“According to my files, you've been here three weeks this time,” says
Mike. He's co-manager of the Santa Fe International Hostel.
“Yeah, this time.”
“Here. You've got mail.”
Headquarters, no doubt. “Thanks.”
“Don't forget to turn in your locker key and get your deposit before
you go.”
“Of course.”
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE, JANUARY, 2008—“Can I
help you Gentlemen find something?” asked a female guard,
shattering the quiet. Jones and I had outflanked campus security to the
west; we were now in restricted territory. We’d been walking for half
an hour and made one dashed attempt to enter the debate spin room.
After being barred at the metal detectors and straining to overhear a

conversation between Tom Tancredo and Bay Buchanan, we were
back outside, wandering aimlessly.
“Um… we’re OK,” Jones lied, trying to avoid the woman’s
curiosity.
“Just to let you know, the Democrat building is right there,” she
said unprompted, pointing. “And the Republican one is right over
there,” she said with an unsuspecting smile. The woman had just given
the men the whereabouts of all of the campaigns’ staff offices. Their
devious hearts rejoiced.
Slipping through an unlocked door and squeaking their wet shoes
up two flights of stairs, the now trespassing reporters made their way
down a brightly lit hallway. Each wooden classroom door had a name
on it: Huckabee, Romney, Giuliani, etc. Inside, mid and high-level
Republican campaign staffers were watching a live debate feed,
dipping vegetables and eating cheese cubes. Periodically, applause
would ring from a room as they rooted on their goons.
Each impromptu campaign office was crammed, save for McCain’s,
which was totally empty. We entered. I took a load off, my eyes
immediately drawn to the crucifix hanging over the front chalkboard.
Jones picked up the landline and dialed phone sex numbers, which he
had memorized for some reason, but was unable to connect, much to
his consternation. He settled for calling a few long distance family and
friends on Saint Anselm’s dime, hoping they’d bill McCain.
“Hey, what’s going on, man?” he whispered into the receiver.
“We’re in McCain’s debate headquarters…” He hushed when a man in
an expensive suit entered and sat down.
“Hello, Father,” he greeted me. I'd completely forgotten that I was
wearing a priest’s collar and robe under my now unbuttoned overcoat.
I’d even combed his hair for the role.
“Gahd bless ya’, my son,” I shot back in an unconvincing Irish
accent. The man looked awkwardly ahead and the three watched a few
minutes of the Republican debate in pregnant silence.
“Father,” Jones said, hanging up the phone, “if we don’t leave now,
we’ll miss the exorcism!”
I looked at his bare wrist, stood up and said, “Quite right, m’lad!”
Turning toward the lone McCain staffer, I crossed myself. The man
said nothing. We bolted out the door.

Back on the chill and winding campus roads, I asked Jones where
the guard said the Democratic candidate building was. “Directly in
front of us, I think,” he replied.
“Goddamn it!” I spat, as a woman scurried by, giving the priest an
astonished glare. “Isn’t that the same guard at the door?”
“She already gave us directions,” reasoned Jones. “She shouldn’t
give us any trouble.”
“Can I help you gentlemen find something?” she repeated, not
recognizing them from fifteen minutes ago.
“Um, yeah, we’re looking for the Democratic campaign staff
offices,” Jones told her.
“Right this way,” she said, opening the door. She escorted the priest
and his helper to the third floor.
“Who are you voting for?” Jones asked.
“Oh, I can’t tell you that,” she explained seriously. “I’m not allowed
to talk about any of that. I can’t even tell you my name. That’s the
policy. If I do… I could get fired.” She left the two to poke around.
The doors read: Clinton, Obama, Richardson, etc. For some reason,
Ron Paul’s staff room was located in the building. Again, every room
was crammed, save one: No one was there to cheer on John Edwards.
We cruised the hors d’oeuvres for some much needed sustenance. As
we sat down to chow, the female guard popped her head into the room.
“So… are you really a priest?” she asked.
“Of course, m’child.”
“No, not really.”
We simultaneously contradicted each other, mouths full of free
food. She looked back and forth at us. Our thin cover was blown. “He
fancies himself a performance artist,” Jones continued unhelpfully. I
silently cursed him.
“Are you guys with the press?” she wondered as the two filled their
faces with the bread, cheese and stuffed grape leaves that were
reserved for Edwards’s staff.
“Yeah, sort of,” I admitted. At the news, she disappeared back into
the hallway. She returned shortly and continued the chat where they’d
left off, smiling benevolently.

After a few minutes, she was joined in the doorway by a tall
uniformed male guard. “Hi, Mary,” he greeted her. “Are these the
guys?”
“Yeah, that’s them, Jerry,” she answered.
“OK, guys,” he spoke, stroking the container of pepper spray on his
belt. “You’re not supposed to be in here. There’s no press allowed in
here.” The two men jumped to their feet and were promptly escorted
outside.

***
We stared in abject terror at the sheet of paper taped to the doors of
the Radisson ballroom.
“I feel queasy,” I complained.
“I feel nothing,” Jones said, detached, like a man perusing the
obituary of a loved one. The sheet read: “National Review Online.”
Before they could answer their feet, the doors swung wide to a
scene reminiscent of Orwell’s “Two Minutes Hate,” only it was
scheduled to go on for hours. About two hundred aspiring leeches
were suckered to folding chairs, feeding off the Democratic half of the
debate that we'd just left at St. Anselm’s College. They frothed and
booed in unison as John Edwards talked about a patients’ bill of rights
and a recently deceased teenage girl named Natalie. All of their
seething attention was fixed to the screen, for Hillary Clinton’s
response:
“You know, Senator Edwards did work and get the patient bill of rights
through the Senate—it never got through the House. One of the
reasons that Natalie may well have died is because there isn't a
patients’ bill of rights…”
The entire crowd burst into uproarious laughter. Behind one of the
large television screens, on a raised platform, Byron York, Ramesh
Ponnuru and Jonah Goldberg took a quick break from live blogging to
rejoice at the tragedy. Ponnurru cocked back his head and chuckled
with relish toward the heavens, bouncing in his chair like a tiny,
demented, golden-brown cherub. Party of Death, indeed.
We shared a fearful glance. “This is a like a goddamn Nuremberg
rally,” I whispered.

“But not as funny,” Jones added, as they spotted a Hasidic Jew
poring over his Torah. It was the Sabbath, and this guy was risking
eternal damnation to hang out with the National Review crew.
“Takes all kinds,” I joked.
“Yeah, except fags, feminists, blacks and the poor,” Jones shot
back. “How long do we have to stay here?”
“Not long,” I spoke calmly. “I just want to do one little thing, then
we’re outta’ here.”
“Oh, Christ,” Jones said, observing the wild gleam in my eyes.
“What’s up?”
“We need to steal that Reagan,” I said through an imp’s grin,
casually motioning to a majestic life-sized cardboard Ronald Reagan
propped up in the back corner, mutely supervising the gathered
supply-side sycophants.
“Naturally,” quipped Jones. There was one hindrance: a man
leaning against the back wall, alert and possibly poised to thwart the
kidnapping.
“I’ll go distract that guy…”
“And I’ll bust out the side door,” I agreed. “OK, let’s do this!”
Jones strode over to the man. I promptly saluted cardboard Reagan,
goose-stepped in its direction and executed a clean about face,
surveying the crowd. With one hand behind him fidgeting for the door
handle and the other placed nonchalantly on cardboard Reagan’s
shoulder, I watched Jones with anticipation. Adrenaline rushed. The
man turned toward Jones in conversation and I spun smoothly through
the door, Gipper in tow, into an empty carpeted hallway.

***
I was peddling my gimp leg at dangerous speeds down a lonely, icy
road and losing a battle with a violent, spastic cough, which echoed
through the frigid Manchester darkness like the bark of Cerberus.
Masochism my constant guide, I was following a tip that
Republican candidates were descending as locusts upon a local polling
station. Following the glaring camera lights into the parking lot of the
Brookside Congregational Church, I paused in the midst of the

madness, doubled over and vomited a foul, steaming mixture of
orange juice and mucus onto the snow-dusted blacktop. During the
proceeding dry heaves, I could see through teary eyes CNN anchorfish
Dana Bash peering over in disgust.
“So, where’s Giuliani, then?” I sprung up after several tortured
minutes, asking a nearby cameraman.
“Jesus Christ! You OK, man?” he replied.
“I think so,” I gagged, imagining how wonderful it would be to
personally infect Giuliani. “Where is he?” he asked with hope in his
bloodshot eyes.
“He went over to say hi to Huckabee, then left.” Hope crushed and
restored at once, I limped to the front of the pack coalescing around ol’
Huck and his subservient wife.
“Governor, Governor?” I wheezed, pale and glistening. “If elected,
will you make rapture preparedness part of Homeland Security?”
“I don’t know what that means,” played the creationist candidate,
turning his focus on a man telling a vague story about his mother and
the power of God. The press was enthralled. If this guy doesn't get
caught dipping his dick where it don't belong, he's already looking to
2012. Maybe the Mayans were right.
Dejected, shivering and suffering another coughing fit, I slunk away
from the bright lights and hobbled back into the night.
It was time to get out of Manchester. Forever.
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“How long have I been here?”
“How the fuck would I know,” says George. We watch the Jemez burn
from the front deck of the hostel. He just got out of the clink. I give
him a smoke. “What's up with your boy there?”
“Who? Cardboard Reagan? He's cool. He destroyed the Corrugated
Soviet Union.”
“Shiiiiiiit,” he hoots wryly. “How many times have you written this
book, man?”

“What....book?”
“This one, man,” he chuckles. “My momma always said I was a
character, anyhow.”
“Oh, right. Too many. I never wanted to be a writer. They made me. I
never wanted to do any off this stuff. You think I like my life. You
think I wanted to be a professional clown—a barely-paid, selfindulgent idiot? I'm the star retard of a retarded book.”
“What makes you think the book's about you?”
“Well, you know, first person narrative kind-a-thing...”
“So what, man?” he taps his dark, stubby finger on the faded, orange
Formica table top. “There is no I in team.”
“That's a platitude.”
“Don't look at me, man. You wrote that trite shit. And what's with the
sci-fi bug bits? You think if you ripoff Burroughs no one will call you
on cribbing Hunter Thompson?”
“OK. Shit. I'm a fucking hack, OK? I told you: I never wanted to do
this.”
“This self-referential shit ain't goin' cut it with publishers either.”
“You think I don't know that?! I made you say that! You're not real.
You're a flat, undeveloped, unconvincing sketch—”
“See, now, that's exactly my point—all this solipsism bullshit ain't
goin' fly, and it sure as shit ain't goin' be read.”
“So, you're from...where, George?”
“Shiiiiiiit. You tell me.”
“Pensacola...and you lost that part of you finger cutting plywood with
a circular saw...your woman left you soon after the accident, which
was real cold...you own two mesh shirts...and you've never heard of
Mind Drivers....right?”
“Never.”
“You're lying. You're being driven right now, aren't you?”
“Look, man, I done told you: I don't know nothing about that.”
“Then why are all those ants coming out of your ears?”
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Three hours of shuteye. I’m dehydrated; my head aches. There’s no
fucking way I’m ever going to do that again.
Rob and I drive into Taos for fruit and a cup of coffee. He took the
name Xythos during a ceremony, and unfortunately, it's also the name
of a brand of document management software. The name PaDeva
came out of a ceremony, too, and fortunately it means “to consume the
Goddess” in Sanskrit.
Traffic is crawling, because of the Taos Pueblo Pow-wow. At roughly
a thousand years old, the Pueblo is the oldest inhabited apartment
building in North America. Hippies with pet rats aggressively
panhandle at intersections. “You have the makings of a nice little cult
here,” I remark. “Just like Manson.”
“Ah...no.”
“You ever hear that guy’s music?” I ask. “Pretty fucking crazy, man.”
We talk about religion and The Doors. His father’s family are
reformed Mormons, and his mom and step father are Catholic. He
explored witchcraft in his adolescence and returned to The Lamb in
high school. After a short stint in the Navy, which “didn’t fit,” he
revisited paganism, explored pre-Christian religions and the South
American Shamans—all of which he folded into what is now PaDeva.
And Morrison still rules.
“I used to be certain there was an afterlife,” he says. “Now I’m what
people would call an atheist.” How in the world is this legal? “In New
Mexico there’s precedent—I even called the Attorney General to make
sure.” UDV paved the way, and PaDeva passed the religious test with
flying, psychedelic colors.
We get to talking about this vague hippie “energy” I’ve heard too
much about. I ask him what it means. He ignores the question. Rob’s
not a dumb guy; he got the hell out of Georgia. He worships the drug
and doesn’t go in for magic. There’s very little dogma surrounding
PaDeva. This is a religion I....respect. I never thought I’d think those
words. They regularly consume a Schedule 1 narcotic with no fear of
Johnny Law. They’re squeaky. Legal as torture.

We stop at a restaurant. I order a chicken sandwich. Xythos knows
better.
Back at the abode, Brad and I watch a little “Mystery Science Theater
3000.” Saturday is chill. Everyone does their own thing and snacks on
fruit, rice crackers and guacamole. I still don’t know whether I can
bring myself to drink another cup of the Bitch’s Eucharist. My body
shakes at the thought.
Saturday night’s ceremony is indoors. The reek of incense and sage
makes me nauseous even before the first sip. A lovely young woman
from Albuquerque has joined us. She’s the smartest one here. Two
nights in a row is pure masochism. The living room is a thick fug.
Vomit, aqua flora (which now smells of BO and Old Spice) and
perfumed smoke mingle in the ol’ factory. It’s awful. My brain is
screaming: “You fucking idiot! Didn’t we drink this shit last night?
Are you fucking retarded?”
“Eh, shut up,” I think as I struggle to choke down the second cup of
the night. At the first whiff I vomit immediately. I drink ¾ and give
up. What tasted last night like tobacco juice and chocolate tastes now
like poisonous bile, piss and shit. It smells the same coming out as it
does going in.
Brad the apprentice lays down and Xythos sucks the bad mojo from
his body through a fist and pretends to puke it into a bowl...you know,
like ya do. The things you have to do to have a religion, I think, as he
does the same to my heart area.
BUZZZZZZ!
Xythos is hitting his shaman’s drum. Each beat is a vine-wrapped rung
of a ladder that extends through the ceiling. “Ascend,” he looks at me
and says without moving his lips. I climb through darkness, wafting
upward with the putrid smell.
“Welcomezzz,” says something. It’s not human. I’m in the desert. The
adobe is gone. There are no signs of civilization. It’s definitely not
human. It’s digging. I approach it. It’s the size of an elephant. It’s
an....insect, but its abdomen, thorax, head and legs are sheathed in a
exoskeleton made of “titaniumzzz,” it says.
“These is known knownzzz,” its quasi humanoid face buzzes from
behind creaking, chiseled mandibles. Its antennae whirl on a whirring
motor. “These are thingzz we knowzzz we knowzzz. Digzzz,” it
orders. A shovel falls at my feet.

It hums casually like an electrified Mongolian throat singer as I move
dirt. Up to my hips in earth, I see something behind the creature. It’s
my body wrapped in a massive corn husk. “Not yet!” it buzzes. “There
are knownzzz knownzzz. Know unknown knownzzz.” He seems to
know what he’s talking about.
That face. So familiar. That skeletal nose. The wireframe glasses.
Those compound eyes.
I’m beyond fatigue and soaked with sweat. It’s been a hard month. It's
been a few hard years. The pit is deep. The creature tells me to get out.
It drags my body in front of me and says, “Know the unknown
unknownzzz.”
“Unwrap it?” It says nothing.
My face is bloated and gray. Maggots have eaten my eyes. I'm smiling
and dressed in a black judge's robe. My petrified hand clutches a
wooden gavel. “Is this my, um, trial or whatever?”
“Not whateverzzzz.”
“Where's Dave?” I ask. “I was promised a lawyer. I know my rights!”
“I'm here,” a tiny voiced rises from the ground next to my corpse.
“Down here.” A scorpion crawls on top of my foot. “Do you mind?”
“Um, no,” I say as it scampers up my leg and torso, resting on my
right shoulder. “Evening.”
“Hey. So, um, what happened to your voice?”
“Scorpions can't talk, and they're rather difficult to fit into the human
ear canal, so...”
“I see.”
“The fly I was driving suffered a rather ignominious end at the hands
of a Mexican dishwasher. I was in a pinch for a ride, so what you're
hearing is merely your imagination. It will have to suffice—”
“Allzzz rizzzes for zzz Honorable Judge Murphyzzz,” the giant
creature says. I'm already standing.
“So, he's—that's the bailiff?” I ask Dave.
“Yes, be quite.”
“You'zzz may be zeated.”

I take a seat in the brush and whisper, “Dave, what am I being charged
with?”
“I told you: you're being charged with something you didn't do.”
“What didn't I do, for God's sake?!” I sweat.
“How would I know—it could be anything, the possibilities approach
infinity.”
“Oh, well, then, where's the prosecutor?”
“You're the prosecutor. Don't worry, you'll do just—”
“ZZZZZilenzzze!” the bailiff howls. “ZZZ Judge izzz deliberating.”
“I am?!” I shriek.“But I didn't do anything!” Dave gasps.
“You'zzz hazzz aczzzepted your guilty plea. Allzz rizzzes.” the
creature kicks my corpse into the pit. It lands with a thud and he buries
my body with three swift sweeps of a leg.
“You argued well,” squeaks Dave. “I never stood a chance of
defending you.” He jumps off my shoulder and scuttles under a shrub.
“This is bullshit!”
“Zzhis izzz juzzztice.”
“So what now?”
“You'zz willzzz havezzz a zentencing hearing later in the weekzzzz.”
“Oh. I think—I think I'm going to be sick.”
“ZZZhat izzz only naturalzzzz. We'zzz be in touchezzz.”
“You OK?” Xythos asks me as I finish retching partially digested
chicken onto a shrub. “You looking for scorpions?” he laughs. We go
inside and Brad takes me into a corner to practice circular breathing.
***
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A dusty Obama/Biden sign leans against Miranda's back fence. She's
been watering her pitiful desert garden all night. The earth's a thirsty
bitch, and we're her brutally stupid children. In a way this has been the
perfect sequel to the Summer of Love. It's been filled with foolishness,
masochism, delusion, pareidolia, nostalgia, lies and torture.
Miranda drives me to the Taos Greyhound station/pawn shop (the
automatic weapons are selling well). My body is covered in bug bites
—many of which I've turned into open wounds by scratching in the
middle of the night. “Bye,” she says and hugs me as one would a
leper. My dumb brain sends blood to my cock—like something's
going to happen. Idiot.
The Greyhound's late, so I talk to an older woman named Bell. She
took the bus down here from Billings, Montana, for an ill-fated
romance. She cries and I put my scabby arms around her. “He was
probably a pedo-rapist,” I try to console her. She doesn't talk to me
again.
I smoke a cigarette outside of the Denver station. There's a local news
cameraman there to film the arrival of Freddie Gonzales. He escaped
prison twenty years ago in a helicopter his wife hijacked. Now he's out
on parole.
In St. Louis a stuttering, crazy man named Dallas, who's from
Tallahassee, babbles incoherently about his brother Houston, who
lives in Pittsburgh. “Is that where you're going?” someone asks.
“N—n—n—ne—naaaaaaaaaaaaah aha ahaha ah. No. I—I—I'm goin' t
—t—to Ph—Ph—Ph—Ph—”
“Philly?” I spare him the trouble.
“Y—y—y—yeah, son!” he shouts. “ Y—y—y—yeeeaaah!”
“You don't know anything about my....sentencing hearing do you?”
“N—n—n—nah, man!” he screams. “I—I—I ai—ain't n—n—n—

never goin' back t—t—to the j—j—j—joint!”
“OK, buddy,” I say. “Calm down.”
“I just want to remind you folks,” the bus driver breaks in over the
intercom, “that since 9/11 we will call the Department of Homeland
Security if you cause a disturbance.”
“I'zz thinkzzzes Sadam Huzzzein hazz to pay'zzz for zhis
tragediezzz,” the woman sitting next to me whispers.
“H—h—h—hey, boss,” Dallas says, “w—w—w—why you all
covered up in them scabs?”
“I think I'm allergic to ants,” I tell him, glowering at the woman.
“What did you say?”
“I—I—I—I was a—as—as—askin'—”
“Dallas! Jesus! Fuck off!” He goes to the bathroom and sobs
uncontrollably.
“But Saddam Hussein's dead,” I remind the woman.
“No'zzz. Not yet'zzz,” she puts her lips near my ear. “Care to readzzz
zzz paperzzz. I'zz done wizz it.” She tosses a copy of the St. Louis
Post & Dispatch on my lap and smiles.
The date reads: July 21, 2002. “ZZZhis is'zzz your zzzentence,” she
says and wiggles a finger in her ear.
“Got ya'!” she says and proudly shows me the squished, little body.
“So, where are you headed?”
“I'm going home,” I tell her. “They have really good pizza there.”

